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2Abstract
Aircraft arrive in a random fashion into a terminal area seeking to
land at a given runway. The aircraft are differentiated by their landing
velocities. All aircraft are required to maintain a prespecified minimum
horizontal separation distance and also fly on a common final approach.
As a consequence, the minimum interarrival time separation is interactive,
i.e., a function of the landing velocities of the preceding and following
aircraft as well as the separation minimum and final approach length.
The controller's decision-making problem in sequencing the aircraft,
termed dynamic scheduling, is formulated in this dynamic environment.
It is observed that the first-come, first-serve discipline is inefficient
and the system properties employing optimality objectives of maximum
throughput and minimum delay are investigated. The solutions must be
updated with each new arrival and, as a result, the solutions employing
these optimality objectives are shown to have undesirable properties,
including 1) a priority structure with the potential for indefinite
delay; 2) non-implementable updating assignments; 3) computationally
intractable solutions in real time.
As a consequence of this analysis, a decision methodology termed
Constrained Position Shifting (CPS) is proposed to eliminate these
undesirable properties. CPS prohibits an aircraft from being shifted more
than a given number of positions from its first-come, first-serve position.
The CPS methodology is then shown via simulation to be practical,
efficient and extremely flexible, with the following properties:
1. increases the runway throughput rate
2. treats individual aircraft equitably
3. treats aircraft velocity classes equitably
4. particularly successful during peak periods
5. well within the capabilities of today's computers.
The simulation is designed to compare identical arrival streams
under various strategies. The simulation-aided analysis is then
extended to include "heavy" jets (with aircraft dependent separation
minima) and also mixed operations (arrivals and departures). Even
greater improvements in terminal area levels of service are demonstrated
for these extensions.
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Chapter I
Introduction
1.1 The Dynamic Scheduling Problem
It is generally acknowledged that the control of aircraft in the
high density terminal area is one of the most difficult tasks confronting
the modern-day air traffic controllers. For it is in this environment
that overall system efficiency becomes nearly as important as safety,
especially during peak periods when the demand for the facilities
approaches, or even exceeds, the system's service capabilities. In this
regard, the utilization of the terminal area runway(s) is the primary
bottleneck in system efficiency. This is a natural consequence of the
geometry of the terminal area, where arriving aircraft are merged from
a three-dimensional space to essentially a single point (the runway
threshold). The problem is particularly acute when, for safety con-
siderations, the controller must insure that all aircraft maintain a
pre-specified minimum co-altitudinal separation distance. The research
presented herein is addressed to this problem, namely the investigation
of procedures for safe and efficient terminal area aircraft operations
that implicitly uphold the minimum airborne separation standards. The
research is primarily concerned with the sequencing and scheduling of
aircraft in this dynamic environment. As a consequence, the decision-
making process is termed dynamic scheduling.
If all aircraft had identical landing velocities and characteristics,
there would be no need for this research. To elucidate, the minimum
airborne separation requirement translates to a minimum interarrival
time separation at the runway which is a function of the landing
velocities and of the relative weight of both the preceding and
following aircraft. In general, this time separation will be minimized
if the following aircraft is at least as fast as the preceding one.
If all aircraft had identical landing velocities, the minimum inter-
arrival time separation will be constant and the first-come, first-
serve procedure which is now in use is as good as any other. Aircraft,
however, do not have identical landing velocities. As a consequence,
certain arrival sequences will be particularly inefficient (for
instance, having very slow aircraft alternate landings with very fast
ones). Thus, a sequencing procedure such as first-come, first-serve,
which is subject to all the randomness of the arrival process, will,
from the standpoint of runway utilization, be clearly undesirable.
This is not a new realization. For instance, in a 1964 paper [261
by S. Ratcliffe of the Royal Radar Establishment, the author writes,
"Terminal area ATC must provide each aircraft with access
to a network of different facilities. If these each treat
their customers on a 'first-come, first-served' basis,
congestion arises which could be avoided by more comprehensive
planning. In a large busy terminal area it is at present
necessary to decentralize the control process to avoid
overloading the human controllers and it is then hard to
avoid using first-come, first-served. This undesirable trend
can be reversed if we hand over part of the decision-making
process to an electronic computer."
The underlying philosophy of this research is in agreement with
Ratcliffe's conclusions. Simply stated, it is felt that, by utilizing
today's computer power and instrumentation sophistication, the
controller workload can be reduced and system performnace improved
through the use of computer-assisted decision-making, without affecting
the controller's autonomy.
Whether this objective can be accomplished to the satisfaction
of all terminal area users is a major issue. Earlier research attempts
at runway optimization revealed inherent undesirable performance charac-
teristics. One such attempt is described in the MITRE Corporation's
"Genealogy of Terminal ATC Automation" [14], in which a procedure
termed Speed Class Sequencing is proposed. Essentially, the speed
class sequencing concept seeks to optimize runway utilization by
"building up long landing strings of aircraft such that
each aircraft has a speed equal to or greater than the
preceding aircraft. Whenever it is necessary to break
the string (because no aircraft with an equal or greater
speed is available), a new string is initiated. The
new sequence can be started in one of the following ways:
1. Start with the aircraft with the earliest estimated
time of arrival at the runway.
2. Start with the slowest type of aircraft that is available."
It was concluded, however, that speed class sequencing
"leads to large and inequitable delays for individual aircraft
and types of aircraft. The delays can be larger than the
advantages gained from the increased landing rate. There also
appears to be a discrimination against slow aircraft."
The authors then propose a procedure of Limited Speed Class
Sequencing to partially overcome these disadvantages by batching air-
craft into groups and speed class sequencing aircraft within the
group.
There are fallacies, however, in the speed class sequencing
concept. For instance, the analysis of Section 3.5 will reveal that,
in particular circumstances, runway utilization will be optimized by
sequencing aircraft such that slower aircraft follow faster aircraft,
which is precisely the opposite of the speed class sequencing concept.
There are other, perhaps counter-intuitive, results related to the
sequencing of aircraft at the runway. For instance, Chapter III also
reveals that the sequence which maximizes the aircraft throughput
rate is not the same as the sequence which minimizes the total delay
to the aircraft.
The issue of efficient scheduling is further complicated by the
uniqueness of the problem at each point in time. For instance,
Straeter, Park, and Hogge, in "Application of Optimization Techniques
to Near Terminal Area Sequencing and Flow Control," [31], state
"the choice of landing order and the determination of
delays necessary to carry out that landing order safely
can be made only be consideration of all planes
currently in the system."
Since, in general, the number of aircraft will be large, (20 or more),
this fact raises the serious question of whether the "optimal" solution
is obtainable in real time. If exhaustive enumeration techniques are
employed, the combinatorics rapidly become overwhelming, even for the
fastest computer (for instance, 5!=120, 10!=3,628,800, and 15!=1,307,
15!=1,307,674,368,000). Although techniques other than exhaustive
enumeration are possible, the prospect for success in a real time
environment is slim. For instance, R.S. Pardee offers in [22] a
dynamic programming approach where, for 15 aircraft "only" 3.7 x 106
comparisons are needed. Also, a 14 aircraft scheduling problem was
estimated to require approximately 180 seconds.
This brings up another crucial aspect of the scheduling problem.
Since all aircraft currently in the system must be considered in
scheduling optimization, the solution must be updated whenever another
aircraft enters the system. This naturally increases the computational
load.
There is a second, and extremely important aspect of the solution
updating process. To be specific, the required transitions between
the old and new solutions must be implementable. In other words,
since aircraft are not point masses to be shifted about indiscrimi-
nantly in the airspace, solution updates which require wholesale
shifting from the current schedule must be avoided. Also, to be
avoided are solution updates which continually shift particular aircraft
towards the end of the sequence.
1.2 Constrained Position Shifting (CPS) -- The Proposed
Solution Methodology
The question now arises as to whether it is possible to utilize
a decision-making process to improve system performance over first-
come, first-serve which does not exhibit the undesirable characteristics
discussed above. This research addresses itself to this question and
answers it affirmatively with the introduction of a decision method-
ology termed Constrained Position Shifting (CPS). In addition to
defining the CPS methodology, the research demonstrates its capabilities
through an extensive computer simulation designed specifically to
compare the CPS system performance to that associated with the first-
come, first-serve discipline. To summarize the results, CPS is
observed to have the following characteristics and capabilities:
1) Increases the runway throughput rate
2) Treats individual aircraft equitably
3) Treats aircraft velocity classes equitably
4) Particularly successful during peak periods
5) Well within the capabilities of today's computers
6) The solution updating avoids "global" resequencing to
assist in implementation.
7) Flexible decision logic with the capability to accept time-varying
objective functions and to handle emergency situations
8) Simple, practical, concept with the capability of assisting the
controller's decision-making without usurping his autonomy.
Constrained Position Shifting is a decision methodology and not
a one specific strategy. The CPS methodology is based on a fundamental
underlying principle which, simply stated, involves the specification
of a parameter which limits the maximum number of position shifts
(forward or rearward) that any aircraft will receive with respect to
its first-come, first-serve position. As a consequence, the decision
process is one of "local" rather than "global" optimization. Further-
more, there is an inherent flexibility in the choice of objective
functions within this "local" optimization which contributes to the
methodology's success. The next section will present some simulation
results for which the primary objective was taken as the maximization
of runway throughput, with a secondary objective of minimizing the
total aircraft delay.
1.3 Constrained Position Shifting -- Sample Simulation Results
This section presents some sample simulation results from
Chapters IV and V comparing the performance of CPS with a maximum
position shift value of 4 with the first-come, first-serve discipline
(with respect to arrival at the runway), denoted as FCFSRW. The
results from Chapter IV are for a single-runway, servicing arrivals
only, with a common final approach of 5 nm and a constant minimum hori-
zontal separation of 3 nm. Chapter V extends this single-runway,
arrivals-only situation to include heavy jets (with the associated
increase in the minimum separation distance necessitated by the effect
of wake vortices), and also departures. Complete results are presented
in Chapters IV and V.
The Chapter IV simulation results presented here are for six runs
of 500 aircraft from eleven velocity classes (in 5 knot intervals from
110 knots to 160 knots) with a class mix resulting in a first-come, first-
serve saturation capacity of almost 41 aircraft per hour. The six runs
have identical aircraft characteristics with the exception of the
aircraft interarrival time at system entrance (assumed to be exponential
with average arrival rate, X). The average arrival rate increases from
20 to 45 aircraft/hour in increments of five aircraft/hour.
Table 1.1 presents a summary of the six runs including the average
and maximum delay as well as busy periods statistics counting the
number of busy periods and the number of aircraft delayed. The 35/hour
and 40/hr runs are of primary interest, since the research is most
concerned with the high-density terminal areas, especially during
peak periods. The 45/hr run provides insights into the system
performance during periods of extreme congestion. The lower arrival
rates (20, 25 and 30 aircraft/hr) are of lesser interest, since
congestion is less acute, and consequently, so is the margin of
possible improvement. Note, in Table 1.1, that the decrease in
average delay using CPS does not result in a large increase in maximum
delay. In fact, the maximum delay is also decreased for the 40/hr
and 45/hr runs.
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Table 1.1
Sample Simulation Results
First-Come, First-Serve at the Runway (FCFSRW)
vs.
Constrained Position Shifting (CPS)
Maximum Number of Position Shifts = 4
500 Aircraft, 11 Classes
Arrival Rate (Aircraft/Hr)
20 40
Average FCFSRW 35.47 54.67 97.73 182.64 381.04 1688.62
Delay
(Sec) CPS 34.23 50.75 86.63 152.64 299.74 956.72
Maximum FCFSRW 279.85 355.19 754.12 1057.90 1626.48 3751.84
Delay
(Sec) CPS 437.65 515.23 896.37 1082.57 1584.06 2577.72
Number FCFSRW 102 91 77 61 24 5
of Busy
Periods CPS 105 97 84 67 38 10
oumb r FCFSRW 229 284 339 386 452 491
craft CPS 225 271 327 375 432 485
Delayed _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ -_ _ _ _
Table 1.2 presents the distribution of the position shifts from
the first-come, first-serve base for the six runs. Note that the amount
of shifting increases as the arrival rate increases and also that these
shifts are not particularly extreme, even for the high arrival rate runs.
Table 1.2
Sample Simulation Results
Position Shifts from First-Come, First-Serve
Maximum Number of Position Shifts = 4
500 Aircraft, 11 Classes
Arrival Rate (Aircraft/Hr)
20 25 30 35 40 45
+4 1 3 9 14 20 64
+3 3 5 5 12 23 38
+2 7 9 19 34 40 44
+1 24 33 44 42 60 52
0 418 385 330 267 198 91
-1 43 54 69 80 80 60
-2 4 9 13 37 42 56
-3 0 2 6 8 23 42
-4 0 0 5 6 14 53
Average
Absolute .204 .312 .532 .808 1.156 2.040
Shifts
Tables 1.3, 1.4 and 1.5 break down the average and maximum delay
statistics as well as the average position shifts from first-come,
first-serve into the eleven velocity classes. The 35/hr, 40/hr and
45/hr runs are included. Although one must refrain from drawing
long-term statistical conclusions from one 500 aircraft run, it appears
that CPS does not inherently bias particular aircraft classes.
Table 1.3 -- Sample Simulation Results
First-Come, First-Serve at the Runway (FCFSRW)
vs.
Constrained Position Shifting (CPS)
Maximum Number of Position Shifts = 4
Average Delay by Velocity Class -- 500 Aircraft
Arrival Rate
35/hr 40/hr 45/hr
Land. # FCFSRW CPS FCFSRW CPS FCFSRW CPS
Vel. _/c FCSW CS FFSW CS FFR P
110 20 265.4 232.5 469.1 469.3 1370.8 837.8
115 32 238.8 229.6 478.0 448.9 1840.3 1155.6
120 51 199.9 167.5 385.6 336.2 1753.9 1080.5
125 61 155.9 123.9 345.5 256.4 1660.8 1025.7
130 45 150.9 143.4 387.8 287.8 1742.0 1034.1
135 73 139.7 133.6 317.0 222.9 1544.3 832.2
140 58 218.8 163.1 411.2 313.3 1819.9 961.8
145 74 173.2 169.4 360.9 250.7 1694.4 865.7
150 48 218.3 186.9 409.6 349.9 1674.7 949.2
155 16 150.8 99.1 422.0 276.5 1700.8 860.1
160 22 149.1 173.5 342.9 280.3 1675.3 931.5
Table 1.4
Sample Simulation Results
First-Come, First-Serve at the Runway (FCFSRW)
vs.
Constrained Position Shifting (CPS)
Maximum Number of Position Shifts = 4
500 Aircraft
Comparison by Velocity Class
Maximum Delay (Sec)
Arrival Rate
35/hr 40/hr 45/hr
Land. a FCFSRW CPS FCFSRW CPS FCFSRW CPS
Vel. a/c __ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ _
110 20 797.3 789.8 1442.4 1433.6 3570.1 2429.6
115 32 1057.9 1082.6 1427.9 1459.9 3472.6 2248.5
120 51 967.7 981.8 1591.5 1451.9 3722.5 2312.8
125 61 887.7 1060.5 1443.9 1511.4 3630.4 2538.1
130 45 835.7 663.0 1478.3 1257.6 3E56.7 2339.2
135 73 1036.6 1061.2 1439.0 1471.0 3398.3 2284.8
140 58 949.0 942.9 1465.2 1385.7 3515.4 2448.6
145 74 800.4 562.8 1483.7 1249.3 3665.0 2035.2
150 48 1022.0 944.7 1474.3 1579.7 3548.5 2568.9
155 16 448.3 412.7 1149.5 983.1 3468.1 2170.0
160 22 984.3 943.2 1626.5 1584.1 3751.8 2577.7
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Table 1.5
Sample Simulation Results
First-Come, First-Serve at the Runway (FCFSRW)
vs.
Constrained Position Shifting (CPS)
Maximum Number of Position Shifts = 4
500 Aircraft
Comparison by Velocity Class
Average Position Shifts from FCFSRW
Arrival Rate
Land. #
Vel. a/c 35/hr 40/hr 45/hr
110 20 .100 .950 .150
115 32 .437 .656 1.312
120 51 0.000 .216 .863
125 61 -.016 -.066 .754
130 45 .244 .022 .556
135 73 .151 -.178 -.370
140 58 -.293 -.224 -.810
145 74 -.446 -.419 -.892
150 48 .042 .125 .021
155 16 -.250 -.375 -1.375
160 22 .682 .409 .045
Average
Absolute .808 1.156 2.040
Shifts
Table 1.6 presents the same summary statistics as Table 1.1
for a Chapter V case which includes 12% heavy jets. Heavy jets require
a larger minimum horizontal separation distance for additional safety.
The assumed separations are 5 nm for conventional aircraft following
heavy jets; 4 nm for heavy jets following heavy jets; and 3 nm for
all aircraft following conventional aircraft. Because of the increased
separation minimum, the saturation capacity is reduced approximately
three aircraft per hour to 38/hour. Note that the system response
using CPS with heavy jets reveals results similar to those of Table 1.1.
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Table 1.6
Sample Simulation Results
First-Come, First-Serve at the Runway (FCFSRW)
vs.
Constrained Position Shifting (CPS)
Maximum Number of Position Shifts = 4
500 Aircraft, 12% Heavy Jets
11 Classes
Arrival Rate (Aircraft/Hr)
Average FCFSRW 60.61 108.48 166.47 356.52 1400.98
Delay
(Sec) CPS 53.08 90.60 150.24 274.07 550.06
Maximum FCFSRW 500.98 699.38 963.14 1257.72 2457.36
Delay
(Sec) CPS 585.90 863.83 1044.65 1421.68 1729.65
Number FCFSRW 93 82 58 33 2
of Busy
Periods CPS 97 87 64 43 16
oum r FCFSRW 263 336 401 448 495
ceated CPS 257 323 391 430 477
As a final example, Table 1.7 summarizes the FCFSRW-CPS results
with mixed operations (i.e., departures and arrivals), with an average
departure rate equal to the average arrival rate. Three standard
departure routes (SIDs) are assumed, with a minimum departure-departure
interval of 60 seconds for departures on different routes and 120
seconds for departures on the same route. The saturation throughput
in this example is approximately 45.5 operations/hr.
Note that the CPS improvement in system performance over FCFSRW
is even more significant when departures and arrivals are mixed. This
improvement is due, in part, to the ability of the CPS methodology to
insert departures between arrivals whenever advantageous.
Table 1.7
Sample Simulation Results
First-Come, First-Serve at the Runway (FCFSRW)
vs.
Constrained Position Shifting (CPS)
Maximum Number of Position Shifts = 4
500 Aircraft, 50% Departures
11 Classes - 3 Departure Routes
Arrival Rate (Aircraft/Hr)
Average FCFSRW 43.72 68.67 129.68 321.78 963.43
Delay
(Sec) CPS 36.77 52.71 74.84 120.86 318.93
Maximum FCFSRW 326.71 366.21 648.82 972.26 2117.69
Delay
(Sec) CPS 352.43 451.78 533.14 867.07 1190.27
Number FCFSRW 100 81 53 24 3
of Busy
Periods CPS 114 97 77 56 24
oumbAr FCFSRW 283 342 398 460 495
craft CPS 263 318 362 408 459D e aeDe l y e d__________________ ______________ ____________ _____________________ ___ _ _ _ ___ __ _ __ ____ ________________
1.4 Outline of the Remaining Chapters
This section outlines the remaining chapters of this dissertation,
presenting an overview to the analytic investigation of the dynamic
scheduling problem and to the subsequent demonstration, via simulation,
of the Constrained Position Shift methodology. To begin, Chapter II, The
Terminal Area Model, presents a description of the adopted terminal area
model, focusing on the system assumptions, characteristics and constraints.
A survey of research related to the dynamic scheduling problem will follow
this model description. Basically, the model assumes that the Air
Traffic Control (ATC) system has capabilities consistent with the
proposed up-graded third generation to be employed in the next decade.
Further, the model is limited to operations on a single runway. The
extension of Constrained Position Shifting to multiple runways and/or
multiple airports is a logical direction for further research once an
intimate understanding of the single runway situation has been achieved.
Chapter III, The Dynamic Scheduling of Arrivals, contains the analytic
investigation into the dynamic scheduling problem. Initially, the dis-
cussion focuses on the interarrival dynamics, i.e., the ramifications
of terminal area constraints on the minimum interarrival time between
successively arriving aircraft. This minimum interarrival time is
shown to be a function of the landing velocities of the preceding and
following aircraft, the runway occupancy time of the preceding aircraft,
the minimum horizontal separation distance between the aircraft and
the length of the common final approach. The dynamic scheduling problem
is of interest as a direct consequence of the interactive nature of the
minimum interarrival time separation, because if this separation did not
depend on both the preceding and following aircraft characteristics,
any sequence would be as good as any other in terms of runway utilization.
The discussion next presents a formal statement of the dynamic
scheduling problem, in the process defining two important optimality
objectives, those of minimizing delay and maximizing throughput. An
example is then presented which demonstrates that the solution to the
dynamic scheduling problem is in general totally different for these
two optimality objectives (and others as well).
Because of the randomness associated with the aircraft arrival
process, the general solution to the dynamic scheduling problem is
essentially unique. There is, however, an important sub-class to the
general problem which possesses an analytic solution. This sub-class
may be conceptualized by a holding stack of N aircraft, any one of which
is a candidate for the first assignment. This problem will occur in
practice during periods of extreme congestion. For the holding stack
problem, the objective of maximizing throughput is observed to be
equivalent to that of scheduling the last assigned aircraft to land as
soon as possible (abbreviated ASAP). The ASAP problem is then viewed
as a two-boundary problem, with initial and/or final constraints
corresponding to particular Oth and N+lst aircraft. The analytic solution
to this ASAP problem is then obtained with none, one, and two-boundary
constraints. To summarize the solution characteristics, the general
ASAP solution will be non-unique and depend only upon the rank order
of the landing velocities, and not their actual magnitudes. It will
be observed that the speed class sequencing concept does not maximize
throughput. The solution will, however, be limited to a specific form
which permits no more than two reversals in the "direction" (ascending
or descending) of the landing velocities. For instance, sequencing
aircraft with landing velocities of 120, 135 and 150 knots in the order
135; 120; 150 is an example of a reversal in direction from descending
(135 then 120) to ascending (120 then 150).
The N aircraft holding stack problem is also investigated employing
the minimum delay objective. The subsequent analysis reveals that in
general, the minimum delay solution is unique and dependent on the
actual magnitude of the aircraft landing velocities. One particular
initial constraint problem is solved analytically. The solution turns
out to be exactly the opposite of the speed class sequencing strategy.
In other words, the solution requires the aircraft to land in descending
order rather than ascending order (as in speed class sequencing).
The analysis in Chapter III continues with an investigation into
the general dynamic scheduling problem solution characteristics. The
investigation reveals that "optimal" solutions contain inherent dis-
advantages in the dynamic, real-world environment. Four of these
undesirable characteristics are listed below.
1) Difficulty in "optimal" solution determination
2) Solution require instantaneous shifting in aircraft schedules
which cannot be physically realized
3) Solution causes large disparity in service characteristics with
particular classes receiving substantially poorer treatment
4) Inefficient peak period response possible.
Finally, Chapter III introduces the Constrained Position Shifting
methodology, which is specifically designed to eliminate the undesirable
characteristics listed above. As discussed in Section 1.2, the CPS
methodology establishes an upper bound on the maximum number of positions
any aircraft will be shifted from its first-come, first-serve position.
The description focuses on the inherent flexibility within the
CPS framework. To be specific, additional constraints may be placed
on those sequences which satisfy the maximum position shift criteria
to assist in implementation. These may include sequencing identical
aircraft classes in a relative first-come, first-serve manner, and also
delivering all final assignments at a given lead time, say ten minutes,
prior to touchdown. Furthermore, the decision criteria to differentiate
between feasible permutations may be any well defined function, even a
time-varying one. In this manner, the system might, for example,
emphasize maximum throughput during peak periods and minimum cost during
periods of less congestion.
Chapter IV, The Dynamic Scheduling of Arrivals, Simulation and
Results, introduces the simulation which is designed to examine and com-
pare the system performance of various CPS strategies to first-come,
first-serve. (Note that first-come, first-serve is actually a CPS
strategy with the maximum number of shifts equal to 0.) Chapter IV
has two parts. The first is a description of the simulation, that is,
its purpose, capabilities and logic. The presentation and subsequent
analysis of the single runway, arrivals-only results will follow.
Because of the great importance placed upon a comparative approach,
the simulation has been designed to enable reproducibility. In other
words, any particular system parameters, say the arrival rate or the
decision criteria may be adjusted, while keeping all other characteristics
unchanged, including those that are randomly generated. This repro-
ducibility permits a systematic sensitivity analysis and also provides
the system designer with the capability to answer important "what if"
questions. Run time simulation inputs include the final approach length,
the minimum horizontal separation, landing velocity distribution,
average arrival rate, number of aircraft to be generated, and the maximum
number of position shifts (denoted as MPS).
Given this MPS value, the simulation simultaneously determines
and compares all CPS strategies with maximum number of position shifts
less than or equal to MPS. Currently, the simulation requires the
ranking of three decision objectives at run time. These objectives
correspond to 1) maximizing throughput, 2) minimizing total delay, and
3) minimizing the maximum delay. The secondary objective will break
ties (if any) between feasible permutations with identical primary
objective values, while the third objective will be employed for
further tie-breaking if necessary.
Chapter V, The Dynamic Scheduling of Aircraft-Extensions, treats
two important extensions to the simulation, namely the inclusion of
heavy jets and departures. Both extensions affect the minimum
time separation between successive operations. The heavy jets
have an increased separation requirement, to diminish the dangerous
effects of wake vortices. Departures naturally have different
restrictions on runway and airspace operations.
Finally, Chapter VI, Conclusions and Directions for Further Research,
summarizes the results and discusses such issues as the implementation of
CPS and its extension to multiple runways and airports. It will be ob-
served that the CPS methodology itself offers a simple, practical and
flexible methodology for computer-assisted decision-making, although
considerable research is required before safe and efficient terminal area
service will be provided for the high-density terminal area of the future.
Chapter II
The Terminal Area Model
2.1 Introduction
This chapter presents a model of air traffic operations in the
terminal area which includes the relevant system assumptions, charac-
teristics, and constraints. The model attempts to be as realistic as
possible without becoming so complex as to hinder the analytic investi-
gation. Since the exact configuration of the ATC system for the 1980's
and later is still uncertain, the system model is chosen to be as flexible
as possible, so as to be adaptable to a wide variety of configurations.
The initial research simplifies the usually complex terminal area
by considering an area with a single airport with one runway accepting
arrivals only. The analysis of this simplified situation is to be used
as a building block in the general terminal area solution. Chapter V
will extend the model to include departures as well. The postulated
assumptions, characteristics and constraints of the terminal area model
are not restricted to the one-runway, arrivals-only case so that the
extension of the research to the multiple airport, multiple runway,
arrivals and departures case is natural, although considerably more
complex.
In addition to the description of the terminal area model, this
chapter will include a survey of the literature related to the research
at hand.
2.2 The Model
2.2.1 Terminal Area Assumptions
There are three fundamental assumptions regarding the functional
capabilities of the terminal area users. They are:
Assumption 1 -- All terminal area aircraft are capable of prompt and
accurate communication with the ground-based control system; and the
control system employs computers as decision-making aids.
Assumption 2 -- All terminal area aircraft have sufficient on-board
instrumentation to provide accurate navigation.
Assumption 3 -- All system participants are cooperative.
These assumptions are purposely vague, due to the uncertainly of
the exact configuration of the ATC system for the 1980's and beyond.
As a consequence, emphasis has been placed on the functions performed
and not on the specific instrumentation employed to satisfy these
assumptions.
Assumptions 1 and 2 are nevertheless consistent with the current
and anticipated state of the aviation industry and the intents of the
Federal Aviation Administration (FAA). Prompt and accurate transmission
of information under the up-graded third generation regime can be
expected from the proposed Discrete Address Beacon System (DABS) when
used in conjunction with the Advanced Radar Tracking System (ARTS).
The requirement for accurate navigational capability may be satisfied
by assuming all aircraft are equipped with (at least) two-dimensional
Area Navigation (RNAV). Only two-dimensional RNAV is needed if
Assumption 1 holds, because the controller can issue altitude and
heading commands which essentially provide four-dimensional navigation.
It would seem, initially, that Assumption 3 is not a controversial
one. It postulates that pilots will communicate their desires and
intentions to the terminal area controller and also that all control
commands will be followed. However, if the commands are either too
numerous, unsafe, or difficult to follow, total cooperation and communi-
cation will be a major problem. Only when the full system configuration
is specified will it be possible to evaluate such parameters as
frequency of commands and degree of difficulty for command implementation.
So as not to hinder this research, it will be assumed that all commands
generated by the controller are safe and implementable. The problem of
implementation will not be ignored, rather it will be postponed until the
characteristics of the problem solutions are better understood. Chapter
VI will discuss this issue further.
2.2.2 Terminal Area Characteristics
The terminal area characteristics differ from the assumptions in
that the characteristics are merely representative of the future system
configuration, whereas the assumptions are crucial to the basic analysis.
In other words, modification of any of the characteristics will not
alter the basic research philosophy. For instance, the terminal area
size or the length of the common final approach may vary without
affecting the underlying research methodology. Flexibility is stressed
here, so that the conclusions can be applicable in the context of a
wide range of possible system configurations. These characteristics are:
Characteristic 1 -- The Terminal Area
The terminal area is a loosely defined, cylindrically-shaped region
with a radius of approximately 50 nautical miles centered about major
airports. The altitude limit may be of the order of 10,000 feet. The
terminal area is actually limited by the range of the radar and communi-
cation coverage. More than one major airport as well as any number of
minor airports may be within the same terminal area.
Each runway is assumed to be equipped with a landing system requiring
a common final approach of F nautical miles. As will be seen in
Section 3.2, the value of F affects the overall system efficiency.
Characteristic 2 -- Aircraft Characteristics
All aircraft types are assumed to exist in the terminal area provided,
of course, that they are suitably equipped to satisfy Assumptions 1 and 2.
Landing velocities are assumed to fall within a natural range,
(Vland (min), Vland(max)), while the terminal area entrance velocities are
assumed to be within a different natural range, (Vent (min), V ent(max)),
consistent with aircraft capabilities and ATC procedures. Representative
values might be Vland (min)= 80 knots, V land(max)=180 knots, V ent=110 knots,
Vent(max) = 300 knots. The aircraft are further assumed to fly the final
approach at a constant velocity (equal to the landing velocity).
Characteristic 3 -- Pilot Objectives
It is assumed that pilots desire to either a) land in the terminal
area; b) depart from the terminal area; or c) fly through the terminal
area. In other words, no pleasure flying is permitted. This charac-
teristic provides the motivation for the functional outlook of this
research as discussed in Section 2.2.3.
Characteristic 4 -- Terminal Area Constraints
There exist two basic constraints on the operation of aircraft in
the terminal area. The motivation for both constraints is safety.
Together, they define the minimum time separation between successively
landing aircraft on a given runway, which is derived in Section 3.2.
These constraints are:
1. No two arriving aircraft are permitted on the same runway at
the same time.
2. Coaltitudinal aircraft under ground control must maintain a
specified horizontal separation distance. Currently, this separation
equals 5 nm for conventional aircraft following "heavy" jets (in excess
of 300,000 lbs), 4 nm for heavy jets following heavy jets and 3 nm for
all aircraft following conventional aircraft. Light aircraft (less than
12,000 lbs) require an additional separation, but they are not assumed
in the aircraft mix at the major airports.
2.2.3 System Objectives
What is the purpose of terminal area air traffic control? Whom
does it serve? How are decisions made? These questions must be
answered in a general sense. Essentially, a terminal area air traffic
control system should provide safe and efficient service for its users.
But since it is impossible to please all users all the time, the
system objective should probably be to provide as many users as much
satisfaction as possible. Now, what constitutes user satisfaction?
Does the user wish to minimize his delay, costs, overall comfort, or
some other objective? The attitude taken in this research stems from
the functional outlook of the system characteristics, specifically, all
users are assumed to be in the system for a purpose: to land, depart,
or fly through the terminal area. Thus, the system objective is the
safe and expeditious fulfillment of each user's purpose.
2.3 Review of Related Research
This section presents a review of the research related to the
dynamic scheduling problem. On the whole, there has not been much
research which is directly related to this topic, primarily due to
the requirement for a ground-based computer to be employed in the
efficient sequencing and scheduling of aircraft, which is a capability
that will not be widely available for perhaps another decade. Actually,
Blumstein [3] in 1960 was the first to point out the importance of the
common final approach in the determination of runway capacity. Other
runway capacity related studies include that of Odoni [21] and Hockaday
and Kanafani [13].
Runway capacity under saturation conditions (i.e., where aircraft
are always available to land) is shown to be dependent on the aircraft
mix and the sequencing strategy employed. Although upper bounds on the
runway utilization rate have been obtained for various strategies in
[13], the saturation condition assumption does not address the dynamic
scheduling problem where aircraft randomly enter the terminal and the
controller must decide on the order in which to sequence the arrivals.
The bulk of the research which attacks the problem of randomly
arriving aircraft tends to de-emphasize the importance of the runway in
their formulation. This typically occurs for one of two reasons.
Either no velocity mix is assumed or else a first-come, first-serve
discipline is assumed.
Porter, [25], Athans and Porter, [1], Sarris, [27], and Athans
and Sarris [20], investigate methods for the automatic control of
aircraft arriving in a random fashion from the en-route centers to
the near terminal area. Porter, [25], and Athans and Porter, [1],
employ a linear, optimal, feedback control system that merges aircraft
from several feeder guideways into a single string on final approach.
A velocity mix is not assumed. The major contribution of this work is
the analytic investigation of delay maneuvers other than placing
aircraft in holding stacks. Sarris, [27], and Athans and Sarris, [28],
attack the same control problem assuming a velocity mix. However, the
minimum time separation between successively landing aircraft is not
taken as a function of aircraft landing velocity and no attention is
devoted to efficient sequencing strategies.
Tobias, [33], assumes a terminal area having fixed multiple approach
paths with intersecting nodes. He presents a general scheduling algorithm
such that the aircraft are conflict-free at each node. For this problem,
a first-come, first-served strategy is assumed and the computational load
appears to be excessive.
Schmidt and Swaim, [29], address the problem of the curved approach
path and landing sequence specifications for a group of aircraft desiring
to land in a terminal area. The multiple-aircraft landing problem is
formulated as a set of disconnected optimal trajectories and the performance
criterion for the system is the sum of flight durations plus the integrated
weighted accelerations of the aircraft. However, as with Sarris [27],
the minimum time separation between successively landing aircraft is not
taken to be a function of aircraft landing velocities and sequencing
strategies are not investigated.
There have been a few reports which do consider the sequencing
problem in the dynamic environment. As discussed in Chapter I, the
MITRE Corporation report [14] investigates the merits of speed class
sequencing, with negative conclusions. The primary drawback was noted
to be the priority structure of the strategy, which tended to create
huge delays for particular aircraft and aircraft classes.
The work of Pardee [22] is of interest. He defined an interesting
dynamic programming formulation of the scheduling problem, which is
equivalent to the dynamic scheduling formulation in Chapter III.
However, his analysis of the problem is on a "global" scale, and as a
consequence, the computational requirements became prohibitive and the
detrimental priority structure still exists (as will be shown in Chapter
III).
The formulation of the National Bureau of Standards report [19]
is also of interest, and many of the observations are quite similar to
those developed in this thesis. This report, however, also restricts
itself to "global" solutions and does not investigate the detrimental
priority structure.
Forys, et al., [10], also consider a scheduling problem similar to
that of this research. The major difference between the two problems is
the time-scale. Forys et al. assume the existence of a book schedule
which is a set of known arrival times for air carriers. Delays are
taken as deviations from the book schedule rather than deviations from
the preferred landing times (that are calculated when aircraft enter
the terminal area). This de-emphasizes the dynamic nature of the
terminal area. Furthermore, scheduling is done only for aircraft
contained in the book schedule. Consequently, the efficiency of all
terminal area operations is not the research objective.
Perhaps the research that is most closely related to this report
is that of Straeter, Park and Hogge, [23], [24] and [31]. Three
aircraft classes fly on nominal approach routes and a weighted minimum
delay solution is obtained. A simulation demonstrates the improvement
in system performance. Their research differs from this thesis in a
number of respects. First, the base discipline is first-come, first-
serve at the outer marker instead of at the runway, and the separation
matrix is incorrectly determined. Also, the solution is of the "global"
nature, which, as previously stated, will result in priority and computa-
tional problems. These effects, however, are not that extreme in this
highly structured, three aircraft class problem.
Finally, one elementary, practical approach at computer-assisted
sequencing has recently come to this author's attention. The efforts
are described by Bonny [4] of the Royal Radar Establishment in which a
computer is employed to assist in the approach sequencing task at
London's Heathrow Airport. It is felt that this type of experimental
work is heading in the right direction, especially with regard to
understanding issues related to computer-controller interface.
Chapter III
The Dynamic Scheduling of Arrivals
3.1 Introduction
This chapter contains the mathematical analysis of the dynamic
scheduling problem. To begin, Section 3.2 investigates the minimum
interarrival time separation at the runway between successively arriving
aircraft as a function of the landing velocities of the preceding and
following aircraft, the horizontal separation minimum between the
aircraft and the final approach length. The subsequent analysis in
Chapter III will assume that the horizontal separation minimum is
constant, an assumption which results in a well-structured interarrival
time separation matrix. Section 3.3 then discusses some of the sequencing
considerations that confront the controller. Specifically, a distinction
will be drawn between two "natural" first-come, first-serve disciplines,
i.e., with respect to time of system entrance and time of arrival at the
runway. Next, Section 3.4 presents a formulation of the dynamic
scheduling problem, emphasizing the difference between the static and
dynamic solutions and also noting the sensitivity of the solution to the
particular objective function adopted. This section also defines the N
aircraft holding stack problem with initial and/or final constraints
whose analysis for decision objectives of maximum throughput and minimum
delay provide the primary insights into the general dynamic scheduling
solution characteristics. Section 3.5 is devoted to the problem solution
with the maximum throughput objective, whereas Section 3.6 attacks the
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minimum delay problem. The solution characteristics uncovered in these
two sections will be shown to be undesirable primarily for reasons of
computational difficulty and inequitable service characteristics.
Finally, Section 3.7 introduces the proposed solution methodology,
termed Constrained Position Shifting (CPS). CPS is motivated by the
desire to eliminate the undesirable solution characteristics uncovered
in Sections 3.5 and 3.6.
3.2 Interarrival Dynamics
3.21 Definitions
It is possible to identify three crucial points in time for any
arriving aircraft serviced by the terminal area control.
They are:
1) the time of entrance into the terminal area
2) the earliest feasible landing time at the runway
3) the assigned landing time at the runway.
Let tent(k) denote the system entrance time of aircraft k(i.e., the
time of first communication between aircraft k and the controller).
Assuming no other aircraft are in the system, the earliest feasible
landing time for aircraft k will depend upon such parameters as its
operating characteristics, point of entry, air route restrictions (if
any), weather conditions and pilot preferences. Let tpt(k) denote the
preferred terminal transit time of aircraft k (i.e., the time between
aircraft k's system entrance and its time of earliest feasible touch-
down at the runway if no other aircraft are in the system). Since
entering aircraft desire to land as soon as possible, the earliest
feasible landing time for any aircraft will be defined to be its
"preferred landing time." Obviously, the preferred landing time for
aircraft k (denoted tpfd(k)) equals the sum of its system entrance time
and its preferred transit time (i.e., tpfd(k) = tent (k) + tpt(k).
Because the preferred landing time is defined as the earliest
feasible landing time, the actual assigned landing time for aircraft k
(denoted tasn(k)), must be at least as large as its preferred landing
time (i.e., tasn(k)> tpfd(k)). Of course it is desirable to have all
aircraft land when they wish, but during periods of congestion this
is impossible due to the minimum time separation at the runway imposed
by the air traffic control safety constraints. How these constraints
define the minimum landing time separation between successively landing
aircraft will now be examined.
3.2.2 Minimum Interarrival Time Separation
Recall the two basic ATC terminal area constraints on aircraft which
were introduced in Chapter II:
1) No two aircraft are permitted on the same runway at the same time.
2) Coaltitudinal aircraft under ground control must maintain a
specified horizontal separation.
Also recall that all controlled aircraft arriving at the same runway
fly a common final approach path at an (assumed) constant velocity equal
to the aircraft's preferred landing velocity. The preferred landing
velocity depends upon such parameters as type of aircraft, its landing
load, weather conditions and pilot preferences. This preferred landing
velocity is assumed to be specified by the pilot when the aircraft arrives
at the entrance to the terminal area. Consequently, two identical air-
craft may have difference preferred landing velocities. Also, the same
aircraft may have a different landing velocity on differenct approaches.
The minimum time separation at the runway between two successively
landing aircraft is analytically determined as a function of the final
approach length, the particular landing velocities and the minimum
horizontal separation distance. Specifically, let
vland(i) = the landing velocity of aircraft i
tocc(i) = the runway occupancy time of aircraft i
sep(i,j) = the minimum horizontal separation for aircraft i fol-
lowed by aircraft j
F = the length of the final approach
Then,
t (sep(i,j);F) = the minimum time separation at the runway between
the landing of aircraft i followed by aircraft j
max[tocc (i); sep(i,j)/v land(i)] Vland M< vland(j) (OVERTAKING)
max[tocc(i); sep(i,j)/vland(j) + F*(l/vland~j) - l/vland(i))] (3.1)
Vland(i) Vland(j) (OPENING)
To simplify this expression, let 6 . be defined as follows:
0 vland() <vland~j)
1i/j
1/v land(j) - l/v land(i) v (i)d 0 v ad)
Then,
t. .(sep(i,j); F) = max [tocc(i); sep(igj)/vland(j) + F6 .] (3.2)
Figures 3.1 and 3.2 illustrate the two landing situations, over-
taking and opening. The runway occupancy time of aircraft #1 is as-
sumed to be smaller than sep(1,2)/vland(2).
Figure 3.1
Minimum Interarrival Separation-Overtaking Case
Sep (1 ,2)
= Sep(1, 2)/Vland(2)
Figure 3.2
Minimum Interarrival Separation-Opening Case
Sep(1 ,2)
tl, 2(Sep(1,2);F) Sep(1,2)+FVand 2
F
vland(
tl1,2 (Sep(1,2);F)
*t-#2 *T-#1
In the overtaking situation (Figure 3.1), aircraft #2 is faster
than aircraft #1 and consequently, the point of closest approach be-
tween the aircraft occurs when aircraft #1 touches down on the runway.
This closest approach equals sep(1,2) and hence the added distance
until touchdown for aircraft #2 equals sep(1,2), and the time to fly
this distance equals sep(1,2)/vland(2).
In the opening situation (Figure 3.2), aircraft #2 is slower than
aircraft #1 and the point of closest approach occurs when aircraft #1
begins its final approach. Aircraft #1 lands F/vland(1) time units
after beginning the final approach and aircraft #2 lands
(sep(1,2) + F)/v land(2) time units after aircraft 1 begins its final
approach. Thus the time between landings equals:
(sep(1,2) + FVvland(2) - F/vland(l) = sep(1,2)/v land(2) + F*61,2
3.2.3 The Interarrival Separation Matrix
From now on, all aircraft are assumed to belong to one of a
finite number of aircraft classes, based upon preferred landing velocity.
As a consequence, for any given final approach length and separation
rules, it is possible to define a matrix T = [t ]1 whose i,jth element
equals the minimum time separation at the runway for a class i aircraft
followed by a class j aircraft.
To demonstrate the above principle, Table 3.1 presents a T matrix
for the simple case of three aircraft classes (120, 135, and 150 knots);
with a final approach equal to 5 nm; a separation minimum equal to
3 nm; and a runway occupancy time equal to 60 seconds. This table will
be used for further examples.
Table 3.1
Minimum Interarrival Time Separation (Seconds)
at the Runway
Leading
Ai rcraft
(Knots)
120
Following Aircraft (Knots)
135 150
Sep(i,j) = 3 nm
F = 5 nm
120
135
150
90.00 80.00 72.00
106.67 80.00 72.00
120.00 93.33 72.00
Note the 30 second difference in time separation when a slow
aircraft (120 knots) follows a fast aircraft (150 knots) rather than
an aircraft of the same landing velocity.
In general if there are k distinct aircraft classes ordered such
that: vland vland(2)< ... < vland vland(i+l)< ... < v land(k);
sep(i,j) = S (a constant); and, t occ l < S/v and(k) Vi, then
inspection of equation 3.1 shows that T has the following properties:
1. t. . = t. . i < j (i.e., the elements above the diagonal
'" l'a equal the diagonal element)
2. t. . < t. . < t. . i=j+1,j+2, ...,k-1 (i.e., the elements below
J'J 'J 'a the diagonal are strictly
increasing)
3. tpj > t ij+l j=1,2,...,k-l (i.e., across any row the elements
are strictly decreasing)
The assumption that the runway occupancy time is less than the minimum
airborne time separation (i.e., tocc land k Vi) is a critical
assumption that is generally true in practice. If the assumption does
not hold, the general properties of the T matrix will be altered.
3.2.4 Example 3.1 -- Comparison of Landing Sequences
The previous section has analytically determined the minimum time
separation between two successively arriving aircraft. This section
presents a simple example demonstrating the effect of sequencing
(ordering) the aircraft at the runway.
Assume that the three aircraft 1,2, and 3, have identical preferred
landing times (arbitrarily set equal to 0), but different landing
velocities equal to 120, 135, 150 knots respectively. There are
3! = 6 unique landing orders. Table 3.2 lists the assigned landing
times for each landing aircraft.
Table 3.2
A Comparison of Landing Sequences
vland (1) = 120 knots vland( 2 ) = 135 knots vland( 3) = 150 knots
60 seconds sep(i,j) = 3 nm
Order 1 t asn(-) Order 2 t asn(-) Order 3 t asn()
1 0.00 1 0.00 2 0.00
2 80.00 3 72.00 1 106.67
3 152.00 2 165.33 3 178.67
Order 4 ta () Order 5 tas() Order 6 tasnasn asn asn
2 0.00 3 0.00 3 0.00
3 72.00 1 120.00 2 93.00
1 192.00 2 200.00 1 200.00
Notice that the touchdown time for the last aircraft varies from
152 seconds to 200 seconds. Also note that Orders 5 and 6 have the
same final touchdown time. This is no coincidence, and Section 3.5
will examine the reason for this result.
This example demonstrates that, even in a very simple situation,
the specific ordering of the aircraft greatly affects the runway
utilization.
tocc(-) = F = 5 nm
3.3 Sequencing Considerations
Example 3.1 has demonstrated, in a very simple situation, that
the system performance is sensitive to the specific order in which
aircraft are sequenced. This fact is a direct result of the particular
interactive nature of the minimum interarrival time separation between
successively arriving aircraft. Intuitively, certain sequences will
have desirable properties and others undesirable for any given set
of aircraft characteristics. As a consequence, the natural questions
arise as to whether the controller can ascertain which sequences are
desirable, and more importantly, whether these desirable sequences
can be implemented. The bulk of this research is directed to answer
these questions.
There is one natural characteristic of the terminal area which
should assist the controller to improve system performance. Since
aircraft enter the outer region of the terminal area at least 30 nm
from the runway, the transit time from system entrance to the runway
(defined in Section 3.2 as t pt(.)) will be large enough so that the
entering aircraft need not receive immediately their landing assign-
ments times. This gives the controller time to evaluate the situation
at hand and hopefully to sequence the arriving aircraft in a desirable
manner.
Because aircraft will have essentially unique terminal area entry
points and velocities, as well as different routes to the runway, the
preferred transit time for any aircraft (tpt(-)), may be viewed as a
random variable. A direct consequence of this observation is the fact
that one aircraft may enter the system prior to a second, while the
second aircraft might be able to reach the runway prior to the first.
(If the aircraft are denoted 1 and 2, then t ent(1) < tent (2), while
tent() + tpt(1) > tent(2)+ tpt(2).) From the controller's standpoint
this observation implies that more than one "natural" first-come,
first-serve discipline exists.
Two particular first-come, first-serve disciplines will be defined
for this research. They are first-come, first-serve with respect to
time of system entrance (denoted as FCFSSE) and first-come, first-serve
with respect to arrival at the runway (denoted as FCFSRW). Note that
FCFSSE and FCFSRW are identical only in the unrealistic situation where
all aircraft traverse the terminal area in the same length of time
(irrespective of velocity or point of entry). Intuitively, FCFSRW
should generally out-perform FCFSSE, since an aircraft which is slow
in transiting the terminal area might, under FCFSSE, delay unnecessarily
other aircraft with larger system entrance times but smaller preferred
landing times (recall that an aircraft's preferred landing time, tpfd(')'
equals tent( + tpt
This research focuses on the comparison of system performances
under a variety of service strategies. To facilitate these comparisons,
one discipline will be designated as a "base" position to which all
other performances are compared. This "base" will be the FCFSRW
discipline, since it is a "natural" discipline whose order is determined
solely by the aircraft preferred landing times without any controller
intervention. Moreover, FCFSRW is employed frequently in practice and
also in ATC research.
3.4 Dynamic Scheduling
3.4.1 Introduction
Before continuing with the analysis of the controller's decision
process a review of the previous two sections is in order. Section 3.2
analytically investigated the minimum time separation between successive
arricing aircraft at a given runway. In that section the minimum
interarrival time separation was shown to be a function of the final
approach length, the minimum horizontal separation standard, the runway
occupancy time of the leading aircraft and the landing velocities for
both leading and following aircraft. Section 3.3 noted that the actual
time needed for an aircraft to traverse the terminal area is of sufficient
length to enable the controller to employe sequencing techniques. The
example of Section 3.2.4 demonstrated the effect that sequencing has
on runway utilization for a very simple three aircraft interaction.
Exactly how this ordering affects system performance and whether efficient
control techniques exist are the topics addressed in the remainder of
the chapter. To begin, the controller's decision problem may be stated
as follows:
Assume that at a particular time instant, N aircraft are in the
terminal area desiring to land. (Again only arrivals are initially
considered.) The ground-based controller knows all the relevant infor-
mation about each aircraft k, k-1,2,...,N. This information includes
tent (k), aircraft k's system entrance time, and v land (k), aircraft k's
preferred landing velocity, as well as the computed quantities t pt(k),
the preferred landing time (tpfd(k) = tent (k) + tpt(k)). Armed with
this information, the controller's task involves the determination of
a sequencing and landing schedule in some optimal manner. This
schedule must be such that the minimum time separation between succes-
sively arriving aircraft is always upheld.
Assuming that the optimality objective is well defined, at least
one "best" schedule exists since there are N! ordering permutations and
N! associated schedules (N is finite). For any given order the assigned
landing times, tasn(.), are uniquely determined. For example, if
aircraft j is ordered to follow aircraft i,
tasn (j) = max[tpfd(j); tasn i) + t i] (3.3)
(note: From now on, sep(i,j) is assumed to be a constant, S, and
the minimum time separation between aircraft i and j will be denoted
t. . instead of t. .(sep(ij);F).)
Whenever a new aircraft enters the system the controller must revise
the landing schedule to include the new arrival. This updating method-
ology is termed here dynamic scheduling to emphasize the dynamic nature
of the problem and its subsequent solution. In other words, the problem
of finding the best sequence and associated landing schedule must be
solved anew with the entry of every new aircraft.
The above discussion has assumed that the optimality objective
is well-formulated and known. The next section discusses the formu-
lation of measures of effectiveness which may be adopted as optimality
objectives.
3.4.2 Optimality and Measures of Effectiveness
3.4.1.2 Introduction
An "optimal system" may be defined in different ways by different
people, and the optimal Air Traffic Control system is no exception.
Optimality implies an adoption of criteria through which particular
systems are evaluated. The analyst chooses criteria and measures of
effectiveness which are consistent with the overall objectives desired.
When one considers the diversity of ATC special interest groups (air-
lines, pilots (private and commercial), passengers, airport managers,
controllers, the near-airport community, the metropolitan, state, and
regional communities, the aviation industry, the military, and the
research community-industry to name a few), it becomes apparent that
objectives and measures of effectiveness will vary greatly between
groups.
Recall that the overall system objective introduced in Chapter II
is the safe and expeditious fulfillment of each user's purpose, which
in this instance is an aircraft's traversal of the terminal area
culminating in touchdown at the runway. Hence the measures chosen
must be consistent with the stated objective.
The measures of effectiveness adopted here fall into two categories.
The first is related to the additional costs incurred by aircraft when
they are assigned to land later than their preferred landing times.
The second is related to the effective utilization of the runway. It
will be shown however, that the choice of an "optimal" order based
solely upon a mathematical measure presents certain problems in terms
of ease of implementation and disparity of service for different user
classes.
3.4.2.2 Delay Related Measures
In general it is not possible to assign landing times for all
aircraft equal to their preferred landing times without violating the
minimum separation constraint between successively arriving aircraft.
It is natural to introduce the measure of delay for aircraft k, del(k),
equal to the difference between aircraft k's assigned landing time
and its preferred landing time (i.e. del(k) = tasn(k)-tpfd(k)).
To go one step further, for any given assignment schedule of N aircraft,
it is possible to accrue the delay for each aircraft and define a measure
of total delay, Del(N),
N N
Del(N) = z del(k) = (t asn(k) - tpfd (k))
k=l k=1
A second delay related measure is that of total cost, (Costk(')).
To determine total cost, the cost of delay for each aircraft k, Costk(')'
must be known. Costk(-) may depend on such parameters as aircraft
operating expenses, personnel salaries, passenger delay costs, etc. In
general, for any fixed schedule,
N N
Cost(N) =z Costk(del(k)) = Costk(t asn(k) - tpfd(k)).
k=l k=1
If cost is a linear function of delay, then
N N
Cost(N) = E Costk *del(k) = E Costk *(tasn(k) - tpfd(k)).
k=l k=l
where now, Cost k is defined as the cost per unit of delay time for
aircraft k.
3.4.2.3 A Measure of Runway Utilization
To define a measure of runway utilization, a clarification of the
concept of serving an aircraft at the runway is in order. The view
adopted in this research assumes an aircraft is being serviced by the
runway if it prohibits the operation of other aircraft on that runway,
since no two aircraft are permitted on the runway simultaneously. Thus
the service time for any aircraft is at least as large as its runway
occupancy time. The service time is defined as t block(-), to emphasize
that an arriving aircraft blocks the runway from other activity. In
general, tblock(-) for any particular aircraft is a function of its
landing velocity and runway occupation time and the landing velocity,
runway occupancy time and landing assignment time of the immediately
preceding aircraft. The preceding landing assignment time is of
interest because tblock(-) when the runway is free differs from
tblock(-) for a busy runway. The two situations are now examined.
3.4.2.3.1 Runway Service Time at a Free Runway
Having the runway free when the arriving aircraft is to be serviced
implies that the preceding aircraft does not constrain (prohibit) the
arriving aircraft. In other words, the preceding aircraft has left the
runway sufficiently ahead of the current arrival. When an aircraft
approaches a free runway it actually blocks operations on that runway
before it touches down. Let t Comm() be defined as the time prior to
touchdown that the aircraft is committed to land. Consequently, an
aircraft arriving at a free runway blocks that runway for the time that
the aircraft is committed to land added to the aircraft's runway
occupancy time. Hence, for a free runway,
tblock(i) = tcomm(i) + tocc(i) FREE RUNWAY (3.4)
Figure 3.3 illustrates this situation.
Figure 3.3
Free Runway Service Time
tcomm(i+1)+ tocc0+1)
runway exit of
aircraft i+l
I T
touchdown of runway exit of
aircraft i aircraft i
tcomm (i+1) seconds before
i+lst touchdown
tblock(i+1) = tcomm (i+l) + t occ(i+1) FREE RUNWAY
3.4.2.3.2 Busy Runway Service Time
When an arriving aircraft approaches a busy runway, it will land
as soon as possible after the currently serviced aircraft exits the
runway (of course the minimum time separation constraint is upheld).
The service time is defined to be the time from the exit of the preceding
aircraft to the exit from the runway of the arriving aircraft. Figure
3.4 illustrates this situation.
Recall that tii+1, the minimum time separation between the
ith and i+ist arrivals is defined as follows:
t = max[t (i); S/v (i+1) + F*6. .3]5
,i+1ii occ land 1,1+l
to Cci)
i+l
(3.5)
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Figure 3.4
Busy Runway Service Time
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tblock(i+1) tocc (i+1) BUSY RUNWAY
After touchdown, aircraft
t occ(i+1) seconds later.
i+1 blocks the runway until it exits to
Since the ith aircraft itself blocks the
runway t occ(i) seconds after its touchdown, the actual service time,
tblock(i+1), for the i+lst aircraft is:
tblock (i+l)
Note that the service time of the i+lst aircraft is dependent on the
(3.6)
characteristics of the ith aircraft. In other words, the service times
are interactive.
touchdown
of air-
craft i
exit of
aircraft
i+l
t
t i,3i+l occ (i)
= t. .j - t (i) + t c- (i+1)
3.4.2.3.3 Total Runway Blockage Time
To summarize, the runway service (blockage) time for aircraft k,
tblock(i), equals:
tcomm(k) + tocc(k) (Free Runway)
t block (k) = (3.7)
tj,k - t occ(j) + tocc (k) (Busy Runway with
aircraft j preceding
aircraft k)
Assume, as before, that there are N aircraft scheduled to land
at the runway. Of particular interest is the total time for which
the runway is blocked by these N arrivals (denoted Block(N)). Ob-
biously Block(N) equals the sum of the individual aircraft blockage
(service) times. That is;
N
Block(N) = E tblock(k) (3.8)
k=l
Block(N) may be thought of as the total time that the runway is busy
servicing arriving aircraft, and this is another measure of effective-
ness to considerwhen comparing sequencing strategies.
Whenever the N aircraft land during one busy period (implying that
the aircraft form one block), then Block(N) satisfies the following:
Block(N) = tasn (N) - t asn(1) + t Comm(1) + t occ(N) (3.9)
where N signifies the last aircraft to land and 1 corresponds to the
first aircraft in the busy period. To show this, assume that N air-
craft ordered 1,2,...,N comprise a single busy period. Then,
N-1
Block(N) = t (1) + t (1) + E (t. . -t (i) + t (i+1)) (3.10)
comm occ il 1,i+1 0cc 0cc
This is a direct consequence of equation (3.6).
The runway occupancy times, t occ(-) form a telescoping sum in (3.10)
and the expression reduces to the following:
N-1
Block(N) = t (1) + t (N) + E t. . (3.11)comm occ 1=1 1,1+1
Furthermore, if aircraft 1 is arbitrarily assigned to land at t = 0,
aircraft N is assigned to land at
N-1
t= E t. = t (N) - t (1) (3.12)
i=l ,i+1 asn asn
Upon substitution of (3.12) into (3.11), (3.9) results.
Q.E.D.
3.4.2.4 Saturation Capacity
One frequently encountered measure of performance for service
systems is that of capacity, and the Air Traffic Control system
is no exception. In certain systems, capacity is an unambiguous
measure of system capability (e.g. the maximum number of seats on
a Boeing 747, the number of beds in a hospital, and the gallons of
gasoline required to fill an automobile gas tank). However, the
notion of capacity when applied to runway and airport utilization is
both ambiguous and dependent upon hidden assumptions. This does
not imply that capacity is a poor performance measure for Air Traffic
control, rather that care is necessary to uderstand the scope and
limitations of any particular capacity definition.
The determination of saturation capacity (also termed "maximum
throughput") for a given runway is equivalent to answering the fol-
lowing question:
"How many aircraft can land per unit time on a given runway if
there are always aircraft waiting to land, and provided that the Air
Traffic Control rules are never violated?"
One may envision a never-empty holding stack as equivalent to the
condition that an aircraft is always available for landing.
There are two underlying assumptions in addition to upholding
the ATC rules which are crucial in regard to the determination of
saturation capacity. These assumptions are:
1) The aircraft mix is specified;
2) The sequencing rules are specified.
The normally employed procedure for determination of saturation
capacity assumes a first-come, first-serve sequencing rule and
chooses the class of aircraft next to land from an assumed probability
distribution of aircraft mix independent from the class of the
previous aircraft. Consequently, saturation capacity is not an
inviolate measure of runway performance.
The formal definition of saturation capacity for arrivals
requires the definition of a random variable for the interarrival
time between arriving aircraft. To proceed,
let TAA = time between two successive arrivals under saturation
conditions
Then, Capsat = Saturation capacity = l/TM, where TAA is the expected
value of random variable T AA'
Whenever all aircraft belong to one of a finite number of landing
classes (as is assumed in this research) and the standard first-come,
first-served sequencing rule is imposed, Capsat is easily determined
as follows:
Let A the random variable for the class of the next aircraft and,
PA(i) E the probability mass function for A, where the number of distinct
landing classes equals k, for i=1,2,...,k. Then, if
T [t .] is the interarrival minimum separation matrix, and
PA A PA(2) ... pA(k) the vector of arrival probabilities,
Capsat = TP ) (3.13)
Proof: From above, Capsat = l/T
k k
AA . E tj=11,
Now, in general,
*Pr(class j follows class i). (3.14)
Because of the assumed independence of the classes of the successively
arriving aircraft and the first-come first-served sequencing assumption,
Pr(class j follows class i) = Pr(class j followsfclass i precedes)*
Pr(class i precedes)
= pA(j)PA(i)*
. k Ek t
i=1 j=1 j*PA()PA(i) = A 'IA
and (3.13) follows directly.
QED
3.4.2.5 Example 3.2
Using the T matrix of Example 3.1 and arrival distribution
120 kts 135 kts
.2 .3
150 kts
.4 I,
the first-come first-served saturation capacity is determined as follows:
Capsat =( .2 .3 .5 , 90.0
106.67
120.0
80.0 72.0
80.0 72.0
93.33 72.0
= 1/84 per sec. = 42.8569 per hour
If the arrival 120 kts 135 kts 150 ktsmix were changed to P , .5 .3 
.2 ,
the first-come first-served saturation capacity becomes:
Cap = TP ] 1sat EAT 1W = ,.5 .3 .2 90.0
106.67
120.0
80.0 72.0
80.0 72.0
93.33 72.0
= 1/88.3 per sec. = 40.77 per hour
Thus, TAA
.2
.3
.5
.5
.3
.2
Note the difference in saturation capacity when the arrival mix
is changed from predominantly 150 kt aircraft to predominantly 120 kt
aircraft (42.85 vs. 40.77). This demonstrates the dependence of
saturation capacity on the aircraft mix. Although this difference
does not appear great, (just 2.08 aircraft per hour), the effect on
queue length when the arrival rate approaches capacity can be quite
significant. It has been shown that for steady-state queues, the queue
length and waiting time are proportional to (1-p)~ , where p is the
ratio of the arrival rate to Capsat. This result provides insight into
the deleterious effects of even a slight reduction in the saturation
capacity during peak arrival periods.
The determination of saturation capacity when a sequencing rule
other than first-come, first-served is employed is not straightforward.
This is due to the fact that Pr(class j follows class i) is actually
a complex relationship dependent on both the arrival mix and sequencing
strategy. A comparative technique is employed in Chapter IV in which
an aircraft mix is assumed and, via simulation, the saturation capacity
under various sequencing strategies may be estimated for identical
arrival patterns. The comparison makes use of the relationship
between Cap sat and Block(N) which states that for a fixed arrival
pattern of N aircraft under saturation conditions, lim (N/Block(N))=Capsat
N-+cs
To understand this relationship, recall that Block(N) measures the
length of a busy period and that, under saturation conditions, the busy
period does not end until the last aircraft is served. Thus, Capsat'
which measures the number of aircraft served per unit time, is
approximated by the ratio of the number of aircraft served to Block(N)
under any chosen strategy.
3.4.3 Dynamic Scheduling-Mathematical Formulation
The previous section postulated three measures of effectiveness
for the dynamic scheduling problem. This section presents a mathe-
matical formulation of the dynamic scheduling problem under the
objective of minimizing one of the above measures. Of course, any
general effectiveness measure may be the objective function.
There are two components of the dynamic scheduling problem. The
first is the static solution to the scheduling problem at any given
point in time, while the second component relates to the procedures
for updating the static solution to take into account the arrival
of new aircraft. To begin, the static problem will be defined.
The static scheduling problem defines the controller's scheduling
problem at any given point in time, t. To elucidate, the following
quantities are either known or have been computed for each aircraft in
the system at time t:
tent (.) = the system entrance time
vland(.) = the declared landing velocity
cost(.) (ti) = the cost for t, seconds of terminal area delay
tpt(-) the preferred transit time
tpfd() E the preferred landing time (tpfd(-) = tent(.) + tpt
t (-) the runway occupancy time
t. .(-) the minimum landing time separation at the runway for
'3 aircraft i followed by aircraft j
t (-) H the time before touchdown that the aircraft is committed
comm to land (i.e., the aircraft blocks the runway)
Assuming that at time t, N aircraft are in the terminal area desiring
to land, and also that the last aircraft to touchdown (aircraft 0) does
so at tasn (0), the static scheduling problem is stated as follows:
Find a permutation Tr* = [1,2,... ,N] -* [1*, 2*, ... , N*] (a one to one
function) and the associated landing times t asn(k*) subject to the
following constraints for all k = 1,2,...,N:
a) tasn (k*) > tpfd(k*)
b) t an(k*)-t an((k-1)*) >t (k-1)*, k*
and which minimizes one of the following chosen measures:
N N
1) Del(N) = E del(k*) = E(tasn (k*)-tpfd (k*))
k=l k=l
or
N N
2) Cost(N) = E Costk* (del(k*)) = Z Costk* ((tasn(k*)-tpfd(k*))
k=l k=1
or
N
3) Block(N) = E tblock(k*), where
k=1
tcomm (k*) + tocc (k*) FREE RUNWAY
tblock(k) t (k-l)*2k* - t occ((k-l)*) + tocc (k*) BUSY RUNWAY
Constraint a), t asn(k*) > t pfd(k*), merely expresses the fact that an
aircraft may not be scheduled at a time prior to its preferred landing
time, while constraint b), tasn ((k*) - tasn (k-l)*)> t(k-1)*,k*,
indicates that two successive arrivals must uphold their minimum
interarrival time separation.
The associated landing times, t asn(k), for any permutation r' are
determined by the following recursive relationship:
tasn (k) = max[tpfd(k); tasn (k-1) + t(k-1),k] (3.15)
k=l',2',...,N'
To interpret equation (3.15),wherever tasn(i) = tpfd(i) aircraft k will
land when the runway is free, whereas whenever tasn (k) = t asn(k-1) + tk-1,k
aircraft k is a continuation of the current busy period.
It must be emphasized that the above formulation is a static one.
Since aircraft are continuously entering and exiting the terminal
area, the efficient dynamic updating of this static scheduling problem
is crucial. Prior to discussing these dynamic considerations, the
following example is presented to illustrate the differences in solutions
arising from employing various objective functions.
3.4.4 Example 3.3 -- Comparison of Optimality Measures
This example has been generated to demonstrate a specific point,
namely the differences in the optimal sequence for each of five scheduling
strategies. Those compared include:
1) First-come, first-serve with respect to entrance into the
system (FCFSSE)
2) First-come, first-serve with respect to the time of arrival at
the runway (FCFSRW)
3) Minimum Total Delay
4) Minimum Total Cost
5) Minimum Runway Blockage Time.
The example, although artificially generated, is not atypical:
Five arriving aircraft enter the terminal area within a three minute
interval. There are two 120 knot aircraft, two 135 knot aircraft and one
150 knot aircraft. Furthermore, all aircraft can reach the runway within
2 minutes of each other. A three nm horizontal separation and a five nm
final approach is assumed. Also, the preferred transit time, tpt(-), is
assumed to be 900. secs. for a 150 knot aircraft, 930 secs. for a 135
knot aircraft and 990 secs. for a 120 knot aircraft. A runway occupancy
time of 60 seconds is assumed for all aircraft and t Comm(.), the time
before touchdown that the aircraft is committed to land, is equal to the
time it takes for that aircraft to travel 2 nm. One further assumption
(for illustrative purposes only) is that the cost per second of delay is
constant for each of the three classes and of the ratio of 1:2:4 for 120,
135, and 150 knot aircraft respectively. Table 3.3 presents the
relevant data for this example.
Table 3.3
Example 3.3 Arrival Data
Tables 3.4 through 3.8 present the order, landing time, total
delay, total cost, and total blockage time for each of the five strategies.
Table 3.4
Example 3.3 -- First-Come First-Served at System Entrance
Landing v C. t(H t () del() cost(. t
sequence land pfd asn block
1 120 kts 990. 990. 0. 0.0 120.
2 135 kts 950. 1070. 120. 240.0 80.
3 150 kts 955. 1142. 187. 748.0 72.
4 120 kts 1100. 1262. 162. 162.0 120.
5 135 kts 1110. 1342. 232. 464.0 80.
cost/sec
Identi- of delay
fication t l t t (arbitrary
number units)
1 0. 120 kts 990 sec. 990. 1.
2 20. 135 kts 930 sec. 950. 2.
3 55. 150 kts 900 sec. 955. 4.
4 110. 120 kts 990 sec. 1100. 1.
5 180. 135 kts 930 sec. 1110, 2.
701. 1614. 472.Total :
Table 3.5
Example 3.3 -- First-Come First-Served at the Runway
Landing vt H tdl- ot-
Sequence land(- tpfd(-) tasn(-) del(-) cost(-) tblock
2 135 kts 950. 950. 0. 0.0 113.33
3 150 kts 955. 1022. 67. 268.0 72.
1 120 kts 990. 1142. 152. 152.0 120.
4 120 kts 1100. 1232. 132. 132.0 90.
5 135 kts 1110. 1312. 202. 404.0 80.
Total: 553. 956.0 475.33
Table 3.6
Example 3.3 -- Minimum Total Delay-,Del(5)
Landing "' t H t . d1l os ( )
sequence land(- pfd(- asn el- cos(- tblock
2 135 kts 950. 950. 0. 0.0 113.33
3 150 kts 955. 1022. 67. 268.0 72.
5 135 kts 1110. 1115.33 5.33 10.67 93.33
1 120 kts 990. 1222. 232. 232. 106.67
4 120 kts 1100. 1312. 212. 212. 90.
Total: 516.33 722.67 475.33
Table 3.7
Example 3.3 -- Minimum Total Cost, Cost(5)
sequ e land(-) tpfd( tasn del(.) cost() tblock(
3 150 kts 955. 155. 0. 0. 108.
2 135 kts 950. 1048.33 98.33 196.67 93.33
5 135 kts 1110. 1128.33 18.33 36.67 80.
1 120 kts 990. 1235. 245. 245. 106.67
4 120 kts 1100. 1325. 225. 225. 90.
Total: 586.67 703.33 478.
Table 3.8
Example 3.3 -- Minimum Runway Blockae,_Block(5)
Landing v H t ' t . del(.) cost(.) t'
sequence land pfd(-) tasn(. tblock *
2 135 kts 950. 950. 0. 0.0 113.33
1 120 kts 990. 1056.67 66.67 66.67 106.67
4 120 kts 1100. 1146.67 46.67 46.67 46.67
5 135 kts 1110. 1226.67 116.67 222.22 80.
3 150 kts 955. 1298.67 343.67 1374.67 72.
Total: 1573.67 1821.33 462.
Note that the optimal order is different for each of the five
objectives. Table 3.9 summarizes the results. The actual numbers
are not of particular interest. The primary point of this example
is the observation of the fact that relatively simple objectives
produce quite different sequences.
Table 3.9
Comparison of the Five Strategies of Example 3.3
Strategy Order - Del(5) Cost(5) Block(5)
FCFSSE 1,2,3,4,5 701. 1614. 472.
FCFSRW 2,3,1,4,5 553. 956. 475.33
Min Del (5) 2,3,5,1,4 516.33 722.33 475.33
Min Cost (5) 3,2,5,1,4 586.67 703.33 478.
Min Block (5) 2,1,4,5,3 573.67 1821.33 462.
3.4.5 Example 3.3 continued -- Dynamic Considerations
Example 3.3 of the previous section has been generated to demon-
strate the fact that simple and natural objective functions for the
dynamic scheduling problem possess quite different solutions. This
section will continue with Example 3.3, but for another purpose, namely
to investigate some of the dynamic updating considerations of the
scheduling problem from the controller's point of view. To accomplish
this purpose, the sequence of events for the five arrivals of Example
3.3 will be reviewed. For the sake of this discussion only, assume for
the moment that the controller adheres to the following two rules:
1. If the runway is free (idle), schedule the first available
aircraft first.
2. Do not create unnecessary gaps in the runway service.
The above rules appear to be very natural. Both of them are related to
the informally stated principle: "If an aircraft can be serviced -- do it".
To continue with this discussion, refer back to Table 3.3, which contains
the relevant arrival data for this example. This arrival sequence will
now be repeated employing the above rules in a somewhat free-form manner
to illustrate the controller's dynamic considerations.
To begin, aircraft #1 enters the system at t=O. Since the system is
empty at the time of aircraft #1's arrival, it is assigned to position
#1 with an assigned landing time equal to its preferred landing time.
Twenty seconds later (t=20.), a second aircraft enters the system with a
preferred landing time less than that of aircraft #1. Consistent with
the assumed rules, #2 is placed in the first position with an assigned
landing time equal to its preferred landing time and #1, being the
only other aircraft currently known to the controller, is placed in
the second position. Now, thirty-five seconds later (t=55.), aircraft
#3 enters the system. Its preferred landing time is larger than that of
aircraft #2, and hence aircraft #2's assignment is unchanged. Note that
the preferred landing times of aircraft #1 and #3 are such that they both
will incur delay when sequenced in the second position (i.e.,
tpfd() < tpfd(2) + t2,1 and tpfd(3) < tpfd(2) + t2,3). As a consequence,
aircraft #1 and #3 will both compete for the second assignment. Compe-
tition for the same position will frequently occur in practice. To
describe this general phenomenon, the following terminology is proposed:
Definition 3.1 -- A Legitimate Candidate (or, simply a Candidate) for an
assignment position i is any unassigned aircraft j that satisfies:
tpfd(j) < tasn (i-1) + t
In other words, a legitimate candidate for a particular position i will
be any aircraft that, when assigned, will not create a gap in the
service process (or equivalently, any aircraft which will incur delay
when assigned to position i).
Using this terminology, aircraft #1 and #3 are legitimate candidates
for position #2, and the controller must decide which candidate to
select. The controller will make this selection in some manner consistent
with a predefined decision objective. Continuing with the arrival
sequence, aircraft #4 enters the system fifty-five seconds later (at t=110.).
Note that aircraft #4 is not a legitimate candidate for the second posi-
tion since its preferred landing time is too large (i.e., tpfd(4) = 1100,
while tpfd(2) + t2,4 = 950. + 106.67 = 1056.67). Aircraft #4 is, however,
a candidate for position #3, irrespective of which aircraft (#1 or #3)
is assigned to the second position. (In general, the specific selection
for one position will affect the candidate set for the next position.)
The controller's decision is now complicated somewhat, since either
aircraft #1 or #3 will be assigned into position #2 and the aircraft not
chosen will compete with aircraft #4 for the third position. These
possibilities are still easy to enumerate (i.e., 2,1,3,4; 2,1,4,3;
2,3,1,4; and 2,3,4,1) and once again the controller selects one of these
permutations.
Finally, seventy seconds after aircraft #4's entrance, aircraft #5
enters the system (at t=180.). Because aircraft #5 can traverse the
terminal area a minute faster than aircraft #4, it turns out that aircraft
#5, like aircraft #4, is a candidate for the third position irrespective
of the selection for the second position. At this point there are now
twelve distinct permutations for the controller to consider that select
only legitimate candidates:
2,1,3,4,5; 2,1,3,5,4; 2,1,4,3,5; 2,1,4,5,3; 2,1,5,3,4; 2,1,5,4,3;
2,3,1,4,5; 2,3,1,5,4; 2,3,4,1,5; 2,3,4,5,1; 2,3,5,1,4; and 2,3,5,4,1.
If the rules assumed above were relaxed, then any of the 5!=120 permu-
tations are possibilities.
Without extending this example any further, it should be clear that
the number of possibilities will rapidly increase as more aircraft enter,
even if they are only candidates for the later positions. This presents
the controller with a difficult problem. The enumeration of all legi-
timate sequences will quickly become prohibitive, while the selection
of the initial positions without giving any consideration to the sub-
sequent arrivals known to the controller might result in undesirable
assignments. The only practical solution to this problem must involve
a compromise. The Constrained Position Methodology introduced in
Section 3.7 is one successful compromise procedure.
Returning to the example, recall that the "optimal" solution must
actually be re-determined with each new arrival. It is of interest to
trace the transition from one solution update to the next for the five
strategies. In this manner insights might be gained into the dynamic
updating characteristics for the different strategies. Table 3.10 presents
this dynamic updating information.
Table 3.10
Example 3.3 -- Dynamic Updates
Entrance Update Minimum Minimum Minimum
Number Time FCFSSE FCFSRW Delay Cost Blockage
1 0 1 1 1 1 1
2 20. 1,2 2,1 2,1 2,1 1,2
3 55. 1,2,3 2,3,1 2,3,1 3,2,1 2,1,3
4 110. 1,2,3,4 2,3,1,4 2,3,1,4 3,2,1,4 2,1,4,3
5 180. 1,2,3,4,5 2,3,1,4,5 2,3,5,1,4 3,2,5,1,4 2,1,4,5,3
Note the treatment of aircraft #3 in the minimum blockage case and
of aircraft #1 and #4 in the minimum delay case. In both instances, the
arrival of aircraft #5 resulted in a rearward shift for the aircraft in
question. With respect to these optimality measures, aircraft #5 has a
higher priority. One cannot rule out the possibility that subsequent
arrivals will also have a higher priority. This in turn implies that,
in certain circumstances, particular aircraft may be continually shifted
rearward under these optimality objectives, thereby suffering intolerable
delays. This difficulty turns out to be one of many associated with
general minimization objectives.
Returning to the discussion of the controller's decision process,
it has been observed that the exhaustive enumeration of all possible
solutions will generally be computationally prohibitive. One question
which arises here concerns the existence of possible patterns that
simplify the decision process. For instance, note that in this example,
aircraft #2 has the smallest preferred landing time, and thus will (under
the assumed decision rules) be assigned the first position. In other
words, aircraft #2 is a fixed initial constraint. An initial constraint
arises in many natural circumstances. For instance, if aircraft must
receive their final assignments a given time prior to touchdown, then
the last aircraft to receive its final assignment is actually an initial
constraint for the unassigned aircraft. Another instance occurs when,
in an emergency, a particular aircraft must be sequenced first. In a
similar manner, one might recognize that a particular aircraft constitutes
a final constraint, to be sequenced after all other available aircraft.
For instance, if, in this example, a sixth aircraft entered the terminal
area with a preferred landing time such that it is a legitimate candi-
date for the sixth position only, then this aircraft may be taken as
a final constraint.
One further situation arises in practice which, when considered
with the initial and final constraints defines a somewhat simplified
scheduling problem which will prove to be quite useful in the subsequent
analysis. Assume that N aircraft are to be sequenced by the controller,
and that all N aircraft are legitimate candidates for the first position
(an initial (Oth) aircraft may or may not be specified). In other
words, the specific preferred landing times for the N aircraft do not
affect the assignment times, since any legitimate candidate must receive
an assignment time greater than its preferred landing time. One notable
example of this situation arises when all N aircraft form one holding
stack. As a consequence, the situation where all N aircraft to be
sequenced are legitimate candidates for the first position will be termed
an N aircraft holding stack problem. In addition to an initial constraint,
this problem may or may not have a final constraint (in the N+lst position).
The next section will discuss the analytic methodology for the remainder
of this chapter.
3.4.6 Dynamic Scheduling -- The Analytic Methodology
The previous sections have defined the dynamic scheduling problem
and have illustrated some of the difficulties confronting the controller
in obtaining an effective solution. This section addresses the issue of
how to proceed with the analysis. Can the system characteristics under
any particular optimality measure be uncovered? If so, are these
characteristics desirable? To evaluate the merit of any objective
function and its associated sequencing strategy the following questions
are posed:
1) Is this sequencing strategy (service discipline) feasible?
2) Is this sequencing strategy implementable?
3) Is this sequencing strategy desirable (effective)?
The philosophy of this research presumes that any successful service
disciplines answer in the affirmative all three of these questions. To
answer these questions, both the static scheduling problem and its
associated dynamic updating characteristics must be investigated. A
discipline (strategy) is to be rejected if, at any stage of the analysis,
any of the above questions is answered negatively.
In regard to the analytic methodology for the remainder of the
chapter, the approach entails an initial treatment of the N aircraft
holding stack problem defined above, in which all aircraft are legitimate
candidates for the first position. Although a simplification, the
situation occurs naturally in practice and is an essential building
block for the general dynamic scheduling solution. One example for
this situation occurs during peak periods for which all aircraft
experience significant delay. If the delay is of the order of the
terminal area transit time, a new arrival will compete for the same
position as an unassigned aircraft that entered the system much earlier.
The impliciations arising from the solution to this problem with
initial and/or final constraints will then be utilized to uncover the
system performance in the general dynamic scheduling problem. To
preview the results of the next two sections it will be shown that the
service strategies to maximize throughput and also to minimize delay
will be rejected for at least one of the following reasons:
1) Difficulty in actual determination of the "optimal" solution.
2) The discipline requires instantaneous shifting in aircraft
schedules which cannot be physically realized.
3) Large disparity in service characteristics between user
classes, with particular classes receiving substantially
poorer treatment.
4) Excessive delay accumulation during peak period.
Although the minimum delay and maximum throughput strategies are
rejected, the reasons for these failures provide insights which lead to
the adoption of successful compromise disciplines. The effectiveness
of these compromise disciplines will be demonstrated via simulation in
Chapters IV and V.
3.5 Minimizing Block(N) -- Or How to Land Aircraft As Soon As Possible
3.5.1 Introduction
As described in Section 3.4.2.3, Block(N) is a measure of runway
utilization which determines the length of time that the runway is
actually serving a particular sequence of N arriving aircraft.
Assuming the runway is dedicated to arriving aircraft, the percentage
of time the runway is blocked is equivalent to the percentage of time
the runway spends serving arrivals. When this percentage approaches 100%,
Block(N) is also a measure of the maximum throughput, i.e., saturation
capacity. In this regard, Block(N) is of importance as a comparative
measure of discipline efficiency for a fixed number of aircraft having
a given arrival pattern. In particular, if the N aircraft comprise one
busy period, Block(N) measures the length of that busy period, i.e.,
the time necessary to land all N aircraft. Minimizing this service time
is not crucial if, after these N aircraft are serviced, no new aircraft
arrive, for idle time is in this case inevitable. When, however,
aircraft arrive that may land before the final aircraft is serviced,
minimizing Block(N) is of importance, since the runway will now be able
to serve the new aircraft sooner, thereby increasing the throughput
rate. In this instance, minimizing Block(N) is equivalent to landing
the last scheduled aircraft as soon as possible (abbreviated ASAP).
The ASAP problem is quite important in high density terminal areas
since maximum throughput is essential during those peak periods in which
the arrival rate approaches, or even exceeds, the saturation capacity
of the runway. Consequently, this section will investigate the service
discipline that will land N aircraft comprising one busy period as
soon as possible (ASAP).
3.5.2 The Single Busy Period ASAP Problem
3.5.2.1 Introduction
This section examines the solution of the dynamic scheduling problem
in which the N aircraft arrive at the runway in a continuous stream (i.e.,
within the same busy period). The scheduling objective is to minimize
Block(N) which in this instance is equivalent to scheduling the last
aircraft to land as soon as possible. One way to envision this situation
is to assume that all N aircraft form a holding stack. The controller
must decide on the order in which to remove the aircraft from this stack,
such that the time between the ith and i+lst arrival at the runway must
equal t (hence the single busy period). As discussed in Section
3.4.5 only a subset of the N aircraft may be legitimate candidates for
the first position. Once a choice is made from amongst these candidates,
the candidates for the second position will be all remaining legitimate
candidates as well as those aircraft whose preferred landing times are
less than or equal to the assigned landing time of the first aircraft
plus the appropriate minimum interarrival time (i.e.,
tpfd() < tasn (1) + t1 .). Once a choice is made among these candidates
the subset of candidates and the subsequent choice for the third
position is determined in like fashion. This process continues until
all N positions have been assigned. The assumption that the aircraft
form a single busy period implies that the candidate set for any position
is non-empty. Of course, the controller choice from any set of candi-
dates must consider the characteristics of those aircraft which are
not as of yet members of the candidate set.
As discussed in Section 3.4.6, a slightly simplified version of the
general dynamic scheduling problem will be postulated and solved
analytically. In this simplification, all N aircraft are legitimate
candidates for the first position. Four separate problems of increasing
complexity will be investigated. Their solutions will provide insights
into the sought for characteristics of the general ASAP problem. These
four problems are as follows:
1) Unconstrained ASAP -- in this problem all N aircraft are legitimate
candidates for the first position. An example of this problem might be
the situation where the runway has just been re-opened to service
arrivals (perhaps inclement weather had shut it down) and all N aircraft
are already waiting in a holding stack for this re-opening.
2) Initial Constraint ASAP -- in this problem a 0th aircraft has been
specified to land at t= 0. ,and all of the N aircraft are legitimate
candidates for the first position. This situation might arise when,
in an emergency, a particular aircraft (the Oth) receives top priority,
and is scheduled ahead of all others. A second example might arise if
the preferred landing time for the aircraft is less than the preferred
landing time of all N aircraft, and all N aircraft are legitimate
candidates for the first position.
3) Final Constraint ASAP -- in this problem all N aircraft are legi-
timate candidates for the first position and a particular aircraft is
constrained to be scheduled in the N+lst position. This situation
might arise if a particular aircraft is given lowest landing priority
or if the N+lst aircraft has a preferred landing time such that it
is not a legitimate candidate for any of the first N positions.
4) Initial and Final Constraint ASAP -- The Oth and N+lst aircraft
are specified, while all N aircraft are legitimate candidates for the
first position. Section 3.5.2.8 will show that the unconstrained,
initial constraint only, and final constraint only problem are all
subclasses of this two-constraint formulation.
3.5.2.2 Assumptions and Definitions
This section includes assumptions and definitions to assist with
the formal solution to the four ASAP problems defined in the previous
section.
Assumption 3.1 -- In all four ASAP problems there are N aircraft which
require sequencing. In every case all aircraft are legitimate candi-
dates for the first position. Thus, without loss of generality, all
aircraft may be assumed to have the same preferred landing time
(arbitrarily set equal to 0.).
Assumption 3.2 -- The N aircraft all belong to one of a finite number of
landing classes differentiated by landing velocity. The landing
velocities are bounded above by vland (max) and below by vland(min).
Again without loss of generality, all aircraft 1,2,...,N may be assumed
to be ordered in a monotonically non-decreasing manner with respect to
their landing velocities. That is,
vland(min) < vland () < land( 2) < ... < vland(N) < vland(max).
Definition 3.2 -- An ascending subsequence of aircraft of length
m(m > 2) is any sequence where the landing velocities of the aircraft are
monotonically non-decreasing (i.e., vland i+1) > Vland(i)
The subsequence is specified by its minimum and maximum landing velocities
and is denoted A(vland(l), vland(m)) or A(l,m) according to context.
Definition 3.3 -- A descending subsequence of aircraft of length m(m > 2)
is any sequence where the landing velocities of the aircraft are mono-
tonically non-increasing (i.e., vland (i+1) < vland(i) i=2,... ,m-1). The
subsequence is specified by its maximum and minimum landing velocities,
and is denoted D(vland(1), vland(m)) or D(l,m) according to context.
With regard to any N aircraft ASAP problem, any and all possible
permutations can be viewed as a concatenation of alternating ascending
and descending subsequences, where the final member of one subsequence
becomes the initial member of the next. The following example illustrates
this point.
3.5.2.3 Example 3.4 -- Subsequence Definition
Consider an arrival string of twelve aircraft belonging to five
landing classes (indexed by Roman numerals) where,
vlandI < land (II) < Vland(III) < vland(IV) < vland
Figure 3.5 presents one possible permutation for the aircraft scheduling.
Figure 3.5
Subsequence Definition
Landing Number 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
Landing Class I V V III IV III II II IV III III I
Subsequence A1  DI A2  D2  A3 D3
Landing Landing
Subsequence Numbers Classes
1. A1 (IV) 1 - 3 I, V, V*
2. D1 (VIII) 3 - 4 V, III
3. A2 (II,IV) 4 - 5 III, IV
4. D2 (IVII) 5 - 8 IV, III, II, 11*
5. A3 (IIIV) 8 - 9 II, IV
6. D3 (IVI) 9 - 12 IV, III, III, I
*By convention, adjacent aircraft of the same landing class belong
to the lower order subsequence.
Notice that the sequence is divided into six subsequences in a
unique manner (with the noted conventions). In a similar manner, every
sequence may be uniquely decomposed.
Before proceeding with the unconstrained ASAP problem, one further
definition is required.
Definition 3.4 -- A complete ascending [descending] sequence is a
sequence with exactly one subsequence, and that subsequence is ascending
[descending].
3.5.2.4 The Unconstrained ASAP Problem
The unconstrained ASAP problem is the least restrictive of the four
ASAP problems defined above. The unconstrained ASAP problem is also the
only situation for which a unique solution exists in general, a result
which is presented by Theorem 3.1 below. As will be shown in the
following sections, the general solution forms of the other ASAP problems
are all determined analytically in a fairly simple manner. The actual
solution will, however, be non-unique. (Actually this property of
non-uniqueness will be advantageous in the general dynamic scheduling
problem, since the possibility of finding a feasible optimal solution
is greatly enhanced.) First, Theorem 3.1 presents the unconstrained
ASAP solution:
Theorem 3.1 Given aircraft 1,2,... ,N with landing velocities
vland() < vland(2) < ... < vland(N), and preferred landing times
tpfd(i) = 0, i = 1,2,...,N. Also assume that the 0th and N+1st
aircraft are unspecified. Then the permutation *= [l*,2*,... ,N*] that
minimizes tasn (N*) is the complete ascending order, 1,2,3,...,N.
Proof: Equation (3.1) defined the minimum time separation between the
arrival of aircraft i followed by aircraft j as t .(sep(i,j);F) where
F is the final approach length and sep(ij) equals the minimum horizontal
separation between the aircraft. Assuming a constant separation, S,
and that runway occupancy times are less than S/vland (N), t is
expressed by:
t. . = S/v (j) + F* . . (3.16)
where
0 vland i) <vland
1 '3
1/vland(j) - l/vland(i) Vland > Vland(i)
Because the term S/v land(j) will appear frequently, it will be replaced
by minsep(j) = S/vland(j) and equation (3.16) becomes:
t ij = minsep(j) + F*6( 3( .17)
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Because there is no initial constraint, the first aircraft for
any permutation H' = [l',2',...,N'] will have tasn (1') = 0.
Furthermore, all aircraft form one busy period, and the result of
equation (3.12) for tasn (N') applies:
(N-1)'
tasn (N')= t i,i+
Substitution of equation (3.17) into the right hand side of (3.18) yields:
(N-1)'
iEl
(N-1)'
= r
i=l'
(minsep(i+l) + F*6i +1)
minsep(i+l) +
(N-1)'
F* I 6
i=l' ,+
(N-1
Now the E
i=1
minsep(i+l) term of (3.19) includes all aircraft except
the first and is independent of the particular permutation. Therefore,
(N-1)'
E minsep(i+l)
i=l'
N
I minsep(i)
i=1
- minsep(l')
N
Notice that z minsep(i) will appear in every permutation, and may be
i=1
viewed as a constant,k. Consequently, (3.19) becomes:
(N-1)'1
t asn(N') = k - minsep(l') + F* E 6i+1 (3i=l1
tasn (N')
(3.18)
(3.19)
(3.20)
(3.21)
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The minimization of tasn (N') is thus equivalent to minimizing
(N-1)'
-minsep(l') + F* 6 ii+l Now, from its definition, 6 ,i+l is non-
negative, (i.e. 6 > 0), with equality only when vland(i+l) > vland
(N-1)'
Hence F* Z 6 0 if vland(i+l) > vland i for all i
which, of course, is the complete ascending order.
The other permutation dependent term of equation (3.21),
-minsep(l'), also is minimized by the complete ascending order. Using
the complete ascending order, the slowest aircraft will land first,
and in this instance minsep(l') = S/vland(1). If Vland(1) is the
slowest landing velocity, S/vland(l) > S/v land(j) for vland(j) > vland(l),
and thus -S/vland(1) is minimum.
Thus, since both permutation dependent terms of equation (3.21) are
minimized by the complete ascending order, t asn(N') will be minimized by
this order. QED
3.5.2.5 A Measure for Monotonic Subsequences
In this section a measure is introduced which will be of assistance
in the solution of the ASAP problem with constraints. This measure will
determine for any monotonic subsequence of length m, the value of
(m-1)
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Definition 3.5 -- Let 1,2,...,m be a monotonic subsequence (either
ascending or descending). Define a measure y(Vland(l), Vland(m)) such
(m-1)
that y(Vland(1), VlandW) =.z 6 Using the above definition,
i=1 ii+1.
it is easily shown that for a monotonic subsequence,
p(Vland(1), Vland(m)) = 61,m (3.22)
To verify equation (3.22), consider the ascending and
separately. If the subsequence is ascending, 6i
,2,... ,m-1 and y(vland(1), Vland(m)) = 0.
6
= 0 when Vland(m) > Vland(1), equation (3.22) h
descending
= 0 for all
olds
If the
m-1
i,i+1
subsequence is descending,
61,2 + 62,3 + ... + 6m-2,m-1 + 6m-1,m (3.23)
6m-1,m + 6m-2,m-1 + ... + 62,3 + 61,2
= [1/vland () - 1/vland(m-i)] + Nl/vland(m-1) - 1/vland(m-2)] +
+ [l/vland(3) - 1/vland(2)] + [1/vland(2) - 1/vland
Noting
each other,
(m-1)
Z 6
i=1 i,1+1
that the middle terms of equation (3.23) telescope and cancel
what remains is
= l/vland(m) - 1/vland(l) (3.24)
cases
i = 1
Since
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Finally, 1/vland(m) - 1/vland(l) = 61,m for an ascending subsequence,
and equation (3.22) is verified. QED
Since this measure p(-,.) of a monotonic subsequence depends only
on its first and last terms, the actual number of aircraft in the sub-
sequence need not be specified. This result provides a simple technique
for evaluating the length of the busy period for any given permutation of
N aircraft with or without initial and/or final constraints.
Recall equation (3.21), which expresses t asn(N') for any busy period
permutation 1':
N (N-1)'
tasn (N') =z minsep(i) - minsep(l') + F* E ij+1 (3.25)tan(N) il I~iil(325
(If an initial constraint is included, the -minsep(l') term of (3.25) is
(N-1)'
eliminated and the second summation equals F* 61 +1.) Also recall
i=0 O il
that n' is composed of alternating ascending and descending subsequences.
(N-1)'
Consequently, the 7 6ii+1 may be decomposed according to the subse-
i=l
quence divisions. Each subsequence may now be evaluated to determine its
(N-1)'
measure and, when summed, F* E i will be replaced by
i=1
F*E where p , is the ( -measure of the jth descending subsequence.
Only the descending subsequences need be included of course, since the
v- measure for any ascending subsequence equals 0.
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Because p(-,-) is independent of the number of aircraft in the
subsequence (only the endpoints matter), this decomposition greatly
(N-1)'
simplifies F* E 6 and, in turn, equation (3.25), especially
i=l
when comparing sequences from the same aircraft set (since in that case
N
E minsep(i) will be constant).
i=1
3.5.2.6 Example 3.5
N-1
To demonstrate the use of this y-measure, E 6i will be
evaluated for the twelve aircraft permutation of example 3.4. For
convenience, Figure 3.6, which defines the permutation, is presented
again.
Figure 3.6
Example 3.4 -- Subsequences
Landing Number 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 12
Landing Class I V V III IV III II II IV III III I
Subsequence A D A2 D2 A3  D3
11 3
According to the definition of the y-measure, E 6 y 1j.
where p . is the -(-,-)-measure of the jth descending subsequence. There
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are three descending subsequences, so,
11
1=1
3
y = p(V,III) + p(IV,II)
j=1 ' t t
D D 2
= 6VIII + 6 y9 + 6 IM
To verify
enumerated
11
_ 
6ibi+l
11
equation (3.26), the eleven terms of E6 ii+l
i=
will be
= 6IV + VV + 6 yyy +6 Sy + 6 yyy + 6 11 51 +
611911 + 6II,IV + SIVIII + 111,111 + SIIII
Since 6 . = 0 when Vland(i) < Vland(j), equation (3.27) becomes:
11
i~ i,i+1l = VIII + 6IVIII + 6 II + 6 III + 6IIII (3.28)
In order to compare equation (3.28) with equation (3.26) note that the
following identities are a consequence of the 6-notation:
6IVIII + S 111911
6IVIII + 6 11151
= IV,II
= IV,I
and
Replacing these identities into equation (3.28) yields equation
+ p(IV,I)
(3.26)
(3.27)
(3.26).
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3.5.2.7 The Constrained ASAP Problem -- Motivation
3.5.2.7.1 Introduction
Returning to the main discussion, the length of a busy period for
any N permutation, 11', is expressed by
N
t asn (N') = Eminsep(i) + F*( E y ) (3.29)
where represents the u-measure of the jth descending subsequence.
N
The first term of (3.29), E minsep(i), is order dependent only when
i=1
there is no initial constraint, at which instance the first aircraft
may land at its preferred landing time, reducing t (N') by minsep(l').
The second term, F*( z y ) is order dependent and is of major importance.
Now y the u-measure associated with the jth descending subsequence of
II', is strictly positive. Furthermore, only one of the N! permutations
is without at least one descending subsequence, namely the complete
ascending order. The complete ascending order, however, is generally
infeasible in both the static and dynamic situations. In the static
problem the particular initial and final constraints will dictate
whether a complete ascending order is possible. In the dynamic case,
certain aircraft may be physically unable to land at the prescribed
time to maintain an ascending order within the busy period.
The necessity for descending sequences is determined by the landing
velocity of the preassigned aircraft relative to the landing velocities
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of the N candidates. There exist three possibilities, since any
constrained aircraft must have a relative landing velocity either
a) less than or equal to the minimum candidate landing velocity;
b) greater than or equal to the maximum candidate landing velocity;
or c) somewhere in between (implying at least one faster and one
slower aircraft). It is fairly easy to understand and enumerate the
minimum required subsequences given this relative velocity information.
To demonstrate, the three initial-constraint-only cases will be
enumerated below:
CASE 1: (denoted MIN) The 0th aircraft landing velocity is less
than or equal to the slowest of the N candidates.
CASE 2: (denoted MID) The 0th aircraft landing velocity is neither
the fastest nor the slowest.
CASE 3: (denoted MAX) The 0th aircraft landing velocity is
greater than or equal to the fastest of the N candidates.
Table 3.11 presents the minimum subsequence requirements for these
three cases.
Table 3.11
Initial Constraint Subsequence Requirements
Oth
aircraft MIN MID MAX
Implications Start with an At least one Start with a
ascending ascending and descending
subsequence one descending subsequence
subsequence
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Table 3.11 is determined by simple logic. In the "MIN case
the first aircraft's landing velocity must be greater than or equal
to the Oth's landing velocity, hence the requirement for an
ascending subsequence. For the "MAX" case, the 1st aircraft haw a
landing velocity less than or equal to the Oth's, and, unless all
aircraft have equal landing velocities (an uninteresting situation),
a descending subsequence is required. And in the "MID" case either
the 1st aircraft is faster or slower (if of equal velocity, the first
aircraft with unequal landing velocity is examined). If the 1st
aircraft is slower than the 0th aircraft, the initial subsequence must
be descending, and, since a faster aircraft must be assigned later,
at least one ascending subsequence also exists. The situation where
the 1st aircraft is faster than the 0th may be determined by the above
argument in reverse. One further result must be presented prior to
the solution of the constrained ASAP problem.
3.5.2.7.2 The Constrained ASAP Problem -- An Important Result
The following result greatly reduces the number of potentially
optimal ASAP permutations. Informally, the result may be stated
as follows:
Result 3.1 -- An optimal ASAP permutation has no more than three
subsequences.
The motivation for this result stems from the fact that any given
descending subsequence has a y-measure less than any alternating
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descending-ascending-descending subsequence with the same endpoints.
To prove this fact, assume there exists a descending subsequence D0
with an initial landing velocity equal to vmax and final landing
velocity equal to v min* Then the p-measure of D (v maxv m ) equals
6vmax,vmin (i.e., p(vmax, vmin) = 6 ma, vmin). Now consider replacing
by three subsequences D1;A1;D2 such that the initial and final aircraft
have the same landing velocities as the D0 subsequence. In this case,
D = D1(v maxa); A1 = A1 (a,b); D2 = D2(b,v min), where
vmin < a < b < vmax, since A1 is ascending. Then the p-measure of
this sequence, D,;A 1 ;D2 equals p(D1 ) + p(Al) + pi(D2). Now,
p(D1 ) + p(Al) + p(D2) = p(D1) + 0 + p(D2) = 6vmax ,a + 6b,v (3.30)
From the definition of the 6 notation, the following identity holds:
6v maxa + 6b,v min 6 6-v v .Vmi + b,a
Because b > a, 6b,a > 0. This implies from (3.31),
6v max ,a + 6b,v min>
'max vmin, or, pj(D 1 ;A1 ;D2) > p(D0) as stated.
For the ASAP problem, the fact that all N aircraft are legitimate
candidates for the first position implies that any descending;ascending;
(3.31)
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descending subsequence may be replaced by a permutation with one
descending subsequence with identical endpoints and a lower p-measure.
Finally, limiting the ASAP solution to a single descending subsequence
per force restricts the general solution to include no more than three
subsequences (since ascending and descending subsequences alternate,
more than three subsequences implies at least two descending subse-
quences). There will be one special case, to be described in Section
3.5.2.8, in which a permutation with two descending subsequences is
chosen over one with one descending subsequence. The exception is due
to particular values of the initial and final constraints. In this case,
however, there may be only one ascending subsequence and hence the
result that more than three subsequences are suboptimal still holds.
The above result when combined with the constraint possibilities
defines the form of the optimal solution, although the actual solution
is in general non-unique. The following example illustrates the non-
uniqueness of the optimal permutation with a five aircraft initially
constrained situation.
3.5.2.7.3 Example 3.6
Using the speed class notation of Example 3.4, assume that five
aircraft 1,2,3,4,5 have landing velocities I,II,III,IV, and V respectively
and that aircraft #4 has been constrained to land at t=O. Under the
assumption that I<II<III<IV<V, Table 3.12 presents all permutations
that are solutions to the ASAP problem.
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Table 3.12
Example 3.6 -- ASAP Solutions
Permutation A Permutation B
= 6IV I
I,V 0
SIVI
Permutation C
= 
61V I
= 
61V
,,(TC) =
IV
V
=0
IV
II D
I
I II A1
V
p(D 1 ) = 6
i(A 1)= 6 1v
p(U B = 6 i ,
Permutation D
D
A
(D)= 6 v,]
p(A) 
= IV
1(D )= 6 IV,I
y(D1)IV D
II
jIII A1V
IVH
III (D1 )
u(A )
0
=0
li(ORA )
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Note that in this example, aircraft #5 must be sequenced last,
since otherwise an additional cost of 6 . would be incurred, where -
represents the slowest aircraft scheduled after aircraft #5. Also
note that the minimum p-measure for this problem is 6IVI'
Referring back to Table 3.11, it may be noticed that this example
corresponds to the "MID" case (0th aircraft is neither the fastest nor
the slowest) and the ASAP solution was of the form D1 ;Al, i.e., one
descending subsequence followed by one ascending subsequence. This
is consistent with Table 3.11's requirement of at least one of each
subsequence. In order to understand why D1 ;Ai is the proper form
consider the three alternatives (recall that more than three sub-
sequences will be sub-optimal). The three alternatives and their
reasons for sub-optimality are as follows:
a) A1 ;D -- To begin with an ascending sequence implies that aircraft
#5 will be scheduled prior to aircraft #1 and the p-measure must
include a 6VI term which is larger than 6 .
b) D1 ;A,;D 2 -- From the argument of the previous section, two descend-
ing subsequences are inferior to just one. 6 9 must be a component
of the p-measure, and two descending subsequences will add an unnecessary
cost to 6 IV9I.
c) A1 ;D1 ;A2 -- As with alternative a), an initial ascending sub-
sequence will result in a minimum p-measure of 6 M.
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This example has shown that the ASAP solution will generally be
non-unique, although the form of the optimal solution is easily
determined. The next section presents the general ASAP solution form.
3.5.2.8 The Constrained ASAP Solution
3.5.2.8.1 Subsequence Requirements
As discussed in the previous sections, the optimal ASAP solution,
although non-unique, must have a particular form which is a function
of its initial and final constraints. This section will enumerate
the possible solution forms for any particular initial and final
constraints. To begin, Tables 3.13 and 3.14 present the subsequence
requirements for the initial constraint only, final constraint only,
and both initial and final constraint ASAP problems.
Table 3.13
Single Boundary Constraint Subsequence Requirements
Constraint Landing Velocity
MIN MID MAX
Initial Start with At least one Start with a
Constraint an ascending ascending and descending
Only subsequence one descending subsequence
subsequence
Final End with a At least one End with an
Constraint descending ascending and ascending
Only subsequence one descending subsequence
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Table 3.14
Two Boundary Constraint Subsequence Requirements
Initial Final Constraint Landing Velocity
Constraint
Landing MINF MIDF MAXF
Velocity
Start with an Start with an Start with an
ascending ascending ascending
MINI subsequence subsequence subsequence
End with a At least one End with an
descending ascending and ascending
subsequence one descending subsequence
subsequence
End with a At least one End with an
descending ascending and ascending
subsequence one descending subsequence
MIDI At least one subsequence At least one
ascending and ascending and
one descending one descending
subsequence subsequence
End with a Start with a Start with a
descending descending descending
subsequence subsequence subsequence
MAXI End with a At least one End with an
descending ascending and ascending
subsequence one descending subsequence
subsequence
Note: The suffix I or F on the landing velocities differentiates
between the initial and final constraints respectively.
Actually, only the two-boundary constraint ASAP solution need be
enumerated because the single constraint ASAP problem can be observed
to be a subset of the two-boundary ASAP problem. To elucidate, the
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"initial constraint only" solution is identical to the "two-boundary,
final constraint equals MAXF solution, since the service of the
fastest aircraft class at the end of any subsequence does not alter
the subsequence's p-measure. Also, the "final-constraint-only" solution
is identical to the "two-boundary, initial constraint equals MINI"
solution, since the slowest aircraft has the largest minimum separation
and can only add to the p-measure if not serviced first. (Recall
equation (3.20) in which a term minsep(l') is subtracted from the busy
period length when there is no initial constraint.) Table 3.15 will
reproduce Table 3.14 with the single boundary solution requirements
illustrated.
3.5.2.8.2 The Constrained ASAP Solution Form
All that remains to the constrained ASAP problem is an enumeration
of the optimal solution form and the associated p-measures for all nine
possible constraint pairs. This is accomplished in Tables 3.16 and
3.17 by logically combining the requirements of Table 3.15 with the
three subsequence maximum result and the p-measure definition.
Table 3.16 presents the solution form, while Table 3.17 presents the
minimum p-measure and the required subsequence endpoints.
Logic similar to that of Example 3.5 is used to derive Tables
3.16 and 3.17. For instance, note from Table 3.15 that A1;D1 ;A2 is
a structure possibility for the (MINI,MIDF) constraints. The optimal
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Table 3.15
The ASAP Solution Requirements
Initial Final Constraint Landing Velocity
Constraint
VLoity MINF MIDF MAXF
Start with an Start with an Start with an
MINI ascending ascending ascending
subsequence subsequence subsequence
(Final End with a At least one End with an
Constraint descending ascending and ascending
Only) subsequence one descending subsequence
subsequence
End with a At least one End with an
descending ascending and ascending
subsequence one descending subsequence
MIDI At least one subsequence At least one
ascending and ascending and
one descending one descending
subsequence subsequence
End with a Start with a Start with a
descending descending descending
MAXI subsequence subsequence subsequence
End with a At least one End with a
descending ascending and ascending
subsequence one descending subsequence
subsequence
MAXI
(Initial Constraint
Only)
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form however is A 1 ;D . The ramifications of adding a second ascending
subsequence must be an increase in the runway blockage time, or equiva-
lently, an increase in the permutation's p-measure. This increase is
caused by the MIDF final constraint and the descending subsequence.
In order for the permutation to satisfy the second ascending subsequence
requirement, the descending subsequence must be extended to include
an aircraft with landing velocity less than MIDF. This is the only
possibility for MIDF to be the final aircraft of an ascending subsequence.
As a consequence of this extension, the v-measure of the descending
permutation,and hence the subsequence,will increase.
Table 3.16
Constrained ASAP Solution Form
Final
Initial MINF MIDF MAXF
MINI A ;D A ;D A
D ;A ;D2 D ;A
MIDI A 1 ;D or
A ;D ;A2
D D1 ;A1MAXI D 1 A DlI;
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Table 3.17
Constrained ASAP Solution
(Minimum y-measure and Subsequence Endpoints)
Final Constraint
Initial
Constraint MINF MIDF MAXF
A (MINI,N) A 1(MININ) A 1(MINF,MAXF)
MINI D 1(NMINF) D 1(N,MIDF) p(l*) = 0
y(ll*) = 6N,MINF ( 6N,MIDF
A1 (MIDI,N) D (MIDI,1)
MIDI D (N,MINF) A (1.MAXF)
u(ll*) = 6N,MINF y R* = 6MIDI,1
D1 (MAXI,MINF) D 1(MAXI,1) D (MAXI,1)
MAXI (*) =MAXI,MINF AI (,MIDF) A (1,MAXF)
p(l*) = 6MAXI,1 y(H*) = 6MAXI,1
D (MIDI,1) AI (MIDI ,N)
A 1(1,N) if MIDI < MIDF D 1(N,1) if MIDI > MIDF
D2(N,MIDF) A2(1,MIDF)
( = MIDI,1 + 6 N,MIDF y(l*) - 6N,1
6N,l - MIDF,MIDI
By convention, there are N aircraft to be sequenced, with
vland ( Vland (2) < ... < vland(N)
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The solution of the (MIDI, MIDF) situation is of particular
i-nterest, for it includes the one exceptional case in which two
descending subsequences areoptimal. Whenever MIDI < MIDF, the
D,;A ;D 2 form is optimal since,
(D1 ;A I;D 2) = ii(MIDI,1) + 0 + pi(N,MIDF) = SMIDI,1 + 6N,MIDF
and expansion of the 6-notation of (3.32) yields (3.33):
6MIDI,1 + 6N,MIDF = (1/MIDI-1/v land()) + (1/vland(N) - 1/MIDF)
6N,l - (1/MIDF - 1/MIDI) = 6N,1 - 6MIDF,MIDI
whereas
[MIDI < MIDF]
ii (A, ; D ;A2)= 0 + y (N,1) + 0 = N,1
(3.33)
(3.34)
Comparison of (3.33) and (3.34) produces the desired result.
Observe that Dp;A;D2 is non-optimal when MIDI > MIDF. In this
instance, the left-hand term of (3.33) becomes:
6N,l - (1/MIDF - 1/MIDI) = 6N,l + (1/MIDI - 1/MIDF) =
SN,l + SMIDIMIDF [MIDI > MIDF] (3.35)
Since j(A I ;D1 ;A2) still equals 6N,l, D1 ;A, ;D2 is non-optimal.
(3.32)
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3.5.2.8.3 Conclusions
This section has succeeded in developing the solution form to
the constrained ASAP problem. It has been shown that the permuta-
tion that minimizes the runway blockage time is non-unique, but
limited to have no more than three subsequences. Furthermore, the
rank order of the landing velocities is the determining factor in
the optimization rather than the magnitude of the landing velocities
or the number of aircraft.
These results and the subsequent investigation into their
implications comprise the first step in the path towards the
comprehension of the dynamic scheduling problem. In the dynamic
environment added constraints are placed on the aircraft that might
make the desired ASAP solution infeasible. This situation is caused
by the random nature of the arrival process and the realities of the
physical world where aircraft may not be considered as point masses.
The system response to the ASAP scheduling objective in this dynamic
environment is of particular interest. In this regard, the dynamic
ASAP objective may be observed to exhibit two important undesirable
characteristics. These undesirable characteristics are:
1) Global position shifting is possible from one solution
update to the next.
2) Detrimental treatment (i.e., excessive delay) for relatively
fast or relatively slow aircraft.
The following example demonstrates these undesirable characteristics.
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3.5.2.9 Example 3.7
Again using the speed class notation of Example 3.4, assume that
five aircraft 1,2,3,4,5 with landing velocities I,II,III,IV,V respec-
tively are to land at the runway with the III class aircraft constrained
to be the first to land. Employing Tables 3.14 and 3.15, the ASAP
solution form is D1 (III,I);A1 (I,V) yielding two optimal permutations:
III,II,I,IV,V and III,I,II,IV,V.
Notice how the solution changes when a class I aircraft enters
the system and is constrained to the final position. The ASAP solution
form is now A1(IIIV);D1(VI) with optimal permutations III,IVV,II,I,I
and III,V,IV,II,II. Note the switching between the faster and slower
aircraft. Prior to the udpate aircraft IV and V were scheduled next
to last and last, while after the update they are scheduled first
and second. Since the solution form is independent of the actual
number of aircraft to be sequenced, this may result in wholesale
position shifting on a global scale, a physically undesirable situation.
To observe the detrimental treatment for the relatively fast or
slow aircraft, note that the endpoints of the optimal subsequences are
fixed by the proper solution form (i.e., D,(III,I);AI(I,V) and
AI(III,V);DI(V,I)). Consequently, aircraft candidates with intermediate
landing velocities will be inserted into the middle of the appropriate
subsequence whenever possible, causing a potentially unlimited number
of rearward position shifts for the endpoint aircraft.
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Both of the above mentioned undesirable characteristics are
sufficiently severe to eliminate the ASAP criterion from sole consi-
deration as a dynamic scheduling objective. These difficulties,
however, do provide insight into effective objective functions, as
will be discussed in length in Section 3.7 when the concept of
Constrained Position Shifting is introduced. First, a second possible
objective for the N aircraft scheduling problem, that of minimizing
total delay, will be examined in detail.
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3.6 Minimizing Total Delay
3.6.1 Introduction
The previous section has investigated the N aircraft scheduling
problem with the objective of minimizing Block(N), the length of the
busy period. It has been observed that the dynamic characteristics
of the ASAP solution render it non-implementable (because of global
position shifts) and undesirable (due to the possibility of indefinite
delay for the extremem landing velocity classes). This section
examines the same N aircraft scheduling problem, but with the objective
of minimizing the sum total of delay for all N aircraft (a quantity
defined as Delay(N) in Section 3.4). Once again, the dynamic charac-
teristics under this objective are of foremost interest, and once again
adverse characteristics are uncovered. The problem statement is identical
to the ASAP formulation with Delay(N) replacing Block(N) as the mini-
mizing objective. This formulation is presented below for convenience.
3.6.2 The N Aircraft Scheduling Problem - Minimize Delay(N)
The minimum delay problem may be stated as follows:
N aircraft, each belonging to one of a finite number of landing velocity
classes are to be sequenced and scheduled to land at a single runway.
Each aircraft may be the first to land, and the aircraft are ordered
such that:
vland(min) < vland 1) < land(2) < ... < v land(N) < v land(max).
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The scheduling objective is the minimization of total delay, where
delay is defined as the difference between an aircraft's assigned
landing time and its preferred landing time. In other words,
N N
Delay(N) = r (del(i)) = z (t (i) - tpfd(i)). (3.36)
i=l i=1
Without loss of generality, all aircraft may be assumed to have
identical preferred landing times, arbitrarily set to tpfdH =
(Since all aircraft are legitimate candidates for the first position,
the relative delay differences between permutations will remain
unchanged.) As in the ASAP problem, initial and/or final constraints
may be included.
The analysis of this minimum delay problem will not be as
extensive as the ASAP analysis. First, it will be shown that the
general solution is a function of the number of aircraft as well as
their actual landing velocities and not just the relative ranking
(faster or slower) of the velocity classes. Second, an analytic
solution is obtained for the "initial constraint equals MAX" problem
which uncovers undesirable dynamic characteristics similar to the
ASAP difficulties. Section 3.6.4 will present this analysis. First,
the next section will help clarify these points by introducing an
insightful equivalent objective function to that of minimizing
Del ay(N).
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3.6.3 An Equivalent Minimum Delay Objective
In this section the minimum delay permutation will be shown to
(N-1)*
be that permutation R* which minimizes E (N-i)t. . where
i=O iil
ti is the familiar minimum interarrival separation between
aircraft i followed by aircraft i+l. Notice that this notation
assumes a particular Oth constraint. With no initial constraint
(N-1)*
the minimizing function would be ( (N-i)t . The proof is
i=l*iil
as follows:
Recalling equation (3.36), for any permutation H' with t asn(0) = t
N' N'
Delay(N) = del(i) = E[t asn(i) - tpfd(i)] (3.37)
i=l' i=l an
Since all N aircraft are candidates for the first position, the
assignment times for any permutation are uniquely determined by the
following recursive relationship:
t (i+l) = t (i) + t . ; t (0) = t (3.38)asn asn i,i+1 asn o (.8
To see how this relates to Delay(N), observe the following expansion
of equation (3.37):
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del(1')
+ del(2')
+ del(3')
+ del (N')
N'
z del(i)
1=1',
= tasn(1') - tpfd(l')
= t (2') -
= tasn (3')-
tpfd(2')
tpfd(3')
= to + to, 11 - tpfd(I)
= to + to,1, + tl', 2 ' - tpfd(2')
= t + t0,1, + tl1 ,21,3 ' - tpfd(3')
tasn(N')= tpfd(N') = to+ t0 ,, +. + t(N-1)' N'+ tpfd(N')
N' (N-i)' N'
[t (i')-tpfd(i')] = Nt + (N-i)t+- tpfd(i) (3.39)
i sn fd' i=O ii i=11 f
In equation (3.39), the Nt0 -
and will equal the same constant re
N'
tpfd(i) terms are order independent
gardless of the particular permutation.
Consequently, minimization of Delay(N) is equivalent to minimizing
(N-1)'
E
1=0
QED (3.40)
It is of interest to compare (3.40) with its associated busy period
(N-1)'
namely z t The (N-i)ti i+l general term of (3.40) emphasizes
i=0
the dependence of total delay on the number of aircraft, N, and the
exact position of the nth aircraft as compared with the general term
of the Block(N) which is dependent on the landing velocity of the
immediately preceding aircraft. For example, the interarrival time for
a given i,j pair is identical if these aircraft are the first or the
last to be assigned, but their contributions to Delay(N) as indicated
from (3.40) are quite different. These implications are discussed
(N-i)t il~
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further in section 3.6.5, but first, the "initial constraint equal
to MAX" delay problem will be analytically solved.
3.6.4 Minimum Delay Solution -- Initial Constraint = MAX
This section presents the analytic solution of the minimum Delay(N)
problem of section 3.6.2 where the initial aircraft has the fastest
landing velocity (i.e., MAX). The solution of this problem, unlike
the general delay situation, depends only on the rank order of the
aircraft landing velocities and not on the number of aircraft or the
actual landing velocity magnitudes.
A comparison of the minimum delay solution and its counterpart
ASAP solution will be presented following the proof of Theorem 3.2.
Theorem 3.2: The complete descending order minimizes Delay(N) in the
N aircraft scheduling problem with an initial constraint equal to
MAX (i.e., vland(O) > vland(i) i = 1,2,...,N).
Proof: The proof of Theorem 3.2 will be done by contradiction.
To present an overview, a permutation H0 is assumed to minimize Delay(N)
in this "initial constraint=MAX" case. Furthermore, n1 is assumed to
be some permutation unequal to the complete descending order. It will
then be shown how to construct another permutation, ff', different from
R0, that has lower Delay(N). A lower Delay(N) permutation will not
exist only when ' is completely descending. To construct H' from 10,
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the first aircraft in the R sequence with a landing velocity greater
than its immediate predecessor will be advanced forward in the
sequence to a position which is consistent with the complete descending
sequence. To introduce some clarifying notation, Figure 3.7 presents
a general permutation that is assumed to have minimum Delay(N).
Figure 3.7
H and n' Sequences
H is assumed to possess minimum Delay(N) with initial constraint = MAX.
Ho: MAX,A,B,C,D,X,E, ....
Any subsequence G of length N-6
H' alters H0 by placing aircraft X, the first aircraft not in complete
descending order, into its proper descending sequence position.
H': MAXA,X,B,C,D,E, ....
Identical subsequence G
Note that H' places H into an order closer to the complete0
descending order, by placing aircraft X, the first ascending aircraft,
into its consistent descending order position. Recall equation (3.40) in
which the minimum Delay(N) objective is shown to be equivalent to
(N-1)'
minimizing E (N-i)t iil The expansion of H in terms of this
1=o
objective is presented in equation (3.41). (Only the first seven terms
will be listed.)
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= NtMAX,A + (N-1)tA,B + (N-2)tBC + (N-3)tCD
(N-4)tDX + (N-5)tXE + (N- 6 )tE (3.41)
Recall equation (3.17), which expands t. . into two terms:
t. . = minsep(j) + F- . .
where minsep(j)
(3.42)
= S/vland 
-
The first six terms of equation (3.41) are rewritten in equation
using the identity of equation (3.42):
(3.43)
N[minsep(A) + F-6 MAXA]
(N-2)[minsep(C) + F-6BC]
(N-4)[minsep(X) + F-6D) 
+ (N-1)[minsep(B) + F6AB] +
+ (N-3)[minsep(D) + F6CD] +
+ (N-5)[minsep(E) + F6 XB +
Next, H' will be expressed in a similar manner to facilitate a
comparison with 
.
Equation (3.44) contains the first seven terms of
the equivalent Delay(N) objective for n':
= NtMAX,A + (N-1)tAX + (N-2 )tXB +
(N-2)tXB + (N-3)tBC + (N-4)tCD +
(N-5 )tDE + (N-6 )tE +
(N-1) 0
i=0
(3.43)
(N-i) '
i=0
(3.44)
(N-i)t is~
(N-i)t 3, l
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Note that the unwritten terms of equation (3.44) are identical to
those of (3.41), and need not be included for the purpose of
comparison. Next, the t . terms of (3.44) are expanded in a manner
similar to equation (3.43) to yield (3.45).
N[minsep(A) + F- MAXA] + (N-1)[minsep(X) + F-6XA] +
(N-2)[minsep(B) + F-6BX] + (N-3)[minsep(C) + F-6CB] +
(N-4)[minsep(D) + F-6DC] + (N-5)[minsep(E) + F-6ED] + ... (3.45)
In order for n' to have lower total delay than H0, the difference
between equations (3.43) and (3.45) must be positive. To show this,
(N-1) (N-1)'
E (N-i)t - E (N-i)t equals
i=O i1~ =O 0~
[(N-l)minsep(B) + (N-2)minsep(C) + (N-3)minsep(D) +
(N-4)minsep(X) + (N-5)minsep(E)] +
F-[(N-1]6AB + (N-2)6BC + (N-3 )6CD + (N-4 )6DIX + (N-5)6XE
[(N-i)minsep(X) + (N-2)minsep(B) + (N-3)minsep(C) +
- (N-4)minsep(D) + (N-5)minsep(E)] +
F-[(N-1)6A,X + (N-2)6 X,B + (N-3)6BC + (N-4)6C.D + (N-5)6DE] (3.46)
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Further simplification of (3.46) yields (3.47) (using the fact that
a6DJ =0).
= [minsep(B) + minsep(C) + minsep(D) - 3minsep(X)] +
F[(N-1)(6 AB-6 A,) + 6BC + sC,D + (N-5)(6 XE-D) - (N-2)6XB
Note that 6A5B~AX 6-XB and 6 XE-6DE = 6XsD so that (3.47) beco
= [minsep(B) + minsep(C) + minsep(D) - 3minsep(X)] +
F[(N-1)6 X,B + 6BC + 6CD + (N-5)6XD - (N-2 )6XB]
= [minsep(B) + minsep(C) + minsep(D) - 3minsep(X)] +
F[6XB + 6BC + SC,D + (N-5 )6 XD]
(3.47)
mnes
(3.48)
Finally, since 6X,B + SB,C + 6C,D =X,D, (3.48) becomes:
[minsep(B) + minsep(C) + minsep(D) - 3minsep(X)] + F(N-4)6 D (3.49)
Equation (3.49) is divided into two terms, I and II. Both terms
are easily shown to be positive. Since N > 4 and 6 > 0, term II
is clearly positive. (Note: for generality N has been assumed to be
any reasonably large number. The proof of Theorem 3.2 for N < 4
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follows identical lines). Term I is positive since
vland(X) > vland(B) > vland(C) > Vland (D) and minsep(.) = S/Vland(-)'
implying minsep(X) < minsep(D) < minsep(C) < minsep(B) and thus,
3minsep(X) < minsep(D) + minsep(C) + minsep(B). Consequently, n'
has a smaller Delay(N) than n . If H' itself is not in completely
descending order the above process may be repeated, decreasing Delay(N)
at each iteration, until the sorting process arrives at the complete
descending order. QED
It is of interest to compare this result with its counterpart
ASAP solution. In the ASAP initial constraint equals MAX problem,
the minimum p-measure is 8MAX,1, which is identical to the p-measure
for the minimum delay result. However, the ASAP solution is non-
unique, since in addition to D[MAX,1], any combination of aircraft to
form two subsequences, D[MAX,1];A[1,N], will have p-measure 6MAX,1'
The delay solution is unique, being the complete descending order,
and the relatively slower aircraft must land last. If relatively fast
aircraft continually enter the terminal area, it is possible, using this
minimum delay objective, for these slow aircraft to be delayed
indefinitely. This problem alone is sufficient to eliminate the
minimum delay objective from consideration, but before rejecting the
objective altogether, an investigation of the general delay solution
will be undertaken.
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3.6.5 Minimizing Delay(N) -- The General Solution
Whereas the general ASAP problem had a non-unique, but analytic
solution, the general delay problem has a unique non-analytic solution
that is highly dependent on the number of aircraft, velocity
distribution, ATC rules, and final approach length. To understand
this point, recall equation (3.40) which shows that the minimum delay
(N-1)'
objective is equivalent to minimizing Z (N-i)t i'+. Replacing
i=0'
t with minsep(i+l) + F6 i+ 1  the minimization objective becomes:
(N-1)' (N-1)' (N-1)'
Z (N-i)t i~±1  E (N-i)minsep(i+l) + F- Z (N-0i
i=O i=0 i =0
(3.50)
Note the sensitivity of equation (3.50) to the actual number of aircraft,
N. Because of the (N-i) term in the summation, greater weight is given
to aircraft scheduled towards the beginning of the sequence. Since
minsep(i) < minsep(j) when vland(i) > Vland (j), the first term on the
right hand side of equation (3.50) favors placing the fast aircraft
towards the beginning of the order.
A reverse preference, that of placing slower aircraft first is
supported by the second term on the right hand side of equation (3.50).
(N-1)'
The term, F- E (N-i)6. . , also has the (N-i) factor that favors
i=0 l
smaller numbers for the beginning terms. But 6 = 0 for ascending
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aircraft, which implies that relatively slower aircraft should be
towards the front. Thus a trade-off exists between the two effects,
which is sensitive to the values of N,S,F as well as the velocity
distribution. As a consequence, the general minimum Delay(N)
solution will be non-analytic.
3.6.6 Example 3.8
In this example, the minimum delay and ASAP solutions are
determined and compared for five arrival cases. Each case is a six
aircraft,"initial constraint-only" scheduling problem (all aircraft
are legitimate candidates for the first position). The aircraft belong
to one of eleven aircraft classes, with landing velocities in increments
of five knots between 110 and 160 knots. Minimum delay solutions are
obtained via exhaustive enumeration, whereas the ASAP solutions are
derived using the results of Section 3.5.
One additional sequencing rule has been included here. Wherever
appropriate, aircraft with the same landing velocity have been sequenced
in a relative first-come, first-serve manner. This rule services
within-class aircraft in a natural manner, and also reduces the number
of feasible permutations to be tested for optimality. If, for a N
aircraft scheduling problem, all aircraft are distinguishable, there
exist N! feasible permutations. If, however, n. aircraft belong to
class i, for i = 1,2,...,k, where k equals the total number of velocity
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classes, then the relative first-come, first-serve rule within a
velocity class will reduce the number of feasible permutations to
N!
rk (n )
i=l1
Returning to the example, Tables 3.18 and 3.19 present the
relevant arrival information and the "optimal" solutions for the
first three cases, referenced by A, B, and C. One particular point
illustrated here concerns the general multiplicity of ASAP solutions.
Cases A and B have six distinct ASAP solutions, while case C has
twelve. The minimum delay solution is unique, as expected.
Note the differences in the delay measure for each of the
ASAP solutions. An interesting pattern may be observed regarding
that ASAP solution with minimum delay. Simply stated, the ASAP solution
with minimum delay maximizes the length of its descending subsequence
(if, of course, the solution form requires a descending subsequence).
One explanation for this effect involves placing the slowest aircraft,
which is the endpoint for the descending sequence, in the latest
possible position, since the contribution to the delay objective
((N-i)t ij+l) decreases with later assignments and slower aircraft
have a larger tiJ+ 1 term.
Cases A, B, and C are interrelated, and provide insights into the
general dynamic scheduling problem. Note that the position 1 minimum
delay assignment for case A becomes the initial constraint of case B,
Table 3.18
Example 3.8 -- Cases A& B
CASE A: Oth Aircraft:
Candidates:
120A tasn(0) = 0.
110, 115A, 115B, 120B, 145, 150
Landing Minimum
Order Delay ASAP#1 ASAP#2 ASAP#3 ASAP#4 ASAP#5 ASAP#6
0 120A 120A 120A 120A 120A 120A 120A
1 145 110 115A ll5A 120B 120B 120B
2 150 115A 110 115B 110 115A 115A
3 120B 115B 115B 110 ll5A 110 115B
4 115A 120B 120B 120B 115B 115B 110
5 115B 145 145 145 145 145 145
6 110 150 150 150 150 150 150
tasn(6) 558.4 536.1 536.1 536.1 536.1 536.1 536.1
5
E (6-i)t 1881.3 2006.9 1995.5 1984.1 1977.3 1965.9 1954.5i=0 iqi+1
CASE B: Oth Aircraft: 145 t asn(0) = 0.
Candidates: 110, 115A, 115B, 120, 150, 160
Landing Minimum
Order Delay ASAP#1 ASAP#2 ASAP#3 ASAP#4 ASAP#5 ASAP#6
0 145 145 145 145 145 145 145
1 150 110 ll5A ll5A 120 120 120
2 160 115A 110 115B 110 ll5A 115A
3 120 115B 115B 110 115A 110 115B
4 115A 120 120 120 115B 115B 110
5 115B 150 150 150 150 150 150
6 110 160 160 160 160 160 160
t asn(6) 566.6 555.0 555.0 555.0 555.0 555.0 555.0
5
E (6-i)tii+1  1873.8 2152.8 2141.4 2130.0 2123.2 2111.8 2100.4
i=0
Table 3.19
Example 3.8 -- Case C
Case C: Oth Aircraft:
Candidates:
150 tasn(0) = 0
110, 115A, 115B, 120, 135, 160
Landing Minimum
Order Delay ASAP#1 ASAP#2 ASAP#3 ASAP#4 ASAP#5 ASAP#6 ASAP#7
0 150 150 150 150 150 150 150 150
1 160 110 115A 115A 120 120 120 135
2 135 ll5A 110 115B 110 115A 115A 110
3 120 115B 115B 110 115A 110 115B 115A
4 115A 120 120 120 115B 115B 110 115B
5 115B 135 135 135 135 135 135 120
6 110 160 160 160 160 160 160 160
tasn6 574.6 563.0 563.0 563.0 563.0 563.0 563.0 563.0
5
E (6-C)t 1923.0 2172.9 2159.1 2150.1 2143.3 2131.9 2120.5 2086.6
i=0 I___ _ I__ _ _ I__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Landing
Order ASAP#8 ASAP#9 ASAP#10 ASAP#1l1 ASAP#12
0 150 150 150 150 150
1 135 135 135 135 135
2 115A 115A 120 120 120
3 110 115B 110 l15A l15A
4 115B 110 115A 110 115B
5 120 120 115B 115B 110
6 160 160 160 160 160
tasn (6) 563.0 563.0 563.0 563.0 563.0
5 i 2
S(6-i)t iil 2075.2 2063.8 2057.0 2045.6 2034.2
-i=0 i -i 1 L -_____ ______________
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with a similar relationship between cases B and C. The new aircraft
for these cases have landing velocities of 160 and 135 knots respec-
tively. These three cases may be combined into one eight aircraft
problem. Table 3.20 presents the minimum delay solution and the
ASAP solution with minimum delay for this eight aircraft combination
Table 3.20 -- Example 3.8
Dynamic Minimum Delay and ASAP (with minimum Delay) Solutions
Oth Aircraft 120A t asn(0) = 0.
7
Landing t (8) 7 (8-i)t
Order 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 asn i=0 i,i+1
Minimum
Delay 120A 145 150 160 135 120B 115A 115B 110 721.1 3030.1
ASAP
with
Minimum 120A 120B 115A 115B 110 135 145 150 160 683.6 3267.7
Delay
Both the minimum delay and ASAP solutions exhibit the undesirable
characteristics of disparity in service between velocity classes and
potential for indefinite delay. Note that the minimum delay solution
favors the faster aircraft. For example, the 110 knot aircraft, which
was a candidate in case A, has been assigned the last position for each
case. If further candidates enter the terminal area the delay objective
could continue to displace the relatively slower aircraft, thereby
causing indefinite delay.
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The ASAP solution for this example, on the other hand, favors
the slow aircraft. The solution has the form D[120,110];A[110,160]
which requires that all aircraft faster than the initial 120 kt
aircraft be scheduled after the slowest, and in ascending order, at
that. Consequently, new candidates may continue to displace the faster
aircraft indefinitely. Other ASAP solutions with a final descending
subsequence requirement will treat the relatively slow aircraft
in a similar detrimental fashion.
One further comparison between these minimum delay and ASAP
solutions involves the difference in the length of the busy period.
Using the p-measure notation of Section 3.5 the p-measure for the
minimum delay sequence equals 6160,110 while the p-measure for
the ASAP solution equals 6120,110. Thus the difference in final
touchdown for the two solution equals F[6 160 ,110-6120 ,110]. Since
F equals 5nm, and 6160,110-6120,110 = 160,120, this difference equals
56160,120 or, 5.[1/120-1/160].3600 = 37.5 seconds, as indicated by
tasn(8) in Table 3.20.
Table 3.21 presents the minimum delay and ASAP solution for two
other cases, D and E.
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Table 3.21
Example 3.8: Cases D and E
Oth Aircraft:
Candidates:
11 0A tasn (0) 0
11OB, 115A, 115B, 115C, 160A, 160B
5nng t (6) z (6-i)tOrder 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 asn i=O i i±1
Minimum
Del ay 110A 160A 160B I15A 115B 115C 110B 566.0 1868.9
ASAP 11OA IOB 115A 115B 115C 160A 160B 514.9 1918.5
Case E: Oth Aircraft: 110A t (0) = 0.
asn
Candidates: 110B, 110C, 115A, 115B, 115C, 160
Landing t56 6-~..
Order 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 tasn(6) (6-i) t ii+1
Minimum 110A 115A 115B 115C 110B 110C 160 552.7 1979.3
Delay
ASAP 110A I IIB 11OC l15A 115B 11SC 160 545.6 1992.8
Case D:
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These cases have been chosen to illustrate the extreme sensitivity
of the minimum delay solution. Cases D and E differ by only one aircraft.
To be specific, one of the aircraft in case D with a 160 knot landing
velocity is replaced by a 110 knot aircraft in case E. The minimum
delay order differs considerably in the two cases. In case D, for
instance, the two 160 knot aircraft are sequenced first and second,
while in case E, the lone 160 knot aircraft (the second having been
replaced by a 110 knot aircraft), is sequenced last. One change in the
aircraft characteristics produced a considerable change in the optimal
delay order. This sensitivity is undesirable in the dynamic environment,
since global shifts in the optimal order will result in numerous and
perhaps non-implementable updates (which became more severe as the number
of candidates increases).
There is one further result of interest in cases D and E. Note
that the minimum delay solution does not schedule aircraft of the same
velocity class to land in succession, as one might suppose. The initial
condition has a landing velocity of 110 knots, and, although other 110
knot aircraft were legitimate candidates, the minimum delay solution did
not assign the 110 knot aircraft first. This observation is another
result of the sensitivity of the minimum delay solution.
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3.7 Constrained Position Shifting (CPS)
3.7.1 CPS -- Introduction and Motivation
This section returns to the general dynamic scheduling problem
of Section 3.4. The results of the ASAP and minimum delay analyses
of Sections 3.5 and 3.6 will now be placed in the context of the
general problem, and a methodology termed Constrained Position Shifting
(CPS) will be presented. CPS is designed to improve system performance
without the drawbacks associated with the ASAP and minimum delay
objectives. The drawbacks identified with these objectives include:
1) The solution may be computationally impossible to obtain
in real-time. This is caused by the general necessity for exhaustive
searching amongst all possible permutations. While there are
situations for which an analytic solution exists (particularly for
the ASAP problem), a large number of aircraft in the dynamic environ-
ment still necessitates a possibly prohibitive combinatorial approach.
2) Indefinite delay is possible for particular aircraft. It
has been shown how an aircraft may be assigned the last landing position
repeatedly from one solution update to the next. Theoretically,
this repeated rearward shifting may cause an indefinite delay.
3) Non-implementable global shifts are a possible consequence of
the schedule updating. Due to the sensitivity of the adopted objective
function, the entrance of a particular aircraft may drastically
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alter the current assignment order. An aircraft about to land might
be placed at the end of the updated order, and an aircraft towards
the end of the current order might be required to advance to the
runway too rapidly in the update.
4) Large disparity in service characteristics between aircraft
classes are possible. It has been observed that the extreme aircraft
classes (slow or fast) are likely to be ordered at the beginning or
the end of the "optimal" order. This observation implies that the
system performance will be biased, with certain classes receiving
favorable treatment and others unfavorable. This need not necessarily
be viewed as an undesirable consequence. It is conceivable that a cost-
related objective might naturally desire to bias the service performance
in favor of the more "expensive" aircraft. However, if a priority
structure is desired, this objective should be explicitly stated.
CPS is not one specific discipline, but a concept which adapts to
any particular control objectives. The next section presents the
fundamental principle of the CPS methodology.
3.7.2 CPS Methodology -- Fundamental Principle
The CPS methodology is specifically designed to be a computa-
tionally tractable improvement over the FCFSRW discipline. Actually,
the FCFSRW discipline will be shown to be a subclass of the CPS
methodology. First, the fundamental principle of CPS is presented
below.
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CPS Fundamental Principle: No aircraft may be sequenced (forward or
rearward) more than a pre-specified maximum number of positions
(denoted as MPS) from its first-come, first-serve position.
This principle may employ any first-come, first-serve discipline
for a base, provided it is applied consistently. Unless stated
otherwise, FCFSRW will be adopted for this base position.
Note that the CPS discipline which sets MPS = 0 is the FCFSRW
discipline, since no aircraft are shifted, thus demonstrating that
FCFSRW is a subclass of CPS. Also note that at the other extreme
if MPS = - (i.e., unlimited shifting), the solution will correspond
to the dynamic scheduling solution of Section 3.4.
This fundamental CPS principle eliminates the major disadvantage
of the minimum delay and ASAP optimality objectives. To elucidate,
recall the four disadvantages of the "optimal" solutions:
1) Computationally prohibitive
2) Possibility of indefinite delay
3) Possibility of non-implementable updates
4) Large disparity in service characteristics between velocity
s
classes.
The second disadvantage, that of possible indefinite delay, is
observed to be eliminated by restricting any aircraft's rearward
shifts to no more than MPS positions from its FCFSRW position. Hence,
no aircraft may experience a delay greater than that associated with
landing MPS positions later than its FCFSRW assignment.
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The fundamental principle of CPS can also be applied to eliminate
the difficulty associated with prohibitive computational effort.
Note that any given position, k, may be filled by any of 2MPS + 1
candidates (i.e., all aircraft with FCFSRW numbers between k-MPS
and k+MPS). A reasonable choice of MPS will therefore restrict the
number of feasible permutations to be computationally feasible.
The actual number of permutations to enumerate will depend on the
structure and objectives of the adopted algorithm. For instance,
the algorithm employed in the simulation of Chapters IV and V
enumerates at most (MPS+1)! permutations for each solution update.
An MPS value of four, for instance, will result in at most 5!=120
enumerations at each update, a number well within the range of
today's computers. If however a MPS value of ten is assumed, over
thirty-three million permutations must be enumerated and tested, and
a successful real-time update is doubtful.
The third disadvantage, that of global assignment shifts during
an update is partially corrected by the CPS principle. The algorithm
employed by the simulation permits an update shift of at most MPS
positions. The frequency with which these extreme shifts occur
'gill be a function of the adopted decision criteria and the MPS
value. An additional system constraint, discussed in Section 3.7.4,
will assist in the determination of implementable updates.
The elimination of the fourth disadvantage, that of disparity
of service between velocity classes, is not guaranteed by the CPS
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when aircraft throughput is of primary concern, while a second
objective which emphasizes total cost might be used during less busy
periods. Objectives that combine criteria may also be considered.
The simulation of Chapters IV and V uses an objective of this type.
Essentially the standard objective employed entails finding all solutions
to the general ASAP problem that uphold the MPS constraint (there
usually will exist multiple solutions) and then choosing that permu-
tation which minimizes delay. Additional criteria may be used to
break any ties that might occur. Other multiple objectives might
involve a weighting (linear or non-linear) of various criteria. For
instance, one might consider the objective of minimizing the weighted
sum of, say, (.3)(Delay(N)) + (.7)(Block(N)).
The number of conceivable objective functions is obviously
limitless. The choice of an appropriate objective will depend upon
the desired system performance. For instance, if disparity of
service between aircraft classes is of concern, only those objectives
that have been shown to be basically non-discriminatory between
aircraft classes will be considered. The simulation offers a
demonstration of the CPS methodology, but empirical results, and
numerous real world adaptations and objective function modifications
will be needed before a successful system can be implemented in the
real ATC environment.
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principle because of the dependence of this characteristic on the
adopted optimality criteria. A reasonable MPS choice will, however,
prevent extreme service disparity, since in the worst case, lowest
priority aircraft will receive at most MPS rearward shifts. The
larger the MPS value, the greater the potential for unequal velocity
class service.
Since the system performance of any CPS methodology is a
function of the objective function selected, the next section
discusses the choice of optimality measures.
3.7.3 CPS Methodology -- Objectives
As was shown in the previous sections, a manageable MPS
size makes an exhaustive search computationally tractable. If all
permutations of a particular set of aircraft are to be enumerated,
a standard for comparison must be well defined. Once this is
accomplished, each feasible permutation is tested and compared to
the current best using this adopted measure of effectiveness.
There is an inherent flexibility regarding the choice of the
testing objective since any well defined function is acceptable. For
example, the objective might be to minimize delay, to land all aircraft
as soon as possible, or even to sequence the aircraft so that the pilots
land in alphabetical order.
Another possibility is the adoption of time-varying criteria.
For instance, one objective function might be used during peak periods
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3.7.4 CPS Methodology -- Additional Constraints
The CPS methodology selects that feasible permutation which
minimizes a given objective function. In terms of the fundamental
CPS principle, a feasible order is one that does not shift any
aircraft more than MPS positions from its FCFSRW number. Other
constraints might be added with the result of reducing the feasible
set of permutations to test. Computation-wise, reducing the feasible
set reduces the workload of the objective testing portion of the
CPS algorithm. (Of course there is a trade-off between the workload
necessary to check each permutation for feasibility and the associated
reduction in permutations for objective function evaluation.)
Additional constraints may be used to achieve a desired system
performance. Recall the difficulty of the "optimal" solution in
avoiding non-implementable global shifts from one solution update
to the next. The addition of a constraint that fixes an aircraft's
final assignment no later than a pre-specified time before this
assignment time (e.g., 10 minutes in advance) may eliminate this
global shifting difficulty.
Another additional constraint that reduces the feasible set with a
desired system response is the servicing of aircraft with identical
characteristics in a first-come, first-serve manner. Further flexi-
bility is obtained if aircraft are permitted to have different MPS
values. As long as an absolute maximum is not exceeded, varying the MPS
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value for both positive and negative shifts can lead to priority
sequencing (the higher the priority class, the lower the maximum
number of rearward position shifts). A variable landing fee structure
is also possible where a higher fee assures the pilot of a smaller
maximum number of rearward position shifts. Note that the problem
of an emergency landing might be resolved by adding a constraint that
eliminates all orders which delay the critical aircraft.
Scheduling aircraft with identical characteristics in a first-come,
first-serve order is another additional constraint that reduces the
feasible set with a desirable system characteristic.
The above discussion has been presented to illustrate a few of the
possible features that assist the controller in bridging the gap between
a theoretical procedure and the real-life ATC system. Chapter
consider this implementation problem in greater detail.
3.7.5 CPS Methodology -- Conclusions
This section (Section 3.7) has introduced a decision methodology,
termed Constrained Position Shifting (CPS), which, if properly applied,
will eliminate the difficulties associated with the solution to the
general dynamic scheduling problem while hopefully improving system
performance over the simple, natural FCFSRW discipline. Section 3.7.2
introduced the fundamental principle of CPS, which involves the upper
bounding of any aircraft's displacement from its FCFSRW position.
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Sections 3.7.3 and 3.7.4 addressed the issues of decision making
within the CPS framework, with an emphasis on the inherent
flexibilities of the methodology.
There are two components of the decision-making process, namely
a feasibility check and an optimality test. The feasibility check
eliminates from consideration any permutation which violates the
fundamental CPS principle, or, for that matter, any other constraint
that the controller wishes to impose. The optimality test will then
determine which of the feasible permutations is most desirable with
respect to a particular objective function.
What remains to be seen, however, is the extent of improvement
possible by employing CPS and any trade-offs associated with its
usage. This is precisely the objective of the simulation, as will be
described in Chapters IV and V.
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Chapter IV
The Dynamic Scheduling of Arrivals --
Simulation and Results
4.1 Introduction
This chapter continues the discussion of dynamic scheduling of
aircraft with the presentation of a computer simulation specifically
designed to illustrate and compare dynamic scheduling strategies.
The simulation places particular emphasis on the comparison of the
first-come, first-serve and the Constrained Position Shift strategies.
With regard to the structure of this chapter, the discussion will
focus initially on the simulation itself, that is, its purpose, cap-
abilities and logic. The presentation and subsequent analysis of
the simulation results will follow. These results are limited to
include one runway, servicing arrivals only. Chapter V will extend
these results to include heavy jets (which require a greater
minimum separation-distance) and also departures.
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4.2 The Simulation
4.2.1 Purpose of the Simulation
Any time an analyst employs a computer simulation, he(she) must
be acutely aware of its capabilities and limitations. For this reason,
it is important that the scope of the simulation to be presented here
be well understood. To begin, this simulation will not output the
"best" scheduling strategy. Actually, no one "best" scheduling stra-
tegy exists, as was revealed in the analysis of Chapter III. Further-
more, the simulation has no pretensions of being an accurate representa-
tion of the ATC system ten or twenty years into the future. But the
simulation does intend to explore the capabilities and trade-offs as-
sociated with the CPS methodology. The simulation will demonstrate
that substantial improvement in system performance is possible over
FCFSRW by utilizing the computer to assist the controller in his
decision-making. These improvements will be demonstrated using the
CPS methodology with maximum position shift (MPS) values of 1,2,3, and 4.
Because of the great importance placed upon a comparative approach,
the simulation has been designed to enable reproducibility. In other
words, any particular system parameters, say the arrival rate or the
decision criterion, may be adjusted while keeping all other charac-
teristics unchanged, including those that are randomly generated.
This reproducibility permits a systematic sensitivity analysis and
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also provides the system designer with the capability to answer
important "what-if" questions.
In actuality, all simulation runs in this chapter will have been
generated using one of four seed numbers to initialize the random
(pseudo-random) number generator. This implies (and rightly so) that
the emphasis of the simulation is placed upon the performance com-
parisons. The FCFSRW performance serves as a convenient "base" posi-
tion for these comparisons. Long-term averages are computed as a basis
for comparison between strategies, but no attempt is made to interpret
these results as steady-state conditions. First, the very existence
of steady-state is open to question. The terminal area is subject to
a time-varying arrival rate, so that any steady-state conditions are
at best periodic. Second, and more fundamentally, the objective of
this research is to assist the controller in his minute-to-minute
control decisions. Since knowledge of steady-state probabilities, if
they do exist, does not lend insight into how to control a particular
arrival state, these probabilities are not of primary interest. This
is especially true in a dynamic environment such as the high-density
terminal area, where, although certain patterns might emerge, each
decision is essentially unique.
In conclusion, the simulation intends to demonstrate that simple,
flexible and implementable computer-assisted procedures exist for the
benefit of all users. This is based upon the belief that, since
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interarrival service times are interactive, an intelligent usage of
available information must be able to improve over a decision-making
process which ignores this information (as does any first-come, first-
serve discipline).
4.2.2 The Simulation -- General Overview
This section presents a qualitative overview of the simulation
logic. A complete flow chart will be presented in Section 4.2.5,
after the system inputs, outputs, and decision logic have been form-
ally introduced.
To begin, the perspective of this simulation is that of the air
traffic controller who is assumed to have complete jurisdiction with
regard to scheduling aircraft at the runway in question. For the
time being, it is assumed that there is only one controller, hence
real world issues regarding controller-controller interface will not
be addressed. Such an issue will only obscure the main thrust of
this simulation, namely the comparison of dynamic decision strategies.
The sequential flow of the simulation has been designed to realisti-
cally reproduce the flow of aircraft into the terminal area and may
be stated as follows:
Aircraft arrive at the outer region of the terminal area in a
random fashion, with the interarrival time chosen from an appropriate
probability distribution. This arrival at the outer region of the
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terminal area is assumed to be the first communication between the
aircraft and the controller. Upon system entrance, two additional
parameters are relayed to the controller. They are the aircraft's
landing velocity and preferred transit time through the terminal
area to the runway. In a real world environment, the landing velo-
city will be specified by the arriving pilot, while the preferred
landing time will be calculated (estimated) by the Air Traffic Control
system. The simulation assumes that these parameters are random vari-
ables and their values are determined by sampling the appropriate
probability distributions. The preferred transit times are gener-
ated independently for each arrival, which is a simplifying assump-
tion, since real world issues such as path generation and collision
avoidance are not considered at this juncture. Chapter VI will discuss
such implementation-related matters.
Although path generation is not under investigation, all aircraft
assignment times must satisfy the minimum interarrival separation time
requirements as defined in Section 3.2. This minimum interarrival
separation is a function of the landing velocities of successively
arriving aircraft, the minimum horizontal separation between the air-
craft and the length of the final approach. The final approach length
and the horizontal separation minimum are input param2ters of the
simulation. The runway occupancy time for the preceding aircraft is
another variable in the determination of the minimum interarrival
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times, since no two aircraft are permitted to occupy the same runway
simultaneously. For simplicity, a runway occupancy time of 60 seconds
will be assumed for all aircraft.
The controller must update the current assignment schedule
whenever an aircraft enters the system. He does so in a manner con-
sistent with the predetermined decision methodology. The simulation
actually updates the assignment under a number of strategies simul-
taneously. This is precisely the desired comparative capability. Two
"natural" disciplines are easily updated. The are first-come, first-
serve with respect to system entrance (FCFSSE) and first-come, first-
serve with respect to arrival at the runway (FCFSRW). The other
decision strategies under investigation are various Constrained Posi-
tion Shift criteria. In this regard, MPS will normally equal 4, al-
though any integer may be specified at run-time. One must realize
that the combinatorics will most likely become prohibitive for an MPS
value of 9 or 10. Given this MPS value, all CPS schedules with a
maximum shift less than or equal to MPS will be determined. The pre-
cise decision logic for the CPS schedules is discussed in Section 4.2.5.
One further feature of the simulation involves the specification
of a lead time, which is the time prior to an aircraft's final assign-
ment that it must be notified by the controller. Once an aircraft's
current assignment time is less than this lead time its position is
fixed and its current assignment time becomes the final assignment. An
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appropriately chosen lead time will assist implementation safety, since
all aircraft can be given their final assignments, say, ten minutes
prior to touchdown.
To conclude, the number of aircraft to be generated on any given
simulation run, or, if preferred, the total length of time for gener-
ating arrivals is specified at run time as well as the seed number for
the random generator. The seed number specification permits reproduc-
ibility of any and all random variables. Any particular variable
(random or deterministic) may be altered while keeping other vari-
ables unchanged. This is a valuable capability in light of the com-
parative objective of the simulation.
At the completion of the run various statistics are output which
are primarily designed to facilitate a comparison between the FCFSRW
and CPS methodologies. These statistics are discussed in Section 4.2.4.
4.2.3 The Simulation -- Inputs
This section describes in detail the input parameters for the
simulation. As will be seen, the majority of input parameters are
specified at run time. This enables the system analyst to easily vary
particular input parameters for a systematic sensitivity analysis.
This flexibility is a primary design objective. In particular, the
probability distribution for any random variable may be altered without
changing the generated values of other random variables. Of course,
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the conceivable variations of inputs are limitless. In order to
facilitate the comparative approach for the simulation, certain
standard, or default, values are assumed, with the intention of
demonstrating the scheduling trade-offs for representative cases.
Table 4.1 describes the system input parameters and Figure 4.1 pre-
sents the standard (default) probability distributions.
Table 4.1 is essentially self-explanatory. The "Typical Range"
values are reasonably assignments that will most likely produce a
representative run. The probability distributions of Figure 4.1 are
chosen for the same reason. They successfully illustrate the system
response to various CPS methodologies. Without a doubt, alternative
distributions could be employed, perhaps with greater realism. The
simulation has been designed to easily accept changes in the distri-
butions. Some motivations for the adopted distributions are pro-
vided below:
a. Arrival Class. The selection of eleven classes separated by
five knot intervals is quite arbitrary. It is believed that the fifty
knot spread in landing velocities is reasonable at large airports and
eleven classes in five knot intervals offers good resolution. Fewer
classes will be less realistic, while many more classes will obscure
the basic comparisons. At run time, the simulation will accept any
discrete landing velocity distribution, or, if desired, the distribu-
tion of Figure 4.1 is assumed.
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Table 4.1
Simulation Inputs
Parameter
Final Approach Length
Horizontal Separation
Minimum
Final Assignment
Lead Time
Number of Landing
Classes
Minimum Landing
Velocity
Maximum Landing
Velocity
Arrival Rate
Maximum Number of
Position Shifts
(MPS)
Number of Aircraft
Generated or
Run Length
Random Generator
Seed Number
Type
System Configuration
Controller Specification
Controller Specification
Aircraft Characteristic
Aircraft Characteristic
Aircraft Characteristic
Simulation Run Input
Simulation Run Input
Simulation Run Input
Simulation Run Input
Typical Range
3-6 nm
3-6 nm
0-10 minutes
2-11 classes
80-120 knots
140-180 knots
20-45 aircraft/hour
0-8 aircraft
100-2000 aircraft
4-18 hours
----------
Figure 4.1 -- Standard Probability Distributions
Landing Velocity Distribution
110 115 120 125 130 135 140 145 150 155 160 x (knots)
Interarrival Time at System Entrance Terminal Area Transit Time
S ft(to) = xe-Ato; to >0 X=arrivals/hour
t0(hours) 10 15 20 y0 (min)
Px(x )
1/8
1/12
1/16
1/24
1/5 f (y9)
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b. Interarrival Time. As a reasonable approximation of reality,
the arrivals are assumed to form a Poisson Process, and consequently,
the interarrival time is exponential, with a particular arrival rate, A.
Actually, a time-varying arrival rate is a more realistic approxima-
tion. For the time being, a constant rate will be assumed in order to
facilitate the interpretation of the sensitivity analysis.
c. Transit Time. This distribution is obviously a simplification.
An accurate distribution (if one exists) is not, however, crucial to
the investigation. The range of the distribution does not affect the
comparison between FCFSRW and the CPS methodologies except in a second-
handed fashion related to the lead time specification. Since the lead
time is the time, prior to final assignment, that the pilot must be
notified, a lead time that is close to the minimum transit time may re-
sult in certain infeasible permutations that otherwise would be advan-
tageous. In the extreme, FCFSSE will be the only feasible permutation.
The shape of the distribution directly affects the comparison of FCFSRW
with FCFSSE only. With no variance, FCFSRW is identical to FCFSSE. A
large variance implies that at times aircraft will be excessively delayed
in the FCFSSE case when slow transiting aircraft precede fast ones.
4.2.4 The Simulation-Output Statistics
4.2.4.1 Introduction
There is, of course, a practically endless number of statistics
that could be computed for any simulation run. The system analyst
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should select those statistics that best fulfill the simulation's
objectives. To apply this philosophy to the problem at hand, recall
that the primary motivation for this research involves a comparison
of system performances for various Constrained Position Shift stra-
tegies and FCFSRW. As stated previously, FCFSRW will be taken as a
"base" position, to which all other strategies will be compared. Con-
sequently, the simulation output will have two components, the first
being a description of the system performance under the FCFSRW dis-
cipline and the second being a comparison of CPS strategies to the
FCFSRW base.
The descriptive statistics for FCFSRW will be utilized to ascer-
tain whether any particular generated run produces "representative"
results. Because the simulation employs a random (pseudo-random)
number generator, there is no a priori assurance that the generated
arrival stream is a reasonably approximation to the envisioned "reality.
Admittedly, "representative results" and "envisioned reality" are
somewhat amorphous terms and therefore quite subjective. It is felt,
however, that since all strategies are compared using the same arrival
stream, insights into strategy characteristics are possible for most,
if not all, arrival streams. The four seed numbers employed for this
chapter's output are believed to produce "representative" results.
The statistics for any particular run will generally fall into one
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of two categories. The first category includes aircraft related
statistics (e.g., number of aircraft in each velocity class, total
delay and maximum delay incurred by a particular class, etc.). The
second category includes statistics related to the runway perform-
ance (e.g., number of busy periods, fraction of time the runway is
utilized, maximum throughput, etc.). The following two sections form-
ally introduce the commonly employed statistics for the respective
categories.
4.2.4.2 Aircraft Related Statistics
In the process of defining the aircraft related statistics, this
section will review the relevant notation of Chapter III. To begin,
assume that N aircraft have been sorted into their first-come, first-
serve order with respect to time of arrival at the runway. This ear-
liest arrival time (preferred landing time) has been defined as tpfd(.).
The FCFSRW permutation, 11RW = [1.2,3,... ,N], is the permutation that
satisfies inequality (4.1):
tpfd(i) < tpfd(i + 1) i = 1,2,...,N-1 (4.1)
Recall that this earliest time of arrival at the runway is the sum of
the aircraft's system entrance time and its preferred transit time
through the terminal area to the runway threshold. Thus,
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tpfd(i) = tend(i') + tpt(i') where i' represents the aircraft's
FCFSSE position. The FCFSSE permutation, 11SE [1,2,3,...,N'] is that
permutation which satisfies inequality (4.2):
i = 1,2,...,N-1 (4.2)
The actual FCFSRW assignment times, t asni), are determined from
the sorted preferred landing times (tasn (i) 2 tpfd(i)). The complete
specification requires knowledge of each aircraft's landing velocity,
vland(i), as well as the parameters that define the minimum interarrival
time between aircraft at the runway. These parameters are sepmin(i,i+l),
the minimum horizontal separation between aircraft i and i+, and F,
the length of the common final approach. The recursive rule for the
determination of the FCFSRW runway assignment times is restated below:
tasn(l) = tpfd(l) (4.3)
tasn(i+l) = max[tpfd(i+1); tasn(i)+ti,i+ 1] i = 1,2,.
where t i+l is the familiar minimum interarrival separation time for
aircraft i followed by aircraft i+l.
The delay for any aircraft i, is simply defined as the difference
between the aircraft's assigned landing time and its preferred landing
time. That is, del(i) = tasn (i)-tpfd(i). Functions of aircraft delay
such as total delay, average delay and maximum delay are typical sta-
tistics computed for each landing velocity class and all aircraft as
t ent(i') < t ent((i+1)')
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well. The generated velocity class distribution is also tabulated
and compared to the theoretical distribution.
4.2.4.3 Runway Related Statistics
The delay related statistics defined above measure performance
from the aircraft's (pilot's) point of view. The runway related
statistics defined herein are performance measures from the controller's
vantage point. Any given pilot has admittedly a somewhat egocentric
objective upon entering the terminal area, namely his own safe and
hopefully delay-free tansit through the terminal area to the runway.
The controller, however, has the responsibility to utilize the airspace
and runway both safely and efficiently. Consequently, the runway re-
lated statistics are designed to measure the controller's performance.
The fundamental runway-related statistic measures the period of
time that the runway is utilized. In this regard, a runway is either
busy or free (i.e., the runway is either servicing an aircraft or not).
The time that an arrival blocks the runway from servicing other air-
craft (defined in Section 3.4 as tblock(-)) is contingent on the free
or busy status of the runway. The sum total of the individual runway
blockage times for N aircraft is defined as Block(N). If the total
duration of service from the arrival of the first aircraft to the exit
from the runway of the Nth aircraft is defined as Dur(N), then the
ratio of Block(N)/Dur(N) measures the fraction of time that the runway
is utilized.
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As stated above, Block(N) equals the sum of the individual runway
blockage times. Section 3.4 evaluated Block (N) where all aircraft
are members of the same busy period,
(i.e., tasn (i+1) = tasn(i) + t i = 1,2,...,N-l.)
Recall that in this instance.
Block(N) = t Comm(1) + t occ(N) + t asn(N) - t asn()
where t Comm(1) equals the time, prior to touchdown that aircraft is
committed to the runway, and t occ(N) equals the runway occupancy time
of aircraft N.
In order to evaluate Block (N) in general
(i.e., when tasn (i+1) tasn(i) + t ),
three specific cases must be investigated.
The simplest case arises when aircraft i and i+l land sufficiently
separated in time to be considered independent of each other. In this
instance,
Block(i+l) = Block(i) + t Comm(i+1) + t occ(i+1) (4.4)
Figure 4.2 illustrates this case.
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Figure 4.2
Increase in Runway Blockage Time
Independent Arrivals
Added Blockage Time
't commOi+1)-+t occ 0+
t (in +1) = tpfd0+
j4-t (i)-*X occ
tasn(i)
Block(i+l) = Block(i) + t Comm(i+l) + t occ+)
The second case arises when aircraft i and i+l are in the same
busy period (i.e., t asn(i+1) - t (i) = t ). Following the
arguments of Section 3.4, the recursive relationship for Block(i+1)
is as follows:
Block(i+l) = Block(i) + t. . + t (i+1) - t (i)
1,1+1 occ occ
(4.5)
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Figure 4.3 illustrates this case.
Figure 4.3
Increase in Runway Blockage Time
Busy Period Extension
t
-tocc (i t occ t->+
tasn t (i+1)asn
Added Blockage Time
Block(i+1) = Block(i) + t + toci+1) - tocc
The third case is a refinement of the first. By convention a busy
period ends when tasn i+1) - tasn(i) > t i+l Note that this is equiva-
lent to tasn (i+1) = tpfd(i+1). It may turn out that no real service gap
occurs at the runway. This situation will arise whenever
t occ(i) + tcomm (i+1) > t (i+1) - t asn(i) > t . In order to avoid
double counting, this recursive relationship for Block(i+l) is as
follows:
Block(i+l) = Block(i) + t asn(i+l)- t (i)- t occ(i)+ t occ(i+l) (4.6)
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Figure 4.4 illustrates this case.
Figure 4.4
Increase in Runway Blockage Time
Overlapping Free Periods
Added Blockage Time
tcommi+1)
ltocc (i+l)tocc (i)
tasn(i ) tasn i+1 = tpfd 0+1)
Block(i+l) = Block(i) + t asn(i+1) - t asn(i) - tocc (i) + tocc i+l)
To summarize, the recursive relationship for Block(i+l)
follows:
Block(l) = t comm (1) + t (1)
C
Block(i+l) = Block(i) +
t
comm(i+1) + tc(i+1)
ti 1+l
tasn (i+
+ tocc (i+l) 
- t occ
1) asn - tocc + occ i+1)
The three conditions, I, II, III are as follows:
t-4
is as
(4.7)
I
II
III
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I; tasn(i+) - t (i) > max[t ; tocc(i) + tcoml
II: t (i+1) - t (i) = t. .
asn asn i,i+1
III: t. .~ < t as(i+1) -t (i) < t oc(i) + t cm(i+1)1,1+1 asn asn oCC comm
In addition to the runway utilization statistic Block(N)/Dur(N),
the simulation generates runway-related statistics that include the
number of aircraft delayed, the number of busy periods, as well as the
ratios of Busy(N)/Dur(N) and Busy(N)/Block(N), where Busy(N) is defined
to be the blockage time of the busy periods (i.e., where aircraft have
been delayed).
The runway-related statistics are employed primarily for compari-
son purposes between decision strategies for a particular arrival
stream. Because all aircraft characteristics are identical for any
decision logic, the comparison will not be particularly sensitive to
the runway occupancy times, and the simulation adopts a constant 60
second runway occupancy time for all aircraft. It is felt that more
accurate probability distribution does not add insight to the analysis.
One note of caution is necessary. The minimum interarrival time is
the maximum of 1) the runway occupancy time of the preceding aircraft
and 2) the minimum airborne time separation at the runway. Consequently,
for certain separation minima and landing velocity classes the runway
occupancy time will be crucial. In the simulation, a 3 nm minimum
horizontal separation is normally assumed. For this value the 60 second
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runway occupancy time will dominate only for landing velocities
greater than 180 knots, rarely encountered in practice.
Finally, note that the minimum duration for N aircraft occurs
when the aircraft form one busy period. Of course, this duration is
order dependent, but, for any given order, the minimum duration is
predetermined. Moreover, the maximum throughput (saturation capacity)
for any methodology may be approximated by the ratio of N with
Dur(N) = Block(N) (i.e., all aircraft form a single busy period).
This concept is also employed in the verification of the simulation
output, because the approximated FCFSRW saturation capacity can easily
be compared with its theoretical value determined by equation (3.12).
4.2.5 Decision Logic
Section 3.7 introduced the concept of Constrained Position Shift-
ing (CPS) as a decision methodology. Recall that the fundamental
principle of CPS prohibits the shifting of any aircraft more than a
prespecified maximum number of positions (denoted as MPS) from its
FCFSRW position. This MPS constraint limits the set of feasible se-
quences. Theoretically, under this constraint, an aircraft may be
scheduled in any one of 2(MPS) + 1 positions. Within this feasible
set there exists considerable leeway in the adoption of decision cri-
teria. This flexibility is particularly important in the dynamic
environment, since Chapter III demonstrated that well-formulated static
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objectives produce undesirable updates.
Realizing that, in general, no one "optimal" solution exists,
the adopted decision logic emphasizes simplicity and flexibility. The
simulation compares the system performance of various decision cri-
teria to FCFSRW using identical arrival data. The adoption of FCFSRW
as a base position establishes a feasible lower bound on performance.
If, as will be shown, a relatively simple decision logic exhibits signi-
ficant improvement over FCFSRW, then it may be viewed as a new, im-
proved, lower bound. The effectiveness of more complex decision cri-
teria will be related to the question of implementability, and is
discussed in Chapter VI. The potential for improvement will be demon-
strated by employing simple decision logic.
Perhaps the adopted decision logic may be best introduced through
the following scenario:
An aircraft enters the terminal area with intentions to land at
the runway in question. Assume it has a FCFSSE number of N1 (i.e.,
N1-1 aircraft have entered the systemprior to its arrival). The
simulation computes the aircraft's preferred landing time, and places
it into the proper FCFSRW position, N (N is not necessarily equal to N ).
In order to update the current assignment sequence, the simula-
tion restricts (for the moment) the new arrival into the Nth position
(its FCFSRW number). This aircraft now becomes the final constraint
of a two-boundary scheduling problem as defined in Section 3.4. The
aircraft currently sequenced in the N-(M+2)nd position becomes the
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initial constraint. (M is the prespecified MPS value.) The M+l
aircraft currently in the intermediate positions, N-(M+l) through N-1,
are free to be resequenced. There are M+1 middle aircraft and conse-
quently (M+1)! permutations to be tested for feasibility and optimality.
If these (M+l) aircraft happen to have the FCFSRW numbers N-(M+l) through
N-1, then all (M+1)! permutations satisfy the CPS shift contraint. Other-
wise, certain permutations will be infeasible.
Additional constraints on feasibility may also be defined in the
decision logic. One such constraint adopted in the simulation requires
aircraft with identical landing velocities to be sequenced in a relative
FCFSRW manner. Another constraint adopted prohibits reassignments for
aircraft currently scheduled to land within a particular lead time.
This lead time constraint is motivated by implementation concerns, since
it will enable an aircraft to receive its final assignment time, say,
ten minutes prior to touchdown.
The above constraints and any others deemed desirable serve to
reduce the set of feasible permutations. To complete the scenarios the
objective function employed to test the feasible permutations must be
defined. Once again, a myriad of functions exist and considerable
flexibility is possible. For simplicity, the simulation computes three
measures for each permutation. They are total delay, maximum delay,
and the assignment time for Nth aircraft (i.e., the current final
constraint). The specific simulation design requires a ranking of the
measures at run-time. The second ranked objective is used to break
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ties between permutations which minimize the first objective. If
further ties exist, the third measure will be utilized.
The bulk of the simulation runs assume the minimization of t asn(N)
as the primary objective. The motivation for this choice is two-fold.
First, during peak periods, aircraft throughput is of foremost concern,
which, in turn, implies the minimization of tasn(N). Second, the analy-
sis of the ASAP problem of Chapter III revealed a non-unique solution
for this objective. With more than one solution, there exists a greater
likelihood that at least one is implementable (a major concern in the
dynamic environment). The second and third objectives identify the
"best" of the "good" permutations. Figure 4.5 presents the flow chart
of decision logic.
Returning once again to the scenario, the updated assignment with
the aircraft with FCFSRW number N constrained in the Nth position has
been determined. The decision process is repeated upon entrance of the
N+lst aircraft, with this N=lst aircraft becoming the new final con-
straint. (Actually this aircraft may already be in the system, which
implies that the Nth FCFSRW aircraft has later entrance time, but has a
sufficiently fast transit time to "beat" it to the runway.) At this
time the aircraft currently in the N-(M+l)st position becomes the new
initial constraint, and aircraft N is no longer constrained in position N.
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Figure 4.5
Decision Logic Flow Chart
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The decision process is repeated in the above manner for each
arrival. The transformation from the general to the two-boundary
problem is a simplification with practical motivations. First, at
most (M+1)!, permutations are required for each decision. Second,
the final constraint tends to stabilize the solution and, due to
non-uniqueness, increases the possibility of successful implementa-
tion. Note that the final constraint is actually binding only when
no new aircraft enter the system prior to the lead time for this
final constraint. Without the arrival of new aircraft, however,
efficient service is not nearly as critical. Even then, the final
aircraft is given its FCFSRW assignment number.
Figure 4.6 presents a flow chart of the simulation logic.
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Figure 4.6
Simulation Flow Chart
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4.3 Simulation Results
4.3.1 Introduction
This section presents the results of the simulation for the one
runway servicing arrivals only situation. The bulk of the results
consists of an analysis of one basic experiment which is performed
four times. The basic experiment is repeated with identical input
parameters with one exception, namely the specification of the seed
number to the random generator. It is felt that repeating the same
experiment for the four cases (hereafter denoted as Cases A, B, C,
and D) will produce more conclusive insights into the system per-
formance utilizing CPS strategies.
The basic experiment is comprised of six simulation runs of 500
aircraft. The only difference between these runs will be the speci-
fication of the average arrival rate, which will range between 20 and
45 aircraft/hour in increments of 5 aircraft/hour. It is important
to understand how the increase in the average arrival rate affects
the arrival characteristics. Since all other input parameters are
unchanged, an increase in the average arrival rate results in a com-
pression of the time axis for the interarrival times between each
aircraft pair. To clarify this point, an explanation of the manner
in which the random number generator is utilized to produce the assumed
exponential interarrival times is in order.
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To begin, the random (pseudo-random) number generator produces
a uniform distribution on the interval [0,1]. The exponential inter-
arrival times associated with the assumed Poisson process are deter-
mined by a 1-1 transformation of the output of the random generator
and the positive time axis. Specifically, if X is the output of the
random number generator, then to, the exponential interarrival time
equals -1/(A-ln(l-X9), where A is the specified average arrival rate.
The derivation of this transformation may be obtained from any reference
on simulation techniques, such as [20].
To observe the compression of the time axis for increasing A,
assume that two arrival rates A1 and A2 are chosen with A1 < X2. Then
if tI and t2 represent the interarrival times for a given X0 with
average arrival rates A1 and A2 respectively, t 2 = X -t which is less
2
than t1. The compression factor therefore equals A 1/A2. Since the
average arrival rate parameter affects only this interarrival time,
all other randomly generated characteristics, such as the landing
velocity class and preferred transit time, will be unchanged for the
six simulation runs comprising the basic experiment.
As described in Section 4.2, each simulation run will generate
the relevant statistics for the FCFSRW and FCFSSE disciplines, as well
as the CPS strategies with MPS values of 1,2,3, and 4. Recall that
the primary CPS objective is taken to be the minimization of tasn (N),
while the secondary objective is the minimization of Del(N). Also
assumed are the eleven velocity class default distribution and a
lead time of 0 seconds.
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In addition to the six simulation runs, the basic experiment
will include a saturation capacity run in which the maximum throughput
rate is determined for the particular first-come, first-serve velocity
class sequence associated with input seed number. Recalling the dis-
cussion of Section 3.4, maximum throughput is determined when all air-
craft form one busy period (i.e., Block(N) = Dur(N)). To insure that
all aircraft form a single busy period, the saturation capacity run
ignores the generated interarrival times and sets,
tpfd(i+1) = t asn(i) + ti,1 ,, where aircraft i+l follows aircraft i.
Since tasn (i+1) = max[tpfd(i+1); tasn i) + t ], this implies that
t (i+1) = tpfd(i+1), and thus del(i+l) = 0. Hence, this assignment
will result in a base delay of 0 for the FCFSRW sequence. (If desired,
the simulation has the capability of determining the maximum throughput
for the CPS strategies as well.)
This completes the description of the basic experiment. In addi-
tion to this basic experiment, results are obtained that investigate
the sensitivity of system performance to the lead time specification.
objective function selection, and velocity class distribution. A
saturation capacity sensitivity analysis is also undertaken as a
function of final approach length and minimum horizontal separation
distance. For clarity, the following section presents a complete
listing of the output tables and figures.
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4.3.2 Outline of Output
The output tables and figures are as follows:
Table 4.2
Figure 4.7
Table 4.3
Table 4.4
Table 4.5
Table 4.6
Table 4.7
Table 4.8
Figure 4.8
Table 4.9
Table 4.10
Table
Tabl e
Tabl e
Table
4.11
4.12
4.13
4.14
Table 4.15
Table 4.16
Table
Table
Table
4.17
4.18
4.19
Figure 4.9
Table 4.20
- Minimum Landing Time Separation Between Successively
Arriving Aircraft -- Eleven Classes
- Landing Velocity Distribution -- Eleven Classes
- Average Saturation Throughput
- FCFSRW -- Summary
- FCFSRW -- Average Delay by Class
- FCFSRW -- Maximum Delay by Class
- FCFSRW vs. FCFSSE
- FCFSRW vs. CPS -- Average Delay
- FCFSRW vs. CPS -- Percent Reduction in Average Delay
- FCFSRW vs. CPS -- Maximum Delay
- FCFSRW vs. CPS -- Number of Busy Periods (and Aircraft
Delayed)
- FCFSRW vs. CPS -- Shifts from FCFSRW
- Comparison of CPS Strategies -- Average Delay
- Comparison of CPS Strategies -- Maximum Delay
- Comparison of CPS Strategies by Velocity Class --
Average Delay
- Comparison of CPS Strategies by Velocity Class --
Maximum Delay
- Comparison of CPS Strategies by Velocity Class --
Average Position Shifts from FCFSRW
- CPS - Sensitivity to Lead Time -- Average Delay
- CPS - Sensivitity to Lead Time -- Maximum Delay
- CPS - Sensitivity to Lead Time -- Number of Busy
Periods (and Aircraft Delayed)
- Sensitivity to Landing Velocity Distribution -- Six
Classes and Three Classes
- Sensitivity to Landing Velocity Distribution -- FCFSRW
Summary
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Table 4.21 - Sensitivity to Landing Velocity Distribution --
FCFSRW Average Delay by Class
Table 4.22 - Sensitivity to Landing Velocity Distribution --
FCFSRW Maximum Delay by Class
Table 4.23 - Sensitivity to Landing Velocity Distribution --
FCFSRW vs. CPS
Figure 4.10 - Sensitivity to Landing Velocity Distribution --
Percent Reduction in Average Delay
Table 4.24 - Sensitivity to Landing Velocity Distribution
FCFSRW vs. CPS -- Maximum Delay
Table 4.25 - Sensitivity to Landing Velocity Distribution
FCFSRW vs. CPS -- Number of Busy Periods (and
Aircraft Delayed)
Table 4.26 - Sensitivity to Landing Velocity Distribution
FCFSRW vs. CPS -- Shifts from FCFSRW
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4.3.3 Simulation Results -- FCFSRW -- Eleven Classes
4.3.3.1 Introduction
This section presents the descriptive statistics for the FCFSRW
discipline obtained from the basic experiment in each of the four cases.
The objective of this section is three-fold.
First, the generated characteristics are inspected to ascertain
that the cases indeed yield representative results. This is accom-
plished primarily through the comparison of the generated landing
velocity distribution and maximum throughput rate to their theoretical
values. Second, the FCFSRW results are presented to establish the
base position to which other strategies will be compared. And third,
the results will be utilized to illustrate the sensitivity of system
performance to an increase in the average arrival rate. Most notably,
the significant increase in the delay-related statistics as the arrival
rate approaches the theoretical saturation capacity will be observed.
To begin, Table 4.2 presents the minimum landing time separation
matrix for the eleven velocity classes under consideration. The table
assumes a final approach length of 5 nmand a constant minimum hori-
zontl separation distance of 3 nm. These values will be used through-
out the simulation. The saturation capacity runs presented in Table 4.3
will investigate the sensitivity of the runway capacity to other final
approach and minimum separation values.
Table 4.2
Minimum Landing Time Separation between Successively Arriving Aircraft (Seconds)
Final Approach Length Equals 5.0 nm
Minimum Horizontal Separation Equals 3.0 nm
Leading Aircraft Following Aircraft Landing Velocity (Knots)
Landing Velocity
(Knots) 110 115 120 125 130 135 140 145 150 155 160
110 98.2 93.9 90.0 86.4 83.1 80.0 77.1 74.5 72.0 69.7 67.5
115 105.3 93.9 90.0 86.4 83.1 80.0 77.1 74.5 72.0 69.7 67.5
120 111.8 100.4 90.0 86.4 83.1 80.0 77.1 74.5 72.0 69.7 67.5
125 117.8 106.4 96.0 86.4 83.1 80.0 77.1 74.5 72.0 69.7 67.5
130 123.4 112.0 101.5 91.9 83.1 80.0 77.1 74.5 72.0 69.7 67.5
135 128.5 117.1 106.7 97.1 88.2 80.0 77.1 74.5 72.0 69.7 67.5
140 133.2 121.9 111.4 101.8 93.0 84.8 77.1 74.5 72.0 69.7 67.5
145 137.7 126.3 115.9 106.3 97.4 89.2 81.6 74.5 72.0 69.7 67.5
150 141.8 130.4 120.0 110.4 101.5 93.3 85.7 78.6 72.0 69.7 67.5
155 145.7 134.3 123.9 114.3 105.4 97.2 89.6 82.5 75.9 69.7 67.5
160 149.3 137.9 127.5 117.9 109.9 100.8 93.2 86.1 79.5 73.3 67.5
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Note, from Table 4.2, that the minimum interarrival time equals
67.5 seconds. This implies that provided aircraft runway occupancy
times are less than this 67.5 seconds, the airborne separation is
the dominant factor. This in turn implies that the simplifying
assumption of a 60 second runway occupancy time for all aircraft will
not affect the interarrival spacing.
4.3.3.2 Landing Velocity Distribution
The generated landing velocity class distribution is the first
statistic utilized to ascertain whether the four cases yield repre-
sentative results. Figure 4.7 presents the theoretical class distri-
bution and the generated distributions for the four cases. Inspection
of Figure 4.7 reveals no particular large discrepancies from the theor-
etical distribution. Case A has the largest difference average landing
velocity (-.71 kts) and Case C exhibits the greatest variation from
the theoretical distribution. This variation is not extreme and Case C
appears to be well within the limits of "reasonable" distribution.
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Figure 4.7
Landing Velocity Distribution
500 Aircraft, 11 Classes
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Figure 4.7 (continued)
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4.3.3.3 Saturation Capacity
Table 4.3 presents the results of the saturation capacity runs
for the four cases, comparing the average throughput to the theoretical
Capsat as a function of final approach length, F, and minimum horizontal
separation distance, S. As was the situation with the landing velocity
distributions, the generated throughput rates for each of the cases
reveal no particularly large discrepancies to doubt the interpreta-
tion of the results as "representative."
Table 4.3 performs a sensitivity analysis of the maximum throughput
rate of a function of F and S. Note the greater decrease in the through-
put rate resulting from a unit increase in the minimum separation dis-
tance as opposed to the final approach length. To justify this observa-
tion, recall that the minimum interarrival time between aircraft i and
i + 1 may be viewed as a function of S and F. That is,
t (SF) = S/Vland(i+l) + FS6ij+ 1  (4.8)
where
6 ii+l = max[O; l/V land (i+1) - l/Vland()]
Furthermore, saturation capacity is inversely proportional to the
average interarrival time so that an increase in t i+l for each
aircraft pair decreases Capsat. By taking the partial derivatives
of t with respect to S and F reveals that
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Table 4.3
Average Saturation Throughput (Aircraft/Hr)
11 Classes -- 500 Aircraft
Appoach Minimum Horizontal Separation (nm)
(nm) 3 4
Theoretical 40.777 Theoretical 31.248
Case A 40.320 Case A 31.092
5 Case B 41.051 Case B 31.445
Case C 41.033 Case C 31.403
Case D 41.136 Case D 31.533
Theoretical 40.094 Theoretical 30.845
Case A 39.862 Case A 30.683
6 Case B 40.376 Case B 31.047
Case C 40.388 Case C 31.023
Case D 40.463 Case D 31.121
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at (SF) at (S,F)
'_3__S__>a_ 1,1F+ implying the increase in t isas aF i ,i+1
greater for a unit increase of S as opposed to a unit increase in F.
To show this,
atis (SF) /(4 
9as land(i+l) (4.9)
and
at ij1(SF)
a F -' ) i,i+ = max[0; l/Vland(i+1) - l/Vland(')]
Noting that 1/Vland (1) > i,i+1, yields the desired result.
4.3.3.4 First-Come, First-Serve at the Runway (FCFSRW)
Tables 4.4, 4.5 and 4.6 present the FCFSRW output statistics for
each case. Table 4.4 summarizes the overall system performance as a
function of the average arrival rate. Average and maximum delay for
the 500 aircraft are included as well as runway-related statistics.
Tables 4.5 and 4.6 present the breakdown by velocity class of the
average delay and maximum delay respectively.
The four cases of Table 4.4 may be observed to exhibit very
similar results, which provides further assurance that the cases are
"representative." Moreover, the results illustrate the basic charac-
teristics of queuing systems, i.e., as the arrival rate increases
the utilization rate increases, but so do any delay related sta-
tistics. This effect is particularly great as the arrival rate ap-
proaches capacity. In this regard, the 35/hr and 40/hr arrival rates
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Table 4. 4A
FCFSRW Summary -- Case A
20
Arrival Rate (Aircraft/Hr)
30 35
Averag Delay 40.93 59.77 106.01 174.36 408.25 1282.63
( ela 1458.16 465.37 546.30 838.95 1561.77 3301.98
(Sec) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
way Utilization 47.86 59.49 71.09 82.40 92.46 98.50
Number of Busy 102 91 77 61 24 5Periods
Number of Aircraft 229 284 339 386 452 491Delayed I
Average Busy
Period Length 294.27 371.34 1485.05 655.17 1769.06 8833.55
(Sec)
Table 4.4B
FCFSRW Summary -- Case B
Arrival Rate (Aircraft/Hr)
20 25 30 35 40 45
Average Delay 49.14 77.70 122.07 220.45 662.78 2097.59(Sec)__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ ___ _ _ _
Maiu Delay 392.53 521.50 612.05 848.44 1930.51 4984.16
(Sec) I__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
I1Percent of Run-
way Utilization 50.63 62.90 74.88 86.68 95.83 99.15
Number of Busy 96 88 66 40 12 1
Periods
Number of Aircraft 247 310 372 425 478 496
Delayed
Average Busy
Period Length 319.28 408.38 589.53 1027.52 3594.92 43671.42
(Sec) ,
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Table 4.4C
FCFSRW Summary - Case C
Arrival Rate (Aircraft/Hr)
20 25 30 35 40 45
Average Delay 35.47 54.67 97.73 182.64 381.04 1688.62
(Sec)__ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Maximum Delay 279.85 355.19 754.12 1057.90 1626.48 3751.84
(Sec)__ _ ___ _ ___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Percent of Run-
way Utilization 47.22 58.89 70.24 81.87 92.91 99.29
Number of Busy 103 90 75 48 20 3
Periods
Number of Air-
craft delayed 240 287 343 402 465 495
Average Busy
Period Length 297.59 373.43 494.34 832.22 2139.46 14604.53
(Sec)
Table 4.4D
FCFSRW Summary -- Case D
Arrival Rate (Aircraft/Hr)
20 25 30 35 40 45
Average Delay 37.17 56.38 81.48 154.89 390.47 1534.84
Maximum Delay 315.25 367.60 488.23 627.84 1273.75 2936.04
Percent of Run- 47.69 59.16 70.51 82.01 93.12 98.43
way Utillzation
Number of Busy 103 103 84 47 25 7
Periods
Number of Air- 228 287 345 417 460 490
craft Delayed I
Average Busy
Period Length 285.87 334.17 448.99 868.84 1703.96 6205.50
(Sec)
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are of primary importance, since the research is concerned with the
control of aircraft in high density terminal areas, especially during
peak periods. The lower arrival rates (20, 25 and 30 aircraft/hour)
are of lesser interest, since congestion is less acute, and conse-
quently, so is the margin of possible improvement.
Because Capsat equals 40.777, the 45/hr arrival rate theoretically
will result in an infinite queue. Of course, the simulation run is
finite, so that all statistics will also be finite, even for an arrival
rate exceeding capacity. Note, however, the severe deterioration of
service for the 45/hr run for each case of Table 4.4. One must be
careful in interpreting the results for the 45/hr runs, since they
are clearly unrealistic, but they do provide insights into the sys-
tem performance during periods of extreme congestion.
Inspection of Table 4.5 for the four cases confirms that the
average delay per class strictly increases for each class as the
arrival rate increases, an intuitively pleasing result. Table 4.5
also illustrates typical random effects resulting from the uniqueness
of the generated arrival stream. Although no particular pattern
emerges, there is theoretically a general tendency for a slightly
greater average delay for the slower velocity classes. This is due
to the fact that if Vland(i) > Vland(j), then for any initially
assigned aircraft k, tk,i < t To illustrate this effect, assume
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Table 4.5A
FCFSRW -- Average Delay (Sec) By Class
Case A
LandI jArrival Rate (Aircraft/Hr)
Vel .I # I
(kts) a/c 20 25 30 35 40 45
110 24 56.861 66.267 105.704 137.495 346.222 1208.040
115 32 44.022 67.564 123.825 186.013 417.138 1162.163
120 53 55.054 82.872 135.753 221.102 463.669 1416.263
125 64 51.292 70.938 110.581 188.214 391.047 1269.431
130 60 40.540 60.208 96.284 141.929 356.450 1253.961
135 57 25.950 39.445 84.512 135.519 324.691 1126.645
140 57 28.293 49.938 89.471 136.167 386.761 1238.120
145 63 46.931 62.873 112.446 205.538 500.858 1434.375
150 42 16.944 36.551 83.915 156.951 360.867 1207.860
155 25 39.185 49.677 102.949 182.786 444.044 1339.919
160 23 57.324 76.350 145.867 262.946 570.295 1487.042
Table 4.5A
FCFSRW -- Average Delay (Sec) By Class
Case B
Land Arrival Rate (Aircraft/Hr)
Vel . #
(kts) a/c 20 25 30 35 40 45
110 20 95.131 153.329 212.120 297.106 883.713 2654.655
115 28 80.437 109.244 156.781 286.980 796.614 2335.003
120 42 49.538 77.441 118.685 200.841 572.973 1841.417
125 60 43.140 69.552 121.000 224.023 654.985 2106.213
130 59 50.518 78.260 121.647 205.260 665.281 2152.520
135 66 43.410 74.659 114.965 214.524 690.420 2156.270
140 64 34.847 62.136 110.266 226.727 678.620 2122.224
145 61 53.759 80.133 123.788 211.717 656.039 2106.218
150 56 53.909 86.917 129.408 236.874 671.571 2115.147
155 24 32.936 51.145 80.439 146.014 491.729 1682.981
160 20 28.982 39.669 80.351 195.392 518.507 1707.728
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Table 4.5C
FCFSRW -- Average Delay (Sec) By Class
Case C
Table 4.5D
FCFSRW -- Average Delay (Sec) By Class
Case D
VLn 
__ 
_ Arrival Rate (Aircraft/Hr) 
_ 
_
(kts) a/c 20 25 30 35 40 45
110 20 41.967 75.291 120.787 265.409 469.087 1370.479
115 32 53.785 87.819 146.560 238.837 478.005 1840.322
120 51 43.807 68.693 113.524 199.924 385.581 1753.914
125 61 28.651 40.365 73.329 155.922 345.522 1660.844
130 45 28.850 39.708 64.560 150.867 387.803 1741.965
135 73 36.701 51.021 82.325 139.722 317.007 1554.292
140 58 30.271 52.905 126.181 218.773 411.203 1819.933
145 74 35.383 54.295 88.896 173.166 360.890 1694.428
150 48 34.393 57.207 121.599 218.260 409.560 1674.687
155 16 17.568 32.377 70.784 150.780 421.966 1700.838
160 22 41.320 1 54.069 78.030 149.051 342.879 1675.274
Ln 
__Arrival Rate (Aircraft/Hr)
(kts) a/c 20 25 30 35 40 45
110 17 75.731 89.552 106.267 174.700 317.419 1308.875
115 25 49.937 69.742 96.386 210.141 582.342 1785.918
120 i 43 46.321 57.205 80.631 151.734 431.965 1582.913
125 55 31.909 58.052 95.070 184.852 445.254 1580.778
130 68 41.854 68.281 88.024 160.560 374.818 1581.934
135 59 32.257 42.524 70.666 137.433 329.642 1423.187
140 60 32.496 48.268 69.570 142.055 401.405 1620.349
145 59 30.097 58.526 91.976 166.199 429.859 1698.150
150 54 43.465 63.248 80.107 148.996 348.860 1239.309
155 33 36.821 39.610 63.2341 111.895 309.984 1435.288
160 27 9.902 38.742 61.377 127.264 324.7701 1565.663
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t asn (k) = tpfd(i) = tpfd(j) = 0. Then the delay associated with
sequencing i after k equals tk,i, which is less than the delay
associated with sequencing j after k (since t . < t ). In otherk,i k,j
words, the busy period service time is greater for slower aircraft,
and hence the average delay should also be greater.
Inspection of Table 4.6 reveals two particular instances in
which the maximum delay for a particular class is reduced as the ar-
rival rate increases. These instances are a) Case A, 110 kts, 25/hr
and b) Case C, 125 kts, 25/hr. Excluding these two exceptions, the
maximum delay by class exhibits, as expected, the general tendency
to increase as the arrival rate increases, with a particularly large
increase as the arrival rate approaches capacity. The exceptions
should not be particularly disturbing because, in general, the FCFSRW
landing velocity sequence will change with an increased arrival rate.
Recall that an increase in the arrival rate compresses the inter-
arrival times, leaving all other generated parameters unchanged. As
a consequence FCFSSE will have an identical landing velocity sequence,
since the interarrival spacing is reduced, but aircraft i still pre-
cedes aircraft i+l. The FCFSRW sequence is determined by the aircraft
preferred landing times, defined in Section 3.2 as tent(-) + tpt( '
which is the sum of the system entrance time and the preferred transit
time through the terminal area. Since tpt() remains unchanged, it is
possible that the FCFSRW sequence is changed with an increase arrival
rate. As an illustration, assume that at a lower arrival rate,
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Table 4.6A
FCFSRW -- Maximum Delay (Sec) By Class
Case A
Table 4.6B
FCFSRW -- Maximum Delay (Sec) By Class
Case B
Land Arrival Rate (Aircraft/Hr)
(kts) a/c 20 25 30 35 40 45
110 20 337.597 443.067 561.483 848.443 1778.282 4964.374
115 28 359.913 464.472 497.810 720.022 1913.613 4984.159
120 42 280.159 333.939 481.700 812.233 1925.357 4617.202
125 60 261.428 434.443 603.306 812.511 1927.561 4636.278
130 59 386.291 521.504 595.048 799.889 1930.507 4459.122
135 66 348.168 466.836 537.895 783.164 1924.058 4741.033
140 64 320.705 388.479 497.010 822.294 1800.827 4850.094
145 61 392.531 502.819 612.048 790.801 1790.024 4437.309
150 56 237.479! 347.030 502.030 801.426 1848.299 4505.865
155 24 173.153! 255.344 424.511 645.383 1583.512 4529.368
160 20 121.990 220.846 369.991 593.191 1518.521 3876.009
L.n 
_Arrival Rate (Aircraft/Hr)
(kts) a/c 20 25 30 35 40 45
110 24 240.019 233.934 327.006 357.570 940.130 2978.432
115 32 197.221 232.034 505.716 713.633 906.917 2923.783
120 53 259.213 309.099 474.587 827.940 1522.643 3019.949
125 64 330.747 349.383 419.627 838.949 1561.769 3245.771
130 60 433.626 438.327 476.201 636.841 1252.804 3112.839
135 57 299.353 369.587 456.462 616.943 1209.359 3156.302
140 57 216.688 238.018 475.003 766.483 1388.482 2934.490
145 63 296.331 328.476 427.690 674.333 1315.045 3301.983
150 42 88.366 170.818 546.301 724.977 1200.446 3088.787
155 25 260.354 311.204 436.965 786.992 1496.197 3034.291
160 23 458.161 465.371 542.090 764.590 1454.189 3030.344
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Table 4.6C
FCFSRW -- Maximum Delay (Sec) By Class
Case C
Table 4.6D
FCFSRW -- Maximum Delay (Sec) By Class
Case D
VLan 
_Arrival Rate (Aircraft/Hr)
(kts) a/c 20 25 30 35 40 45
110 17 315.248 318.329 330.627 352.710 1101.658 2507.432
115 25 261.820 268.633 280.578 529.315 1240.438 2914.633
120 43 230.160 301.618 346.262 531.244 1112.998 2692.038
125 55 108.102 347.308 488.226 627.839 1200.803 2770.490
130 68 235.472 305.252 357.391 598.983 1176.794 2741.218
135 59 168.461 251.430 325.576 464.694 1118.210 2689.986
140 60 181.647 277.683 299.228 465.285 1158.263 2848.816
145 59 173.106 367.605 482.821 612.476 1273.747 2936.043
150 54 191.450 288.914 407.537 579.277 1144.265 2849.307
155 33 293.165 356.791 396.213 434.868 1024.426 2693.629
160 27 79.217 158.392 342.010 488.023 1034.647 2698.931
Lan 
_Arrival Rate (Aircraft/ r)
(kts) a/c 20 25 30 35 40 45
110 20 187.944 234.827 260.083 797.302 1442.450 3570.132
115 32 166.588 239.604 688.845 1057.904 1427.916 3472.615
120 51 203.223 266.101 556.760 967.715 1591.476 3722.504
125 61 211.371 197.503 502.483 887.727 1443.855 3630.409
130 45 149.110 161.469 297.807 835.657 1478.348 3656.729
135 73 196.629 275.160 706.102 1036.555 1439.041 3398.289
140 58 168.249 355.195 754.115 949.044 1465.163 3515.434
145 74 279.848 344.324 572.453 880.447 1483.719 3664.989
150 48 167.471 243.260 636.596 1022.016 1474.299 3548.524
155 16 116.542 137.141 241.529 448.342 1149.545 3468.120
160 22 197.371 286.256 348.547 984.306 1626.475 3751.841
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tent (1) = 0; tpt(1) = 950; tent (2) = 50; tpt(2) = 905. Then
tpfd(1) = 950 and tpfd(2) = 955. Now for an increased interarrival
rate, assume tent (1) = 0 and tent(2) = 40. Then tpfd(l) = 950, while
tpfd(2) = 945 and the FCFSRW sequence is reversed.
4.3.4 Simulation Results -- FCFSRW vs. FCFSSE
Table 4.7 presents the first of the discipline comparisons, namely
between FCFSRW and FCFSSE. As discussed in Section 3.3, FCFSRW should
intuitively outperform FCFSSE for any transit time distribution with
a non-zero variance, since FCFSSE is sensitive to the aircraft entrance
times but not their preferred landing times. Thus it is possible for
one aircraft to be sequenced after another aircraft, even though its
preferred landing time is significantly smaller. Table 4.7 illus-
trates this point for all four cases. There is, however, no attempt
to draw general conclusions from Table 4.7, especially due to the
arbitrariness of the assumed transit time distribution.
One interesting observation is that the difference between the
two disciplines should diminish as the arrival rate approaches capa-
city. Intuitively, as the average delay for an entering aircraft
increases, its actual preferred landing time will rarely affect its
assignment time, reducing the advantage of FCFSRW. To illustrate
this point, note that the average delay for 45/hr run in Table 4.7C
is actually less for FCFSSE than FCFSRW.
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Table 4.7A
FCFSRW vs. FCFSSE
Case A
Arrival Rate (Aircraft/Hr)
20 25 30 45
Average FCFSRW 40.93 59.77 106.00 174.36 408.25 1282.63
Del ay
(Sec) FCFSSE 62.75 91.00 137.47 208.59 460.67 1302.05
Maximum FCFSRW 458.16 465.37 546.30 838.95 1561.77 3301.98
Delay
(Sec) FCFSSE 545.15 597.08 642.78 874.47 1605.76 3279.99
Number FCFSRW 102 91 77 61 24 5
of Busy
Periods FCFSSE 108 93 84 56 26 6
Number FCFSRW 229 284 339 386 452 491
of Air- FCFSSE 239 33 39 42 45 4
Deayed FCFSSE 239 303 349 402 455 493
D e l ay ed________________ _ ____________ __ _ __ __ _ __ _______________________
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Table 4.7B
FCFSRW vs. FCFSSE
Case B
Arrival Rate (Aircraft/Hr)
20 25
Average FCFSRW 49.14 77.70 122.07 220.45 662.78 2097.59
Delay
(Sec) FCFSSE 77.28 109.09 162.08 256.77 723.78 2143.00
Maximum FCFSRW 293.53 521.50 612.05 848.44 1930.51 4984.16
Delay j -
(Sec) FCFSSE 481.30 580.44 687.42 978.67 2075.05 5198.35
Number FCFSRW 96 88 66 40 12 1
of Busy
Periods FCFSSE 102 92 71 38 10 1
NumberN FCFSRW 247 310 372 425 478 496
I crad FCFSSE 252 313 369 433 480 495
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Table 4.7C
FCFSRW vs. FCFSSE
Case C
Arrival Rate (Aircraft/Hr)
20 25 30 35 40 45
Average FCFSRW 35.47 54.67 97.73 182.64 381.04 1688.62
Delay ---
(Sec) FCFSSE 70.28 96.21 147.96 240.71 438.97 1654.20
Maximum FCFSRW 279.85 355.19 754.12 1057.90 1626.48 3751.84
Delay _ _ ___ -- -.
(Sec) FCFSSE 491.28 525.98 780.05 1115.07 1786.70 3770.34
Number FCFSRW 103 90 j 75 48 20 3
of Busy
Periods FCFSSE 106 90 73 49 24 3
of FCFSRW 240 287 343 402 465 495
Num;e FCFSSE 254 304 362 410 461 496Delayed FFS 5 0
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Table 4.7D
FCFSRW vs. FCFSSE
Case D
Arrival Rate (Aircraft/Hr)
20 25
Average FCFSRW 37.17 56.38 81.48 154.89 390.47 1534.84
Delay
(Sec) FCFSSE 61.04 87.17 121.37 192.43 437.96 1653.26
Maximum FCFSRW 315.25 367.60 488.23 627.84 1273.75 2936.04
Delay
(Sec) FCFSSE 501.58 562.19 686.93 811.89 1334.27 3147.61
Number FCFSRW 103 103 84 47 25 7
of Busy
Periods FCFSSE 109 99 82 51 26 9
Number 
_ _ _ _ _I __ _ _ __ 
_
of Air- FCFSRW 228 287 345 417 460 490
craft FCFSSE 241 304 356 418 466 489
Delayed1 _ _ __ __ _ _
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4.3.5 Simulation Results -- FCFSRW vs. CPS
The results presented in this section illustrate the overall
improvement in system performance when CPS is employed to sequence
the arrival stream instead of FCFSRW. The statistics are tabulated
for the four cases as a function of the average arrival rate for MPS
values of 1,2,3, and 4. Recall that a change in the arrival rate
affects the system interarrival times, but does not alter any of the
other generated parameters. The statistics included in this section
include the average and maximum delay for the 500 generated aircraft
as well as the number of busy periods and number of aircraft delayed.
Also included is the distribution of position shifts from the FCFSRW
base. A class-by-class breakdown to investigate any inherent priority
class structure will be presented in Section 4.3.6 when two different
decision objectives are compared.
To begin, Table 4.8 presents the average delay results for the
four cases. Inspection of the tables reveals that the reduction in
average delay increases as the arrival rate increases and also as the
MPS value increases. With respect to average delay, all MPS cases
show improvement. There are three particular instances where an MPS
increase yields a slightly higher average delay than the preceding
MPS value. They are: Case A, 25/hr, MPS = 3; Case C, 20/hr, MPS = 4;
and Case D, 25/hr, MPS = 4. This result is due to the fact that the
primary decision objective is the minimization of t asn(N) and that
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Table 4.8A
FCFSRW vs. CPS -- Average Delay (Sec)
Case A
Table 4.8B
FCFSRW vs. CPS -- Average Delay (Sec)
Case B
Maximum Number of ShiftsArrivalI
Rate FCFSRW 1 2 3 4
20/hr 40.93 38.35 37.98 37.50 37.33
25/hr 59.77 55.12 54.03 54.10 53.44
30/hr 106.01 98.98 90.65 89.68 88.21
35/hr 174.36 160.94 149.95 148.05 144.57
40/hr 408.25 348.95 315.52 285.72 281.19
45/hr 1282.63 893.95 744.60 681.76 657.74
Arrival Maximum Number of Shifts
Rate FCFSRW 1 2 3 4
20/hr 49.14 46.43 45.99 45.64 45.47
25/hr 77.70 73.41 72.63 71.65 71.06
30/hr 122.07 113.07 110.37 108.29 106.09
35/hr 220.45 199.19 187.61 183.22 180.43
40/hr 662.78 582.70 520.64 511.35 477.87
45/hr 2097.59 1715.14 1398.54 1323.39 1218.84
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Table 4.8C
FCFSRW vs. CPS -- Average Delay (Sec)
Case C
Table 4.8D
FCFSRW vs. CPS -- Average Delay (Sec)
Case D
Arrival Maximum Number of 
Shifts
Rate FCFSRW 1 2 3 4
20/hr 37.17 35.92 35.46 35.41 35.14
25/hr 56.38 53.61 52.47 51.96 52.04
30/hr 81.48 76.29 74.92 74.32 73.79
35/hr 154.89 132.53 129.02 126.22 122.76
40/hr 390.47 323.86 301.30 293.51 269.56
45/hr 1534.84 1256.08 1119.57 1040.76 919.77
Arrival Maximum Number of Shifts
Rate FCFSRW 1 2 3 4
20/hr 35.47 34.33 34.04 33.89 34.23
25/hr 54.67 53.03 51.95 51.64 50.75
30/hr 97.73 91.41 88.74 87.08 86.63
35/hr 182.64 167.13 159.49 155.52 152.65
40/hr 381.04 346.37 313.63 304.16 299.74
45/hr 1688.62 1389.03 1131.79 965.78 956.72
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particular sequences arise for which this minimization with a larger
MPS value will produce a greater delay. Note, however, that these
instances are observed for low arrival rates, where congestion is not
a serious problem. In this regard, lesser importance is placed on
the interpretation of the 20/hr, 25/hr, and 30/hr runs. The 35/hr
and 40/hr runs are felt to be of greatest significance, since the
arrival rate approaches capacity and delay is much greater. The 45/hr
runs yield the most spectacular results, but are also the least realistic,
since they imply a prolonged period for which the arrival rate exceeds
capacity. The 45/hr runs are quite educational, however, since any
inherent difficulties will be more readily revealed in extreme situa-
tions.
Figure 4.8 presents the average delay information in graphical
form as the percent reduction over FCFSRW. The substantial improve-
ment due to CPS is quite evident for the larger arrival rates and MPS
values. For instance, the MPS = 4, 40/hr, percent reduction equals
31.12, which implies that on the average, each of the 500 aircraft
will save approximately two of the average 6.8 minutes of FCFSRW
delay. These results demonstrate that the CPS methodology has excel-
lent potential for reducing delay, particularly during periods of
congestion. Whether or not the CPS methodology has any associated
detrimental properties must still be ascertained.
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Figure 4.8A
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Figure 4.8B
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Figure 4.8C
FCFSRW vs. CPS
Percent Reduction in Average Delay
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Figure 4.8D
FCFSRW vs. CPS
Percent Reduction in Average Delay
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To begin the investigation to uncover any detrimental properties
of the CPS methodology, Table 4.9 compares the maximum delay for the
four cases. Intuitively, the maximum delay should increase over
FCFSRW as the MPS value increases, since an aircraft may be shifted
rearward from its FCFSRW position. Because the number of rearward
shifts is bounded by the MPS value, the expected increase in maximum
delay should be less than MPS - tmaxmin, where tmaxmin corresponds
to the interarrival time of the fastest aircraft followed by the
slowest. Actually, the increase will be not nearly as great for
the CPS strategy under investigation, because the primary objective
of minimizing t asn(N) will tend to reduce the length of the longest
busy period, which in turn will reduce the maximum delay. As a
matter of fact, the busy period reduction is significant enough to
actually reduce maximum delay in all 40/hr and 45/hr runs. It there-
fore appears that the CPS strategy does not add excessive delay to
particular aircraft.
Table 4.9A
FCFSRW vs. CPS -- Maximum Delay (Sec)
Case A
Arrival _Maximum Number of Shifts
Rate FCFSRW 1 2 3 4
20/hr 458.16 527.84 513.02 637.94 637.94
25/hr 465.37 535.05 516.99 644.94 644.94
30/hr 546.30 563.45 572.88 658.70 655.44
35/hr 838.95 767.39 870.43 936.49 957.88
40/hr 1561.77 1487.60 1510.75 1467.90 1461.16
45/hr 3301.98 2457.97 2217.76 2093.36 2085.33
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Table 4.9B
FCFSRW vs. CPS -- Maximum Delay (Sec)
Case B
Maximum Number of ShiftsArrival
Rate FCFSRW 1 2 3 4
20/hr 392.53 392.53 456.64 441.98 591.64
25/hr 521.50 585.90 595.29 675.86 662.86
30/hr 612.05 686.55 666.02 733.58 893.58
35/hr 848.44 868.34 926.95 1004.16 1015.50
40/hr 1930.51 1856.26 1806.35 1866.44 1902.35
45/hr 4984.16 4283.58 3656.09 3514.34 3270.71
Table 4.9C
FCFSRW vs. CPS -- Maximum Delay (Sec)
Case C
Arrival Maximum Number of Shifts
Rate FCFSRW 1 2 3 4
20/hr 279.85 279.85 349.37 389.19 437.65
25/hr 355.19 390.68 386.47 531.42 515.2330/hr 754.12 764.59 815.30 808.75 896.37
35/hr 1057.90 1039.73 1018.51 1092.84 1082.57
40/hr 1626.48 1623.79 1483.98 1534.96 1584.06
45/hr 3751.84 3299.75 2779.20 2491.46 2577.72
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Table 4.9D
FCFSRW vs. CPS -- Maximum Delay (Sec)
Case D
Table 4.10 provides added evidence to the reduction in busy
period length. The table presents the number of busy periods and
the number of aircraft delayed for the four cases as a function of
the average arrival rate. As expected, an increase in the arrival
rate results in an increase in the number of aircraft delayed. This
is accompanied by a general decrease in the number of busy periods,
since the likelihood of a gap in service is diminished. In the
extreme, the aircraft will arrive so rapidly that all but the first
few aircraft will incur delay. (The 45/hr, Case B is one example.)
Arrival Maximum Number of Shifts
Rate FCFSRW 1 2 3 4
20/hr 315.25 353.83 353.59 447.03 447.03
25/hr 367.60 426.90 426.90 454.54 534.10
30/hr 488.23 543.62 618.00 634.57 703.06
35/hr 627.84 645.26 720.26 800.26 794.31
40/hr 1273.75 1106.00 1153.79 1217.10 1246.94
45/hr 2936.04 2605.60 l 2431.56 2491.63 2380.66
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Table 4.10A
FCFSRW vs. CPS -- Number of Busy Periods
(and Aircraft Delayed)
Case A
Table 4.10B
FCFSRW vs. CPS -- Number of Busy Periods
(and Aircraft Delayed)
Case B
Maximum Number of ShiftsArrival
Rate FCFSRW 1 2 3 4
20/hr 96(247) 99(244) 99(244) 98(244) 98(244)
25/hr 88(310) 88(308) 90(307) 92(304) 92(303)
30/hr 66(372) 68(368) 67(368) 69(366) 68(366)
35/hr 40(425) 45(415) 48(411) 50(410) 52(407)
40/hr 12(478) 17(471) 19(469) 20(468) 22(466)
45/hr 1(496) 1(496) 2(495) 2(495) 1(496)
Arrival Maximum Number of Shifts
Rate FCFSRW 1 2 3 4
20/hr 102(229) 105(227) 106(223) 105(225) 105(225)
25/hr 91(284) 95(275) 96(271) 97(220) 97(271)
30/hr 77(339) 82(330) 84(327) 85(326) 84(327)
35/hr 61(386) 63(383) 64(380) 65(379) 67(375)
40/hr 24(452) 29(446) 34(441) 36(436) 38(432)
45/hr 5(491) (489) 6(489) 9(486) 10(485)
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Table 4.10C
FCFSRW vs. CPS -- Number of Busy Periods
(and Aircraft Delayed)
Case C
Table 4.10D
FCFSRW vs. CPS -- Number of Busy Periods
(and Aircraft Delayed)
Case D
Arrival IMaximum Number of Shifts
Rate FCFSRW 1 2 3 , 4
20/hr 103(240) 104(237) 104(236) 104(237) 104(237)
25/hr 90(287) 91(284) 91(281) 93(280) 94(281)
30/hr 75(343) 75(340) 78(338) 78(336) 79(335)
35/hr 48(402) 50(398) 51(394) 53(392) 54(389)
40/hr 20(465) 22(459) 26(450) 26(448) 27(447)
45/hr 3(495) 3(495) 3(495) 3(495) 3(495)
Arrival Maximum Number of Shifts
Rate FCFSRW 1 2 3 4
20/hr 103(228) 104(227) 103(227) 104(225) 104(225)
25/hr 103(287) 103(285) 106(283) 106(282) 106(282)
30/hr 84(345) 84(345) 89(338) 90(336) 89(335)
35/hr 47(417) 47(411) 53(408) 54(408) 56(405)
40/hr 25(460) 31(452) 33(449) 32(450) 31(450)
45/hr 7(490 7(490) 8(489) 10(487) 9488)
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Note that the general effect of CPS is a reduction in the number of
aircraft delayed (in addition to the observed reduction of the
average delay). This is usually accompanied by an increase in the
number of busy periods, since a zero delay for a particular aircraft
implies a free runway, and thus an end to the prior service period.
There is one further explanation for an increase in the number
of busy periods under the CPS strategy. To elucidate, the particular
decision objective might, under certain circumstances, purposely
create a gap in service. The following example illustrates this
principle:
Assume three aircraft have characteristics as follows:
Vland(l) = 135 kts, tpfd(l) = 0 sec
Vland( 2) = 150 kts, tpfd(2) = 60 sec
Vland(3) = 120 kts, tpfd(3) =110 sec
Then the first-come, first-serve assignment times will be:
t asn(1) = 0, tasn(2) = 72, tasn (3) = 192.
The sequence, II', which minimizes t (3') is, on the other hand, 1,3,2,
since then tasn (l') = 0, t (2') = 110, t an(3') = 182. Notice that
a gap in service (between 1' and 2') has been created.
As a final comparison between FCFSRW and the CPS strategies,
Table 4.11 presents, for each of the four cases, the distribution of
position shifts from the FCFSRW base as a function of the average
arrival rate. This statistic is of interest since it indicates the
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amount of shifting necessary to realize the large reduction in average
delay as demonstrated in Table 4.8. Also included in Table 4.11 is
the average number of absolute position shifts for each CPS sequence.
(Because of the zero-sum nature of the shifts, the average number of
position shifts must equal 0.) Note that even for the high arrival
rate runs the position shift distribution does not appear to be extreme.
Quite naturally, the number of aircraft shifted generally increases
with both the MPS value and average arrival rate. Observe, however,
that 0 position shifts is the modal value for every run. Thus an
extreme alteration of the FCFSRW sequence is not necessary to realize
the substantial reduction in average delay associated with the CPS
strategies. This point is important when the issue of implementation
is considered.
To summarize the comparison of FCFSRW to the CPS strategies, it
appears that, as far as overall performance is concerned, CPS offers
a significant improvement over FCFSRW without any detrimental proper-
ties, especially for the interesting situation where the arrival rate
approaches the runway capacity.
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Table 4.11A
FCFSRW vs. CPS -- Shifts from FCFSRW
Case A
MPS- 20/hrP 1 2 3 4
+4 1 2
+3 8 7
+2 13 3 3
+1 28 19 21 20
0 444 429 426 423
-1 28 33 33 35
-2 6 9 10
-3 0 0
-4 0
Average
Absolute .112 .180 .204 .220
Shifts
MPS- 35/hrMPS: 1 2 3 4
+4 12
+3 22 18
+2 37 25 21
+1 77 65 54 50
0 346 296 283 278
-1 77 65 72 70
-2 37 34 34
-3 10 12
-4 _ _5
Average
Absolute .308 .556 .680 .776
Shifts I 1 _ _
25/hr
1 2 3 4
4
7 4
16 9 12
41 32 36 27
418 399 390 388
41 42 42 51
11 15 14
1 0
0
.164 .256 .300 .316
40/hr
1 2 3 4
30
47 30
67 39 30
101 69 54 47
298 227 205 193
101 71 69 77
66 54 53
32 26
14
.404 .812 1.092 1.268
30/hr
1 2 3 4
1_ 7
14 9
28 20 17
65 48 49 46
370 340 321 324
65 64 68 70
20 21 19
7 5
3
.260 .416 .524 .540
45/hr
1 2 3 4
45
68 35
97 50 35
133 81 63 60
234 139 115 136
133 91 93 67
92 50 49
52 42
31
.532 1.100 1.468 1.660
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Table 4.11B
FCFSRW vs. CPS -- Shifts from FCFSRW
Case B
MPS: 20/hr
' 1 2 3 4
+4 3
+3 1 2
+2 10 15 10
+1 45 37 30 32
0 410 401 396 390
-1 45 47 54 58
-2 5 3 3
-3 1 2
-4 0
Average
Absolute .180 .228 .252 .280
Shifts
MPS: 35/hr
'_ 1 2 3 4
+4 17
+3 31 25
+2 50 36 37
+1 100 69 55 38,
0 300 254 231 230
-1 100 85 87 91
-2 42 47 35,
-3 13 14
-4 13
Average
Absolute .400 .676 .880 1.020
Shifts
25/hr
1 2 3 4
4
10 8
21 19 16
46 32 29 291
408 383 371 373
46 54 51 45
10 14 21
6 2
2
.184 .296 .388 .404
40/hr
1 2 3 4
47
53 26
85 47 50
124 79 72 521
252 170 140 129
124 83 87 72
83 65 56
36 381
30
.496 .996 1.300 1.672
30/hr
1 2 3 4
12
20 15
37 26 21
71 50 45 40
358 312 296 292
71 78 78 82
23 26 26
9 7
5
.284 .496 .628 .700
45/hr
1 2 3 4
58
80 43
118 52 56
135 69 58 49
230 117 94 76
135 87 78 57
109 90 61
48 57
43
.540 1.220 1.608 2.088
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Table 4.11C
FCFSRW vs. CPS -- Shifts from FCFSRW
Case C
MPS- 20/hrS 1 2 3 4
+4 _ 1
+3 3 3
+2 8 7 7
+1 35 26 25 24
0 430 425 420 418
-1 35 40 42 43
-2 1 3 4
-3 0 0
-4 0
Average
Absolute .140 .168 .192 .204
Shifts
MPS- 35/hr
' 1 2 3 4
+4 14
+3 24 12
+2 52 29 34
+1 85 46 50 42
0 330 291 277 267
-1 85 72 72 80
-2 39 36 37
-3 12 8
-4 6
Average
Absolute .340 .600 .720 .808
Shifts
25/hr
1 2 3 4
3
4 5
14 8 9
45 35 43 33
410 395 382 385
45 49 55 54
7 8 9
0 2
0
.180 252 .284 .312
40/hr
1 2 3 4
20
37 23
70 42 40
110 60 65 60
280 226 188 198
110 88 100 80
56 44 42
24 23
14
.440 .800 1.040 1.156
30/hr
1 2 3 4
9
10 5
27 19 19
67 45 44 44
366 347 339 330
67 63 68 69
18 16 13
4 6
5
.268 .396 .448 .532
45/hr
1 2 3 4
64
75 38
114 46 44
133 53 75 52
234 149 99 91
133 87 73 60
97 77 56
55 42
53
.532 1.124 1.568 2.040
1_____ t __
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Table 4.110
FCFSRW vs CPS -- Shifts from FCFSRW
Case D
MPS: 20/hr
- 1 2 3 4
+4 0
+3 2 2
+2 9 11 9
+1 33 25 23 25
0 434 425 420 421
-1 33 39 39 38
-2 2 3 4
-3 2 1
-4 0
Average
Absolute .132 .172 .204 .196
Shifts
MPS: 35/hr
- 1 2 3 4
+4 19
+3 22 11
+2 49 33 31
+1 86 48 44 40,
0 328 286 277 254
-1 86 88 82 98
-2 29 32 331
-3 10 9
-4 5,
Average
Absolute .344 .584 .704 .844
Shifts I
25/hr
1 2 3 4
3
6 4
20 15 12
44 30 28 31,
412 388 388 388
44 54 51 47
8 11 14
1 0
.176 .280 .304 .316
40/hr
1 2 3 4
39
48 25
76 49 29
117 71 60 621
266 192 158 154
117 99 99 98
62 55 44,
31 31
18
.468 .892 1.208 1.404
30/hr
1 2 3 4
6
10 9
27 22 14
56 41 33 38
388 351 352 347
56 67 65 64
14 12 16
6 3
3
.224 .380 .428 .468
45/hr
1 2 3 4
60
67 32
98 52 43
136 68 62 66
228 149 121 97
136 106 87 63
79 53 48
58 35
56
.544 1.056 1.468 1.952
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4.3.6 A Comparison of CPS Strategies
The previous section demonstrated that a significant improvement
in overall system performance is realizable employing simple CPS
strategies. This does not imply that all velocity classes receive
essentially equal treatment. It may turn out that certain classes
continually receive a higher priority assignment at the expense of
other classes. To address this question, this section presents and
compares a class by class breakdown of the arrival statistics for the
Case C runs employing two distinct CPS strategies. The first stra-
tegy is the one employed in the basic experiment in which the primary
objective is the minimization of t asn(N) and the secondary objective
is the minimization of Del(N). The second strategy reverses the
importance of the two objectives. In other words, the primary objec-
tive is the minimization of Del(N) and the secondary objective is the
minimization of t asn(N).
Table 4.12 presents the overall average delay as a function of
the average arrival rate for FCFSRW and the two CPS strategies under
consideration for MPS values of 1,2,3, and 4. Note that the reduction
in average delay is quite similar for the two strategies. The largest
discrepancy occurs in the extreme 45/hr run. In this extreme run
most aircraft belong to the same busy period. Because of this fact,
the minimization of t asn(N) takes an added importance. To elucidate,
if M aircraft comprise one busy period and a time A is added to the
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block time of the first aircraft, the additional delay will equal MA.
Thus a primary objective of minimizing t asn(N) will be more sensitive
to this situation than minimizing Del(N).
Table 4.12
Comparison of CPS Strategies
Case C
Primary Objective
Minimize t (N)
Minimize Del (N)
Average Delay (Sec)
Secondary Objective
Minimize Del(N)
Minimize t asn(N)
Strategy
I
II
Arrival Maximum Number of Shifts
Rate Strategy FCFSRW 1 2 3 4
20/hr I 35.47 34.33 34.04 33.89 34.23
II 34.20 34.12 34.04 33.93
25/hr I 54.67 53.03 51.95 51.64 50.75
II 52.69 51.28 50.71 50.81
30/hr I 97.73 91.41 88.74 87.88 86.63
II 91.12 88.66 87.79 86.94
35/hr I 182.64 167.13 159.49 155.52 152.65
II 168.51 158.93 155.21 152.09
40/hr I 381.04 346.37 313.63 304.16 299.74
II 339.88 316.08 307.64 305.81
45/hr I 1688.62 1389.03 1131.79 965.78 956.72
II 1376.14 1201.51 1096.67 1145.35
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Table 4.13 presents the overall maximum delay results in like
manner to the average delay results of Table 4.12. Again observe the
similarity of the two strategies, with the primary objective of
minimizing tasn (N) slightly outperforming Del(N) in the extreme 45/hr
run. As a consequence, on the basis of overall statistics both stra-
tegies appear to be quite successful.
Table 4.13
Comparison of CPS Strategies
Case C
Primary Objective
Minimize t asn(N)
Minimize Del(N)
Maximum Delay (Sec)
Secondary Objective
Minimize Del(N)
Minimize t asn(N)
Strategy
I
II
Arrival Maximum Number of Shifts
Rate Strategy FCFSRW 1 2 3 4
20/hr I 279.85 279.85 349.37 389.19 437.65
II 279.85 361.09 396.00 481.33
25/hr I 355.19 390.68 386.47 531.42 515.23
II 390.68 422.17 487.97 554.40
30/hr I 754.12 764.59 815.30 808.75 896.37
II 764.59 708.32 764.55 918.84
35/hr I 1057.90 1039.73 1013.51 1092.84 1082.57
II 1048.93 1080.64 1080.75 1262.61
40/hr I 1626.48 1623.79 1483.98 1534.96 1584.06
II 1614.26 1665.70 1707.89 1545.27
45/hr I 3751.84 3299.75 2779.20 2491.46 2577.72
II 3287.73 2916.25 2778.32 2990.05
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Tables 4.14, 4.15 and 4.16 breakdown by velocity class the
average delay, maximum delay and average position shifts from FCFSRW
respectively. The determination of whether particular classes re-
ceive favorable treatment is of primary importance. It has already
been observed in Section 4.3.5 that the slower classes have a tendency
toward a slightly higher average delay, even for FCFSRW. Inspection
of Tables 4.14, 4.15 and 4.16 reveals that this effect is compounded
by Strategy II, while Strategy I presents no strong evidence in this
regard.
To best illustrate this point, note the class performance in the
35/hr and 40/hr runs with MPS = 4. In the 35/hr run, the average
delay under Strategy I is strictly less than the FCFSRW delay for
each class, while the 110, 115 and 120 kts classes incur a larger
delay under Strategy II than with FCFSRW. The same observation may
be made for the 40/hr run (actually the Strategy I 110 kt class aver-
age is 21.3 seconds longer than FCFSRW). The average number of posi-
tion shifts for these runs provides strong evidence to the lower
priority given to slower classes under Strategy II. The average
shifts for the 110, 115 and 120 kt classes under Strategy II equals
1.750, .875 and .667 respectively for the 35/hr run and 1.900, 1.094
and 1.392 for the 45/hr run. The identical statistics under Strategy I
are .100, .437 and 0.000 for the 35/hr run and .950, .656 and .216
for the 40/hr run. One may observe that Strategy I exhibits a slight
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tendency toward lower priority for slower classes, but this is certainly
not extreme. The random components of each run make it difficult to
draw firmer conclusions with regard to Strategy I's performance. The
trend for Strategy II, on the other hand, is quite clear. The average
number of position shifts for the lowest four classes increases uni-
formly for MPS = 4 as the arrival rate increases. In the extreme 45/hr
run they equal 2.900, 2.562, 2.333 and 1.033 shifts respectively. As
a final note, observe that the 110 kt class has a .150 average shift
for Strategy I's MPS = 4, 45/hr run.
Table 4.14
Comparison of CPS Strategies by Velocity Class
Average Delay (Sec)
Class C
Primary Objective
Minimize t asn(N)
Minimize Del(N)
Secondary Objective
Minimize Del(N)
Minimize tasn (N)
Strategy
I
II
20 Aircraft/Hr
Land. # MPS=1 MPS=2 MPS=3 MPS=4
Vel. a/c FCFSRW I II I II I II I II
110 20 41.967 35.657 35.657 35.657 44.615 44.615 44.615 27.589 44.615
115 32 53.735 39.914 39.914 42.121 48.952 42.121 57.783 42.121 54.416
120 51 43.807 39.377 44.104 46.195 43.750 51.134 50.228 47.970 46.722
125 61 28.651 22.329 22.339 19.390 19.400 19.390 19.400 29 757 23.530
130 45 28.850 26.708 26.474 28.618 30.527 30.113 32.023 22.899 26.474
135 73 36.701 36.653 36.312 34.712 33.148 34.870 30.060 34.854 32.702
140 58 30.271 25.447 25.523 23.903 20.630 23.365 21.041 23.718 22.107
145 74 35.383 43.850 42.426 41.558 42.724 35.668 38.051 40.976 38.025
150 48 34.393 35.502 31.808 33.401 31.359 29.464 33.417 29.984 27.312
155 16 17.568 21.946 22.223 19.317 19.317 23.973 23.973 29.547 29.547
160 22 41.320 52.292 52.494 55.565 1 55.565 55.565 39.685 48.058 48.058
Average
(all a/c) 35.47 34.33 34.20 34.04 34.12 33.89 34.04 34.23 33.93
Table 4.14 (continued)
25 Aircraft/Hr
Land. MPS=1 MPS=2 MPS=3 MPS=4
Vel. a/c FCFSRW I II I II I II I II
110 20 75.291 68.052 68.052 74.100 105.429 100.604 113.386 117.685 117.886
115 32 87.819 82.594 88.921 102.106 102.588 87.236 107.219 106.439 116.078
120 51 68.693 54.425 71.086 61.983 75.545 65.450 74.880 64.877 72.624
125 61 40.365 33.863 30.385 30.612 30.140 30.360 34.219 30.159 36.843
130 45 39.708 41.788 38.478 42.256 42.256 42.256 42.256 40.503 42.256
135 73 51.021 49.771 49.288 45.839 45.914 49.526 48.392 50.233 46.202
140 58 52.905 45.588 41.969 36.394 36.025 32.459 30.452 29.956 I 27.507
145 74 54.295 56.044 56.943 54.782 44.516 51.015 41.267 51.522 38.204
150 48 57.207 62.552 53.999 54.881 42.480 53.347 38.703 37.167 i 42.464
155 16 32.377 47.998 37.276 40.713 27.478 34.082 32.133 32.410 32.410
160 22 54.069 72.356 67.812 68.041 65.509 70.167 51.160 51.160 51.160
Average507(all a/c) 54.67 53.03 52.69 51.95 51.28 51.64 50.71 50.75 50.81
30 Aircraft/Hr
Land. # MPS=1 MPS=2 MPS=3 MPS=4
Vel. a/c FCFSRW I II I II I II I II
110 20 120.787 122.167 116.102 90.056 121.583 79.954 127.875 88.650 164.280
115 32 146.560 138.665 138.695 137.214 138.524 125.807 161.501 135.717 1174.083
120 51 113.524 111.116 116.342 106.484 118.086 118.818 136.149 121.240 1138.941
125 61 73.329 61.817 64.641 65.507 58.304 58.044 59.453 58.066 67.179
130 45 64.560 53.120 48.343 52.343 54.575 49.876 56.689 61.122 57.907
135 73 82.325 79.986 81.999 82.082 84.302 81.980 78.141 72.596 76.722
140 58 126.181 108.897 103.380 109.023 95.627 112.976 98.749 109.122 74.185
145 74 88.896 87.025 87.513 78.284 80.984 72.289 63.147 80.213 63.149
150 48 121.599 111.439 109.093 113.673 99.620 97.878 82.562 95.526 80.529
155 16 70.784 63.961 59.103 59.467 48.985 81.256 64.487 33.097 39.866
160 22 78.030 92.316 95.708 85.456 98.650 99.328 88.567 92.894 79.262
Average
(all a/c) 97.73 91.41 91.12 : 88.74 88.66 87.88 87.79 86.63 86.94
Table 4.14 (continued)
35 Aircraft/Hr
Land. #MPS= MPS=2 MPS=3 MPS=4
Vel. a/c FCFSRW I II I II I TI I II
110 20 265.409 261.404 268.441 226.753 272.417 235.545 349.844 232.516 372.730
115 32 238.837 222.138 225.631 216.394 225.346 232.282 260.911 229.571 269.199
120 51 199.924 184.661 191.481 178.403 190.047 174.099 202.042 167.476 225.262
125 61 155.922 128.319 133.427 121.179 119.074 142.623 130.002 125.922 138.438
130 45 150.867 128.073 128.494 127.648 140.474 121.347 95.842 143.409 113.242
135 73 139.722 127.648 125.899 126.671 120.471 122.989 127.147 133.634 110.720
140 58 218.773 191.230 192.505 180.308 173.650 172.673 162.063 163.136 136.543
145 74 173.166 170.224 170.007 149.432 147.188 121 215 116.037 109.401 94.706
150 48 218.260 208.296 203.139 208.672 179.912 193.639 144.942 186.873 156.848
155 16 150.780 119.358 123.069 105.828 1 77.236 104.248 105.016 90.122 80.141
160 22 149.051 150.370 147.458 162.721 177.268 163.235 172.918 178.534 142.173
Average
(all a/c) 182.64 167.13 168.51 159.49 158.93 155.52 155.21 152.65 152.09
40 Aircraft/Hr
Land. # I MPS=1 MPS=2 MPS=3 MPS=4
Vel. a/c FCFSRW I II I II I I I II
110 220 469.087 474.706 471.573 426.393 461.651 452.230 542.887 469.300 558.629
115 32 478.005 456.483 452.196 433.065 1460.948 431.125 489.923 448.931 494.106
120 51 385.581 351.499 360.881 334.522 367.180 346.889 386.197 336.189 441.645
125 61 345.522 298.263 12298.620 284.980 268.113 273.020 290.523 256.417 295.364
130 45 387.803 326.581 321.102 294.559 329.418 270.363 283.468 287.828 314.145
135 73 317.007 279.728 275.898 236.597 248.576 240.737 249.985 222.872 233.956
140 58 411.203 371.703 356.923 324.131 1303.966 303.169 289.425 313.277 259.930
145 174 360.890 336.313 1327.562 282.055 275.9531 252.308 245.733 250.677 218.399
150 48 409.560 384.380 1360.485 374.971 340.216 351.237 287.380 349.930 265.671
155 16 421.966 377.460 371.986 298.709 278.230; 313.418 222.224 276.529 304.022
160 22 342.879 314.094 301.501 318.505 326.063 319.387 297.358 280.322 241.427
Average'
(all a/ 381.04 346.37 339.88 313.63 316.08 304.16 307.64 299.74 1305.87
Table 4.14 (continued)
45 Aircraft/Hr
Land.J # MPS=1 MPS=2 MPS=3 MPS=4
Vel. a/c FCFSRW I II I II I II I II
110 20 1370.479 1179.767 991.880 1115.926 901.897 1136.390 837.805 | 1212.098
115 32 1840.322 1513.108 1530.455 1265.837 1405.593 1090.349 1324.694 1155.576 11466.779
120 51 1753.914 1453.419 1449.554 1181.077 1291.401 1054.004 1235.684 1080.476 1403.186
125 61 1660.844 1367.186 1354.413 1122.235 1206.060 985.028 1111.944 1025.711 1234.814
130 45 1741.965 1424.008 1407.593 1188.612 1259.233 1003.337 1153.248 1034.143 1236.670
135 73 1554.292 1266.359 1256.748 1022.280 1073.678 868.005 985.662 832.160 990.587
140 58 1819.933 1491.249 1475.603 1201.744 1243.298 1008.692 1093.293 961.846 1107.977
145 74 1694.428 1384.499 1368.509 1088.998 1159.794 892.339 1041.355 865.701 995.752
150 48 1674.687 1376.508 1344.478 1131.923 1151.921 948.242 1 999.482 949.231 994.863
155 16 1700.838 1415.049 1402.319 1138.353 1207.121 1049.359 1086.577 860.142 1066.724
160 22 1675.274 1399.685 1353.913 1177.810 1201.912 943.856 1031.271 931.534 1085.301
Average
(all a/c) 1688.62 1389.03 1376.14 1131.79 1201.51 965.78 1096.67 956.72 1145.35
Table 4.15
Comparison of CPS Strategies by Velocity Class
Maximum Delay (Sec)
Case C
Primary Objective
Minimize t asn(N)
Minimize Del(N)
Secondary Objective
Minimize Del(N)
Minimize tasn (N)
Strategy
I
II
20 Aircraft/Hr
Land # MPS=l MPS=2 MPS=3 MPS=4
Vel. a/c FCFSRW I II I II I II I II
110 20 187.944 181.944 181.944 181.944 361.087 361.087 361.087 88.433 361.087
115 32 166.588 166.588 166.588 228.091 315.999 228.091 395.999 228.091 481.332
120 51 203.223 225.899 225.899 215.920 215.920 389.188 389.188 389.188 389.188
125 61 211.371 146.009 146.009 107.075 107.075 107.075 107.075 437.649 278.660
130 45 149.110 147.453 147.453 273.676 273.676 340.965 340.965 147.453 147.453
135 73 196.629 183.177 183.177 263.266 263.266 263.266 263.266 311.380 311.380
140 58 168.249 146.811 146.811 146.811 145.678 146.811 145.678 146.811 145.678
145 74 279.848 279.848 279.848 274.310 274.310 184.058 358.089 310.280 358.089
150 48 167.471 212.816 212.816 212.816 206.313 151.155 206.313 151.155 151.155
155 16 116.542 123.926 123.926 198.408 198.408 272.891 272.891 362.087 362.087
160 22 197.371 277.371 277.371 349.371 349.371 349.371 231.093 349.371 349.371
Maximum
(All a/c) 279.85 279.85 279.85 349.37 361.09 389.19 396.00 437.65 481.33
Table 4.15 (continued)
25 Aircraft/Hr
Land. # MPS=1 MPS=2 MPS=3 MPS=4
Vel. a/c FCFSRW I II I II I II I II
110 20 234.827 228.827 228.827 228.827 407.970 487.970 487.970 483.951 487.970
115 32 239.604 257.934 257.934 386.468 386.468 353.117 471.230 466.468 554.396
120 51 266.101 295.682 295.682 253.343 422.170 295.682 422.170 253.343 416.632
125 61 197.503 184.032 177.351 177.351 177.351 177.351 346.179 177.351 340.640
130 45 161.469 161.335 161.335 228.352 228.352 228.352 228.352 228.352 228.352
135 73 275.160 I 352.302 352.302 385.387 385.387 377.378 438.092 515.235 377.378
140 58 355.195 283.360 283.360 269.670 269.670 346.000 189.670 189.670 151.652
145 74 344.324 390.683 390.683 331.565 235.565 331.565 239.888 379.249 239.888
150 48 243.260 265.130 286.054 315.641 315.641 531.417 235.641 235.641 411.552
155 16 137.141 193.748 193.748 208.173 208.173 282.655 282.655 282.655 282.655
160 22 286.256 296.159 296.159 352.368 352.368 313.541 272.368 272.368 272.368
Maximum
all a/c) 355.19 390.68 390.68 386.47 422.17 531.42 487.97 515.23 554.40
30 Aircraft/Hr
Land. # MPS=1 MPS=2 MPS=3 MPS=4
Vel. a/c FCFSRW I II I II IIIII
110 20 260.083 278.268 1 285.104 366.449 433.226 350.344 524.583 350.344 613.620
115 32 688.845 619.315 619.315 516.627 677.448 657.082 764.553 625.721 918.839
120 51 556.760 568.869 568.869 615.147 628.480 581.257 611.585 672.474 684.0121
125 61 502.483 565.335 505.335 477.129 562.463 347.986 347.986 632.755 716.051
130 45 297.807 249.673 249.678 233.012 328.233 233.012 267.723 473.632 473.632
135 73 706.102 554.667 554.667 590.131 612.801 650.586 676.152 622.003 770.065
140 58 754.115 764,586 764.586 815.297 486.235 808.753 695.504 898.370 550.818
145 74 572.453 451.428 451.428 681.015 509.561 643.733 674.061 549.933 664.804
150 48 636.596 588.679 588.679 534.099 708.315 380.006 566.495 832.161 660.408
155 1 16 241.529 335.442 335.442 220.161 224.923 483.258 294.644 220.161 276.594
160 22 348.547 353.515 358.277 350.040 350.040 469.247 294.983 402.900 369.465
Maximum
(all a/c) 754.12 764.59 764.59 815.30 708.32 808.75 764.55 896.37 918.84
Table 4.15 (continued)
35 Aircraft/Hr
Land. # MPS=1 MPS=2 MPS=3 MPS=4
Vel. a/c FCFSRW I II I II I II I II
110 20 797.302 733.262 747.219 662.976 832.023 821.027 849.093 789.790 904.242
115 32 1057.904 902.036 911.232 966.273 951.503 1027.788 1038.608 1082.572 1262.615
120 51 967.715 975.390 989.348 1018.514 1026.335 1078.620 1080.755 981.779 892.463
125 61 887.727 730.086 900.102 866.114 934.608 743.820 928.355 1060.534 983.504
130 45 835.657 668.126 682.083 714.969 817.253 682.675 494.447 662.976 556.137
135 73 1036.555 1039.735 1048.930 944.923 930.154 1092.839 910.733 1061.223 1044.164
140 58 949.044 987.733 996.928 899.536 787.700 1048.977 1056.940 942.879 837.301
145 74 880.447 902.084 892.822 961.558 849.722 1006.259 1014.222 562.775 1 768.783
150 48 1022.016 943.291 957.248 921.189 1080.636 968.098 814.156 944.671 1065.212
155 16 448.342 533.060 542.255 372.270 207.928 340.712 387.862 412.664 387.862
160 22 984.306 771.945 785.902 819.981 1015.345 813.549 1059.720 943.195 437.274
Maximum
(all a/c) 1057.90 1039.73 1048.93 1013.51 1080.64 1092.84 1080.75 1082.57 1262.61
40 Aircraft/Hr
land. # MPS=1 MPS=2 MPS=3 MPS=4
Vel. a/c FCFSRW I II I II I II I II
110 20 1442.450 1399.763 1390.236 1302.159 1485.361 1451.080 1456.385 1433.637 1535.945
115 32 1427.916 1487.437 1310.094 1338.891 1346.848 1394.134 1423.191 1459.854 1489.486
120 51 1591.476 1623.789 1614.263 1483.982 1508.619 1534.958 1558.187 1451.911 1508.489
125 61 1443.855 1377.169 1373.301 1445.448 1398.376 1415.563 1439.237 1511.383 1541.015
130 45 1478.348 1411.661 1402.134 1275.609 1413.721 1234.185 1130.401 1257.597 1382.761
135 73 1439.041 1301.460 1482.040 1350.015 1357.973 1318.558 1347.615 1470.979 1500.611
140 58 1465.163 1364.112 1426.586 1310.251 1538.061 1478.001 1507.059 1385.696 1415.328
145 74 1483.719 1429.525 1419.998 1383.755 1364.502 1419.327 1472.263 1249.280 1545.275
150 48 1474.299 1459.465 1449.938 1451.861 1201.254 1436.299 1260.847 1579.739 1192.267
155 1 16 1149.545 1047.148 1037.621 871.529 893.925 830.977 1111.337 983.145 1109.062
160 22 1626.475 1463.788 1454.262 1456.185 1665.704 1440.623 1707.888 1584.062 1048.48
(all a/c) 1626.48 1623.79 1614.26 1483.98 1665.70 1534.96 1707.89 1584.06 1545.27
Table 4.15 (continued)
45 Aircraft/Hr
Land.! # MPS= 1  MPS2
Vel. a/c FCFSRW I II I II
110 20 3570.132 3072.380 3060.356 2517.043 2714.09] 2468.111 2778.320 2429.615 2920.249
115 32 3472.615 2952.726 2880.363 2476.178 2613.226 2203.836 2503.987 2248.505 2761.667
120 51 3722.504 3299.752 3287.728 2623.755 2767.182 2416.878 2754.209 2312.778 2990.051
125 61 3630.409 3108.657 3096.633 2779.203 2916.251 2491.464 2577.077 2538.097 2712.557
130 45 3656.729 3134.977 3122.953 2489.404 2626.452 2256.369 2675.834 2339.175 2738.876
135 73 3398.289 2938.763 2970.090 2442.829 2569.576 2144.149 2364.196 2284.887 2597.930
140 58 3515.434 2957.972 2945.948 2615.883 2775.380 2391.960 2597.638 2448.593 2471.620
145 74 3664.989 3143.237 3131.213 2632.775 2769.823 2267.591 2764.094 2035.248 2904.279
150 48 3548.524 3125.255 3113.231 2719.918 2856.966 2446.502 2492.702 2568.890 2625.126
155 16 3468.120 2910.658 2898.634 2337.306 2474.354 2038.901 2529.598 2170.016 2114.034
160 22 3751.841 3134.089 31222.065 2728.752 2865.800 2455.336 2378.546 2577.724 2344.075
Maximum
(all a/c) 3751.84 3299.75 3287.73 2779.20 2916.25 2491.464 2778.32 2577.72 2990.05
Table 4.16
Comparison of CPS Strategies by Velocity Class
Average Position Shifts from FCFSRW
Case C
20 Aircraft/Hr
Land. # MPS=l MPS=2 MPS=3 MPS=4
Vel. a/c I II I II I II I II
110 20 -.050 -.050 -.050 .050 .050 .050 -.150 .050
115 32 -.125 -.125 -.094 -.031 -.094 .063 -.094 .031
120 51 -.039 .020 .039 .020 .098 .098 .059 .059
125 61 -.066 -.066 -.098 -.098 -.098 -.098 .016 -.049
130 45 -.022 -.022 0.000 .022 .022 .044 -.067 -.022
135 73 0.000 0.000 -.014 -.041 -.014 -.068 -.014 -.041
140 58 -.052 -.052 -.069 -.103 -.069 -.103 -.069 -.086
145 74 .108 .095 .081 .095 .014 .041 .068 .041
150 48 .042 0.000 .021 0.000 -.021 .021 -.021 -.042
155 16 .063 .063 .063 .063 .125 .125 .187 .187
160 22 .182 .182 .227 .227 .227 .045 .136 .136
Average
Absolute .140 .136 .168 .184 .192 .220 .204 .212
Shifts
Table 4.16 (continued)
25 Aircraft/Hr
Land # MPS=1 MPS=2 MPS=3 MPS=4
Vel. a/c I II I II I II I II
110 20 -.050 -.050 0.000 .350 .300 .450 .500 .500
115 32 -.031 .031 .219 .219 .031 .281 .281 .375
120 51 -.137 .059 -.039 .137 .020 .137 .020 .118
125 61 -.049 -.082 -.082 -.082 -.082 -.033 -.082 0.000
130 45 .022 0.000 .044 .044 .044 .044 .022 .044
135 73 0.000 0.000 -.027 -.027 .027 .027 .055 0.000
140 58 -.069 -.121 .155 -.155 -.207 -.224 -.224 -. 259
145 74 .027 .041 .014 -.081 -.027 -.122 -.014 -.162
150 48 .083 0.000 .021 -. 104 0.000 -. 146 -. 167 -. 104
155 16 .187 .063 .125 0.000 .063 .063 .063 .063
160 22 .273 .227 .227 .182 .273 .045 .045 .045
erag.180 .188 .252 .264 .284 .316 .312 .366lute Shifts .10 18
30 Aircraft/Hr
Land # MPS=1 MPS=2 MPS=3 MPS=4
Vel. a/c I II I II I II I II
110 20 .100 .050 -. 200 .150 -. 300 .250 -. 200 .650
115 32 0.000 0.000 .031 .063 -. 063 .344 .063 .500
120 51 .059 .118 .020 .157 .176 .373 .216 .412
125 61 -.082 -.049 -.016 -.098 -.098 -.082 -.082 .016
130 45 -.111 -.156 -.089 -.067 -.111 -.044 .022 -.022
135 73 .014 .041 .068 .096 .082 .041 -. 041 .027
140 58 -. 086 -. 155 -. 052 -. 207 .034 -. 155 .017 -. 414
145 74 .054 .068 -.027 0.000 -.063 -.189 .027 -.176
150 48 0.000 -.021 .063 -.083 -.104 -.292 -.125 -.292
155 16 10.000 -.063 0.000 -.125 .250 .063 -.312 -.250
160 22 .227 .273 .132 .318 .364 .227 .273 .136
Average AbsoHe.268 .292 .396 .428 .448 .512 .532 .572
lute Shifts I I _ I
Table 4.16 (continued)
35 Aircraft/Hr
Land # MPS=1 II MPS2 MPS3 MPS4
Vel. a/c I I II I II I II
110 20 .200 .250 -.050 .450 .100 1.400 .100 1.750
115 32 .063 .063 .125 .250 .375 .719 .437 .875
120 51 .039 .098 .059 .196 .059 .373 0.000 .667
125 61 -. 148 -. 098 -. 148 -. 164 .148 0.000 -. 016 .131
130 45 i -. 089 -. 089 0.000 .133 -. 044 -. 333 .244 -. 089
135 73 -. 041 -. 068 .014 -. 068 0.000 .055 .151 -. 110
140 58 -. 138 -. 138 -. 172 -. 241 -. 207 -. 328 -. 293 -. 569
145 74 .122 .108 -. 041 -. 041 -. 311 -. 378 -. 446 -. 622
150 48 .104 .021 .187 -. 104 .063 -. 458 .042 -. 292
155 16 -. 125 -. 063 -.187 -. 500 -. 125 -. 125 -. 250 -. 375
160 22 .182 .136 .409 .545 .455 .545 .682 .273
age Abso- .340 .360 .600 .632 .720 .812 .808 .900lute Shifts__ 
_ _ _ _ _ _ __ _
40 Aircraft/Hr
Land # MPS=1 MPS=2 MPS=3 MPS=4
Vel. a/c I II I II I II I II
110 20 .400 .450 .300 .650 .700 1.700 .950 1.900
115 32 .156 .156 .281 .562 .375 1.000 .656 1.094
120 51 -.039 .118 .059 .431 .333 .725 .216 1.392
125 61 -.115 -.033 .098 -.115 .082 .246 -.066 .311
130 45 -.178 -.156 -.111 .222 -.289 -.178 .022 .200
135 73 -.014 .014 -.164 -.068 -.027 .041 -.178 -.123
140 58 -.086 -.172 -.276 -.534 -.397 -.586 -.224 -.897
145 74 .068 .027 -.189 -.284 -.432 -.568 -.419 -.865
150 48 0.000 -.187 .271 -.104 .104 -.646 .125 -.896
155 16 .063 .125 -.312 -.625 0.000 1.062 -.375 -.125
160 22 .182 .136 .682 .727 .773 .500 .409 -.091
era Abo- .440 .484 .800 .876 1.040 1.212 1.156 1.444lute Shifts__ 
_ _ _ __ __
Table 4.16 (continued)
45 Aircraft/Hr
Land # MPS=1 MPS=2 MPS=3 MPS=4
Vel. a/c I II I II I II I II
110 20 .300 .600 .400 1.250 .750 2.400 .150 2.900
115 32 1 -.031 .312 .344 1.094 .406 1.437 1.312 2.562
120 51 .098 .157 -.039 .353 .471 .980 .863 2.333
125 61 -.082 -.082 -.016 .180 .213 .262 .754 1.033
130 45 -.133 -.156 .178 .178 .044 .267 .556 .667
135 73 -.068 -.027 -.096 -.274 -.055 -.123 -.370 -.630
140 58 -.052 -.086 -.155 -.552 -.310 -.983 -.810 -1.466
145 74 -.014 -.068 -.405 1 -.459 -.716 -.595 -.892 -1.676
150 48 -.021 -.229 .125 -.375 -.125 1.062 .021 -1.604
155 16 .125 .187 -.187 -.125 .687 -.312 -1.375 -1.000
160 22 .409 .091 .864 .409 .136 -.273 .045 -.182
Average
Absolute .532 .548 1.124 1.180 1.568 1.736 2.040 2.464
Shifts
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4.3.7 CPS-Sensitivity to Lead Time
This section investigates the sensitivity of the CPS strategy to
a non-zero lead time. Recall that the lead time has been defined as
that time, prior to final assignment, that all aircraft must be notified.
At that time, the aircraft's position is fixed. Intuitively, a larger
lead time should result in lesser improvement since particular advan-
tageous cases will be eliminated by the added constraint. The real
question is how much the system improvement deteriorates. If the
lead time is extremely large (i.e., greater than the maximum terminal
area transit time), then the sequence will be FCFSSE. Since the mini-
mum transit time for these runs equals ten minutes, this section consi-
ders two non-zero lead times, namely five and ten minutes. Tables 4.17,
4.18 and 4.19 present these overall average delay, maximum delay, and
busy period information respectively, employing lead times of 0, 5, and
10 minutes for Case D. Inspection of these tables reveals very minor
differences. This implies that nearly all aircraft have their final
assignment more than ten minutes prior to landing. This is a very
favorable result with respect to the prospects of successful implemen-
tation of CPS, since a large lead time is necessary from a practical
standpoint. Chapter VI presents a further discussion on this point.
The justification for this observation differs for low and high
arrival rates. For low arrival rates, the competition for positions
is not great and the possibility is slim that a new arrival would
warrant a position change for an aircraft ten minutes from touchdown.
For high arrival rates, on the other hand, the likelihood is high that
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at least four or five aircraft have entered the terminal area by the time
a particular aircraft is ten minutes from touchdown. If an MPS value of
4 is used, this implies that no further aircraft shifting is permitted
for an aircraft with an assignment number five less than the latest entry.
As a consequence an aircraft's final position is fixed when five aircraft a
are scheduled behind it, and with high arrival rates the fifth arrival
is likely to arrive before the lead time constraint takes effect.
Table 4.17
CPS-Sensitivity to Lead Time
Average Delay (Sec) -- Case D
Arrival Lead - Maximum Number of Shifts
Rate Time FCFSRW 1 2 3 4
20/hr 0 37.17 35.92 35.46 35.41 35.41
5 min 35.96 35.50 35.45 35.18
10 min 36.12 35.72 35.88 35.88
25/hr 0 56.38 53.61 52.47 51.96 52.04
5 min 53.61 52.47 51.97 52.05
10 min 53.65 52.72 52.25 52.39
30/hr 0 81.48 76.29 74.92 74.32 73.79
5 min 76.29 74.92 74.34 73.79
10 min 76.38 75.10 74.63 74.13
35/hr 0 154.89 132.53 129.02 126.22 122.76
5 min 132.53 129.02 126.28 122.76
10 min 132.60 128.93 126.53 123.04
40/hr 0 390.47 323.86 301.30 293.51 269.56
5 min 323.86 301.30 293.51 269.56
10 min 323.92 301.36 293.24 270.20
45/hr 0 1534.84 1256.08 1119.57 1040.76 919.77
5 min 1256.08 1119.57 1040.76 919.77
10 min 1256.08 1119.57 1040.76 919.56
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Table 4.18
CPS-Sensitivity to Lead Time
Case D
Maximum Delay (Sec)
Arrival Lead Maximum Number of Shifts
Rate Time FCFSRW 1 2 3 4
20/hr 0 315.25 353.83 353.59 447.03 447.03
5 min 353.83 353.59 447.03 447.03
10 min 353.83 353.59 373.91 373.91
25/hr 0 367.60 426.90 426.90 454.54 534.10
5 min 426.90 426.90 454.54 534.10
10 min 426.90 426.90 437.03 534.10
30/hr 0 488.23 543.62 618.00 634.57 703.06
5 min 543.62 618.00 634.57 703.06
10 min 543.62 618.00 634.57 703.06
35/hr 0 627.84 645.26 720.26 800.26 794.31
5 min 645.26 720.26 800.26 794.31
10 min 645.26 720.26 800.26 797.63
40/hr 0 1273.75 1106.00 1153.79 1217.10 1246.94
5 min 1106.00 1153.79 1217.10 1246.94
10 min 1106.00 1153.79 1217.10 1246.94
45/hr 0 2936.04 2605.60 2431.56 2491.63 2380.66
5 min 2608.60 2431.56 2491.63 2380.66
10 min 2605.60 2431.56 2491.63 2380.66
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Table 4.19
CPS-Sensitivity to Lead Time
Case D
Number of Busy Periods (and Aircraft Delayed)
Arrival Lead Maximum Number of Shifts
Rate Time FCFSRW 1 2 3 4
20/hr 0 103(228) 104(227) 103(227) 104(225) 104(225)
5 min 104(227) 103(227) 104(225) 104(225)
10 min 104(227) 103(227) 104(226) 104(226)
25/hr 0 103(287) 105(285) 106(283) 106(282) 106(282)
5 min 105(285) 106(283) 106(283) 106(283)
10 min 104(286) 104(286) 104(286) 104(286)
30/hr 0 84(345) 88(339) 89(338) 90(336) 89(335)
5 min 88(339) 89(338) 90(336) 89(337)
10 min 88(340) 89(339) 89(338) 88(339)
35/hr 0 47(417) 50(411) 53(408) 54(408) 56(405)
5 min 50(411) 53(408) 54(408) 55(406)
10 min 50(411) 53(408) 54(408) 55(406)
40/hr 0 25(460) 31(452) 33(449) 32(450) 31(450)
5 min 31(452) 33(449) 32(450) 31(450)
10 min 30(454) 33(449) 32(450) 31(449)
45/hr 0 7(490) 7(490) 8(489) 10(487) 9(488)
5 min 7(490) 8(489) 10(487) 9(488)
10 min 7(490) 8(489) 10(487) 9(488)
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4.3.8 CPS-Sensitivity to Landing Velocity Distribution
The previous sections have employed an eleven velocity class
distribution to illustrate the advantages of CPS. This section
repeats the basic experiment with two new velocity distributions,
one with six-classes and the other with three classes. Thus,
any peculiarities caused by the elven class distribution might
be identified. Figure 4.9 presents the theoretical and generated
class distributions for the two cases. Case B is used for
the six-class distribution and Case C for the three-class distri-
bution. Once again, no particularly large discrepancies are
uncovered to term the arrival stream "unrepresentative."
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Figure 4.9A
Sensitivity to Landing Velocity Distribution
Case B -- Six Classes
Theoretical Distribution -- 500 Aircraft
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Figure 4.9B
Sensitivity to Landing Velocity Distribution
Case C -- Three Classes
Theoretical Distribution -- 500 Aircraft
V = 135.00 kts
Capsat = 41.400
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Table 4.20, 4.21 and 4.22 contain the FCFSRW statistics analagous
to the eleven-class Tables 4.4, 4.5 and 4.6. The general results are
quite similar to the elven class situation. Note in Table 4.21
the slight tendancy for the slower classes to have a greater average
delay, as discussed in Section 4.3.5.
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Table 4.20A
FCFSRW Summary -- Case B
Arrival Rate (Aircraft/Hr)
20 25 30 35 40 45
Average Delay 50.94 80.61 127.22 190.25 687.57 2243.78
(Sec) _____ _____ _ _ _ _ ____
Maximum Delay 417.86 535.62 622.06 1088.54 1968.27 5282.08
(Sec)__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ _
Percent of n 56.98 68.71 79.71 85.80 96.95 99.34
way Utilization 569I87 97 58 69 93
Number of Busy 95 87 67 47 9 1
Periods
Number of Aircraft 247 314 377 408 481 496
Delayed
Average Busy
Period Length 345.46 435.23 614.16 887.53 4844.13 43997.49
(Sec)
Table 4.20B
FCFSRW Summary -- Case C
Arrival Rate (Aircraft/Hr)
20 25 30 35 40 45
Average Delay 34.07 51.20 91.45 169.33 344.04 1440.80
(Sec)__ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Maximum Delay 286.23 350.71 696.14 992.17 1523.28 3339.40
(Sec) I_ _ _ __ _ __ __ _ _ _
Percent of Run 52.86 64.05 74.70 84.66 93.45 99.43
wayUtilization ____ ________
Number of Busy 102 94 72 51 20 4
Periods
Number of Aircraft 230 285 338 397 458 494
Delayed
Average Busy
Period Length 308.32 374.38 519.82 733.54 2102.14 10852.27
(Sec) I II 
_ I
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Table 4.21A
FCFSRW -- Average Delay (Sec) By Class
Six Classes -- Case B
Land. Arrival Rate (Aircraft/Hr)
Vel. #
(knots) a/c 20 25 30 3 40 45
110 45 90.173 135.677 193.151 263.887 889.227 2677.775
120 75 51.789 82.981 134.909 185.528 635.841 2089.453
130 119 51.032 77.497 122.446 151.574 677.661 2235.433
140 133 36.180 66.539 113.859 188.696 697.454 2272.199
150 87 60.665 90.246 133.081 211.599 696.479 2292.785
160 41 33.314 50.109 185.580 162.866 538.704 -1877.8611
Table 4.21B
FCFSRW -- Average Delay__(Sec) By Class
Three Classes -- Case C
Land. Arrival Rate (Aircraft/Hr)
Vel.*
knots a/c 20 25 30 35 40 45
135 185 31:942 46.479 86.310 153.938 320.062 1427.535
150 155 348.520 88.149 168.293 344.989 1439.488
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Table 4.22A
FCFSRW -- Maximum Delay (Sec) By Class
Six Classes -- Case B
Land. Arrival Rate (Aircraft/Hr)
Vel. #
(knots) a/c 20 25 30 35 40 45
110 45 365.127 486.609' 587.839 1088.541 1965.857 5282.079
120 75 299.748 459.814 622.057 1006.750 1968.269 4888.680
130 1119 395.644 535.620 602.543 870.542 1965.214 4920.122
140 133 417.856 476.198 540.628 1064.335 1841.606 5143.745
150 87 320.950 514.453 617.061 11061.051 1879.406 j4777.343
160 41 170.3981 252.589 447.237 1021.851 1601.726 4786.476
Table 4.22B
FCFSRW -- Maximum Delay (Sec) By Class
Three Classes -- Case C
Vne. Arrival Rate (Aircraft/Hr)
(knots) a/c 20 25 30 35 40 45
120 160 222.722 277.453 628.014 992.173 1483.776 3305.562
135 185 188.322 317.2781 696.142 970.824 1425.925 3246.910
150 155 286.2341 358.7091 590.830 973.254 1523.276 3339.399
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CPS is compared to FCFSRW for the six-class and three-class
cases in Tables 4.23, 4.24, 4.25 and 4.26 as well as Figure 4.10.
Table 4.23 presents the overall average delay as a function of
average arrival rate for MPS = 1,2,3 and 4. Figure 4.10 presents
this same information in graphical form as the percent reduction
in average delay over FCFSRW. Table 4.24 compares the maximum
delay and Table 4.25 includes the busy period information for FCFSRW
and the CPS strategies. Finally, the position shift distribution
from the FCFSRW base is presented by Table 4.26.
Inspection of these tables reveals results quite similar to
those observed in the elven class cases. Thus the advantages
associated with the CPS methodology appear to be realizable whenever
the running services more than one velocity class.
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Table 4.23A
FCFSRW vs. CPS
Six Classes -- Case B
Average Delay (Sec)
Table 4.23B
FCFSRW vs. CPS
Three Classes -- Case C
Average Delay (Sec)
Arrival Maximum Number of Shifts
Rate FCFSRW 1 2 3 4
20/hr 50.94 47.40 46.81 46.49 46.30
25/hr 80.61 75.39 74.22 73.52 72.96
30/hr 127.22 117.00 114.41 111.53 108.15
35/hr 190.25 171.70 163.27 159.53 156.23
40/hr 687.57 611.23 540.68 529.66 490.37
45/hr 2243.78 1867.71 1566.74 1441.00 1362.83
Arrival Maximum Number of Shifts
Rate FCFSRW 1 2 3 4
20/hr 34.07 32.74 32.49 32.45 32.42
25/hr 51.20 49.05 47.94 47.90 47.46
30/hr 91.45 85.59 83.95 82.14 81.05
35/hr 169.33 155.82 149.94 145.83 143.90
40/hr 344.04 306.29 285.88 280.08 269.86
45/hr 1440.80 1123.78 893.51 783.40 758.90
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Figure 4.10A
FCFSRW vs. CPS
Percent Reduction in Average Delay
Case B -- Six Classes
50%
40%
30% +
20%
10%
aircraft/hr
-~1
~~.........................
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Figure 4.10B
FCFSRW vs. CPS
Percent Reduction in Average Delay
Case C -- Three Classes
50%
40/-
30%
20%
10% -
20 25 30 35 40 45
aircraft/hr
Iv.I ? - \
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Table 4.24A
FCFSRW vs. CPS
Six Classes -- Case B
Maximum Delay (Sec)
Arrival Maximum Number of Shifts
Rate FCFSRW 1 2 3 4
20/hr 417.86 417.86 467.64 441.26 518.41
25/hr 535.62 597.53 615.29 662.81 677.40
30/hr 622.06 691.57 761.18 744.03 734.14
35/hr 1088.54 1009.82 1038.61 1100.26 1115.65
40/hr 1968.27 1921.43 1846.36 1882.28 1927.97
45/hr 5282.08 4521.16 3950.50 3738.00 3465.74
Table 4.24B
FCFSRW vs. CPS
Three Classes -- Case C
Maximum Delay (Sec)
Arrival Maximum Number of Shifts
Rate FCFSRW 1 2 3
20/hr 286.23 286.23 273.90 380.06 380.06
25/hr 350.71 343.87 344.41 473.67 470.86
30/hr 696.14 636.14 644.68 711.35 861.32
35/hr 992.17 933.26 986.82 1015.48 1131.37
40/hr 1523.28 1485.78 1573.28 1525.61 1559.61
45/hr 3339.40 2816.76 2485.27 2258.55 2178.55
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Table 4.25A
FCFSRW vs. CPS
Six Classes -- Case B
Number of Busy Periods (and Aircraft Delayed)
Arrival _Maximum Number of 
Shifts
Rate FCFSRW 1 2 3 4
20/hr 95(247) 97(244) 97(245) 98(244) 98(244)
25/hr 87(314) 88(309) 88(311) 88(310) 89(309)
30/hr 67(377) 69(374) 70(372) 70(372) 71(371)
35/hr 47(408) 51(399) 55(395) 56(391) 56(391)
40/hr 9(481) 16(474) 17(472) 19(469) 19(469)
45/hr 1(496) 1(496) 1(496) 2(495) 1(496)
Table 4.25B
FCFSRW vs. CPS
Three Classes -- Case C
Number of Busy Periods (and Aircraft Delayed)
Arrival Maximum Number 
of Shifts
Rate FCFSRW 1 2 3 4
20/hr 102(230) 102(229) 103(228) 103(228) 103(228)
25/hr 94(285) 95(284) 95(282) 95(282) 94(283)
30/hr 72(338) 74(336) 75(332) 78(229) 79(327)
35/hr 51(397) 54(391) 56(388) 58(385) 57(387)
40/hr 20(458) 24(451) 32(439) 35(436) 36(434)
45/hr 4(494) 5(493) 5(493) 6(492) 6(492)
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Table 4.26A
FCFSRW vs. CPS -- Shifts from FCFSRW
Six Classes -- Case B
MPS: 35/hr
1 2 3 4
+4 9
+3 241 14
+2 45 26 34
+1 82 48 47 42
0 336 296 285 274
-1 82 84 75 85
-2 27 33 28
-3 10 9
-4 5
Average
Absolute .328 .552 .684 .7521
Shifts
25/hr
1 2 3 4'
3
K A101 7 1
17 12 131
44 38 37 35'
412 3851 368 372
44 48 57 51
12 14 15
21 3 1
.176 .288 .364 .376
40/hr
1 2 3 4
1 38
46 24
81 43 57
117 72i 75 63
266 190 1511 116
117 80 99 92
77 58 44
28 43
23
.468 .936 1.196 1.604
30/hr
1 2 3 4
9
18 13
33 22 21
72 56 44 39
356 309 303 305
72 82 88 83
20 21 20
4 7
3
288 .488 .568 .624
45/hr
1 2 3 4
55
771 33
98, 45 61
126 78 571 55
248 143 107 74
126 88 90' 84
93 84 40
401 60
38
.50411.096 1.512;1.984
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Table 4.26B
FCFSRW vs. CPS -- Shifts from FCFSRW
Three Classes -- Case C
MPS: 20/hr
MPS: 1 2 3 4
+4 0
+3 1 0
+2 . _ 0 3 4
+1 27 29 23 23
0 446 445 443 444
-1 27 23 28 27
-2 3 2 2
-3 0 0
-4 0
Average
Absolute .108 .116 .128 .124
Shifts
MPS: 35/hr
1 2 3 4
+4 8
+3 18 16
+2 36 25 25
+1 65 40 41 37
0 370 333 309 301
-1 65 70 74 75
-2 21 28 26
-3 5 8
-4 4
Average
Absolute .260 .448 .580 .668
Shifts
25/hr
1 2 3 4
0-
4 2
9 6 8
33 33 32 43
4341 414 4101 402
33 37 40 32
7 8 7_1
0 5
.132 .204 .224 .260
40/hr
1 2 3 4
23
37 27
46 20 21
87 61 61 52
326 269 248 236
87 95 74 71
29 42 29
18 26
15
.348 .612 .848 1.068
30/hr
1 2 3 4
4
5 9
19 16 13
44 35 36 25
412 385 377 377_
44 49 52 58
12 11 8-
3 4
2
.176 .292 .332 .376
45/hr
1 2 3 4
49
60 33
71 40 29
104 67 57 59
292 208 160 134
104 99 80 76
55 72 48
31 48
24
.416 .836 1.268 1.648
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Chapter V
The Dynamic Scheduling of Aircraft-Extensions
5.1 Introduction
This chapter contains the results and subsequent analysis for two
important extensions to the simulation of Chapter IV. Specifically,
these two extensions are:
1) Inclusion of "Heavy" Jets
2) Inclusion of Departures.
These extensions are of particular interest because they are a
more realistic representation of the runway operations. Further
research must be directed to extend the CPS analysis to include
multiple runways and multiple airports.
Currently, aircraft with a gross weight of 300,000 lbs or more
are termed "heavy" jets. The principle examples of heavy jets are
the following so-called "wide body jets": Boeing 747, McDonnell-Douglass
DC10, Lockheed L1011, and the French Air-bus. Because of their size
and weight, the heavy jets create powerful wake vortices that may upset
an aircraft which is following too closely. As a consequence, the
minimum separation distance behind the heavy jets is increased. Current
FAA standards (which have changed frequently in the past few years)
place the separation at 5 nm for conventional aircraft behind heavy
jets, 4 nm for heavy jets behind heavy jets and 3 nm for any aircraft
behind conventional aircraft. Light aircraft (less than 12,000 lbs),
although not assumed in the high-density terminal area mix, have a 6 nm
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separation requirement behind heavy jets. This simulation extension
therefore differentiates aircraft by landing velocity and weight
class, and employs the required separation minima when determining
the aircraft landing assignments.
The second extension, the inclusion of departures, investigates
the improvement in runway utilization using mixed operations. As a
consequence of this extension, t. ., the minimum interarrival time
separation at the runway must be modified to include departures, thus
becoming the minimum time separation at the runway between successive
operations. Departures are assumed to transit the terminal area on
a standard instrument departure (SID) route. In accordance with current
FAA rules, successive departures are required to maintain a two minute
take-off separation when traveling on the same SID, and a one-minute
separation when taking separate SIDs. The results for this simulation
extension assumes there are three SIDs, although both the number of
SIDs and their frequency of use are parameters which are input at run-
ame.
To complete the definition of the minimum time separation between
successive operations, the separation between an arrival-departure
pair and a departure-arrival pair must be specified. The arrival-
departure pair must not violate the restriction prohibiting the simul-
taneous occupation of the runway. As a consequence, any departure which
follows an arrival must wait to begin its roll-out until the arrival
exits the runway, which, in this instance, is assumed to equal 60 seconds.
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The time separation between a departure-arrival pair is determined
in a somewhat reverse manner, due to the commitment made by arrivals
while on final approach. Specifically, no departure may begin its
roll-out if an arrival is within a prespecified distance from the
runway threshold. Thus an arrival will cross the threshold following
a departure no less than the time it takes for the arrival to fly this
prespecified distance. The simulation assumes that this distance
equals 3 nm. So as not to confuse the effects of the two extensions,
heavy jets will not be included in the simulation runs with mixed
operations. Therefore, arrivals will be differentiated by landing
velocity and departures by SID. As an example, Table 5.1 presents the
minimum time separation matrix between runway operations (arrivals and
departures). For simplicity only three landing velocity classes are
included.
Table 5.1
Minimum Time Separation (Sec) at the Runway
Arrivals and Departures
Second Operation
I Arrival
Departure (SID) (landing velocity)
First Operation 1 2 3 120 kt 135 kt 150 kt
Departure 1 120 60 60 90 80 72
(SID) 2 60 120 60 90 80 72
3 60i 60 120 90 80 72
Arrival 120 kt 60 60 60 90 80 72
(landing 135 kt 60 60 60 107 80 72
velocity) 150 kt 60160 60 120 93 72
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To preview the remainder of this chapter, the simulation results
presented are not nearly as comprehensive as those of Chapter IV. The
emphasis has been placed on the overall system performance of the CPS
strategies (compared, as usual, to FCFSRW). The FCFSSE results will
not be presented, nor will the comparisons be broken down by aircraft
class. The primary reason for this omission is the fact that these
particular results are quite similar to those of Chapter IV, while
their inclusion requires a lengthy presentation, which would obscure the
main direction of this chapter's analysis.
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5.2 Simulation Results -- Heavy Jets Included
As mentioned above, aircraft that follow heavy jets are requird
to increase their minimum separation distance to diminish the dangerous
effects of the powerful wake vortices generated by these heavy aircraft.
The simulation assumes a 4 nm separation for one heavy jet following
another, and a 5 nm separation for a conventional aircraft following a
a heavy jet. It has been observed in Table 4.3 that the saturation
capacity is more sensitive to changes in the separation distance than in
the length of the final approach. As a consequence, a large number of
heavy jets will result in a significant decrease in capacity. This
effect might be reduced by the CPS methodology, since particularly
undesirable situations which randomly occur (such as having a very slow
conventional aircraft follow a very fast heavy jet) might be avoided
through the "local" shifting of CPS.
In order to illustrate this principle, the simulation examines four
separate cases, whose only difference is in the number of heavy jets
generated. A basic experiment, similar to that of Chapter IV is performed
for each case. The seed number is the same for these cases, implying
that the interarrival times of the runway are identical for runs with
the same average arrival rate and that the landing velocity distribution
is also identical for each case. The heavy jets are generated as a
particular percentage of aircraft (entered at run time) with landing
velocities greater than or equal to 135 kts. This 135 knot or greater
assumption is chosen as one reasonable representation, although any
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other heavy jet distribution may be entered at run time. The four cases
are differentiated by the number of heavy jets generated out of a 500
aircraft run. These cases are respectively 42 (8.4%), 60 (12.0%), 138
(27.6%) and 287 (57.4%). Of the four cases, the first two (8.4% and
12.0%) are considered more significant, since the percentage of heavy
jets in the aircraft mix is likely to remain small. The last two cases
(27.6% and 57.4%) are investigated as an indication of extreme cases,
that provide an upper bound on the CPS performance.
To begin the result presentation, Table 5.2 lists the theoretical
and generated landing velocity distribution as well as the heavy jet
distribution and the associated saturation throughput. As was the
situation in Chapter IV, these generated statistics appear to be
"representative". Note the significant decrease in saturation through-
put as the percentage of heavy jets increases.
Table 5.2
Landing Velocity Distribution and Saturation Throughput
Heav Jets Included
500 Aircraft -- Eleven Classes
Landing Velocity (Knots)
110 115 120 125 130 135 140 145 150 155 160
Theoretical
Average 20.83 31.25 41.67 62.50 62.50 62.50 62.50 62.50 41.67 31.25 20.83
Aircraft
Generated 20 32 45 55 61 68 52 75 43 29 20
Percent of Number of Saturation
Heavy Jets Heavy Jets Throughput
8.4 42 38.873 11 5 13 9 3 1
12.0 60 38.080 14 10 18 12 5 1
27.6 138 35.594 33 25 37 21 13 9
57.4 287 32.488 68 52 75 43 29 20
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Next, Table 5.3 summarizes the FCFSRW statistics for the four
cases as a function of arrival rate for the four cases. The first three
cases have a saturation throughput between 35 and 40 aircraft/hour, and
hence the final run will have an arrival rate of 40 aircraft/hour as an
extreme. The 57.6% heavy jet case has a saturation throughput of 32.488
aircraft/hour, and the 35 aircraft/hour run is its extreme run.
Since the same seed is used for these four cases, the average and
maximum delay statistics should increase with the increase in the number
of heavy jets and the average arrival rate, as may be observed from the
FCFSRW summaries. Note that the maximum delays for the 8.4% and 12.0%
cases are identical for the 20 and 25/hour runs. This implies that none
of the 18 additional heavy jets generated in the 12.0% case belong to
the busy period containing the aircraft receiving the maximum delay.
Table 5.3A
FCFSRW -- Summary
8.4% Heavy Jets
Arrival Rate (Aircraft/Hr)
20 25 30 35 40
Average Delay 56.45 96.37 166.47 318.20 1070.93
(Sec)
Maximum Delay 500.98 699.38 861.37 1081.59 1909.25
(Sec) _
Percent of Run- 62.31 73.13 83.11 92.13 99.29
way Utilization
Number of Busy 93 84 63 33 2
Periods
Number of Aircraft 258 331 394 445 494
Delayed
Average Busy
Period Length 399.06 502.27 716.71 1392.49 23130.89
(Sec) I I
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Table 5.3B
FCFSRW -- Summary
12.0% Heavy Jets
Arrival Rate (Aircraft/Hr) 
-
25 35 40 1
Average Delay 60660.61 108.48 186.16 356.52 1400.98(Sec) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Maximum Delay(Se 500.98 699.38 963.14 1257.72 2457.36
Percent of Run 62.73 73.66 83.72 93.23 99.34
way Utilization_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Number of Busy 93 82 58 33 2
Periods
Number of Aircraft 263 336 401 448 495
Delayed _
Average Busy
Period Length 410.14 523.75 791.22 1428.06 23642.32
(Sec)
Table 5.3C
FCFSRW -- Summary
27.6% HeayyJets
Arrival Rate (Aircraft/Hr)
20 25 30 35 40_
Average Delay 20 q 2 91v(ae) D73.37 137.88 274.72 575.25 3001.10(Sec)62 .9--
Maximum Delay 621.89 856.50 1213.36 1541.39 5968.66
(Sec)
Percent of Run- 64.33 76.20 86.78 96.75 99.64
way Utilization
Number of Busy 90 76 43 16 2
Periods
Number of Aircraf 2979 357 430 476 495Delayed I I 4 476
Average Busy
Period Length
25464.931159.56 3173.03456.88 614.90
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Table 5.3D
FCFSRW -- Summary
57.4% Heavy Jets
Arrival Rate (Aircraft/Hr)
20 25 30 35
Average Delay 104.89 193.37 412.43 1956.41
(Sec) I
Maximum Delay 730.61 1043.99 1585.39 3868.70
(Sec) I
Percent of Run- 67.01 79.69 92.00 99.50
way Utilization
Number of Busy 91 59 34 2
Periods
Number of Aircraft 316 395 451 495
Delayed
AvLegth Seriod 530.86 886.42 1621.76 27599.60
Tables 5.4, 5.5, 5.6 and Figure 5.1 compare the FCFSRW statistics
to those employing CPS with MPS values of 1, 2, 3 and 4. As with the
basic experiment of Chapter IV, the decision logic has a primary objec-
tive of minimizing t asn(N), with a secondary objective of minimizing
Del (N).
Tables 5.4, 5.5 and 5.6 compare the average delay, maximum delay,
and busy period statistics respectively, while Figure 5.1 represents
the percent reduction in average delay in graphical form. Inspection
of these tables reveals very similar results to those of Chapter IV.
To summarize, the reduction in average delay generally increases as
both the arrival rate and MPS value increases, with a substantial
improvement for high arrival rates. The maximum delay increases slightly
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in most instances (since an aircraft can be shifted rearward from
FCFSRW), but there is actually a decrease in maximum delay as the
arrival rate approaches or exceeds the saturation capacity. The
number of aircraft delayed is also decreased in all but some extreme
saturation runs. Thus the general conclusion is that CPS improvement
increases in precisely those runs which are most significant, namely
those with a high arrival rate.
Table 5.4
FCFSRW vs. CPS
HeavyJets Included
Average Delay (Sec)
Arrival Percent of Maximum Number of Shifts
Rate Heavy Jets FCFSRW 1 2 3 4
20/hr 8.4 56.45 52.87 51.85 50.53 50.39
12.0 60.61 55.85 54.36 53.07 53.08
27.6 73.37 66.36 65.37 64.40 63.50
57.4 104.89 92.25 90.20 87.41 85.93
25/hr 8.4 96.37 89.21 85.54 83.28 83.56
12.0 108.48 99.10 95.49 91.53 90.60
27.6 137.88 124.12 117.98 113.41 111.92
57.4 193.37 172.19 162.14 155.35 150.51
30/hr 8.4 166.47 152.68 144.99 139.00 135.62
12.0 186.16 169.39 160.34 152.86 150.24
27.6 274.72 236.97 211.35 205.85 198.69
57.4 412.43 357.16 317.67 297.85 284.63
35/hr 8.4 318.20 284.41 264.17 253.47 252.53
12.0 356.52 316.52 292.74 281.96 274.07
27.6 575.25 451.68 401.56 379.32 364.88
57.4 1956.41 1115.81 775.16 633.62 602.94
40/hr 8.4
12.0
27.6
1070.93
1400.98
3001.10
634.27
862.77
2257.29
548.72
645.94
1701.51
495.79
580.80
1333.16
494.77
550.06
1104.25
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Table 5.5
FCFSRW vs. CPS
Heavy Jets Included
Maximum Delay (Sec)
Arrival Percent of Maximum Number of Shifts
Rate Heavy Jets FCFSRW 1 2 3 4
20/hr 8.4 500.98 500.44 603.11 591.57 585.90
12.0 500.98 500.44 603.11 591.57 585.90
27.6 621.89 626.47 750.58 856.31 726.96
57.4 730.61 733.35 828.20 893.06 970.58
25/hr 8.4 699.38 706.13 702.81 785.88 863.83
12.0 699.38 706.13 757.55 785.88 863.83
27.6 856.50 893.95 902.66 898.02 1032.79
57.4 1043.99 1019.79 1034.67 1277.67 1309.10
30/hr 8.4 861.37 858.08 831.87 1001.94 1044.65
12.0 963.14 933.56 896.36 917.52 1044.65
27.6 1213.36 1091.03 1188.13 1098.83 1272.84
57.4 1585.39 1424.74 1544.92 1695.81 1702.42
35/hr 8.4 1081.59 1045.00 1106.50 1065.57 1220.37
12.0 1257.72 1199.67 1290.19 1370.62 1421.68
27.6 1541.39 1436.87 1522.21 1589.21 1489.37
57.4 3868.70 2223.28 1992.38 2010.77 1978.98
40/hr 8.4 1909.25 1541.68 1442.65 1488.14 1506.93
12.0 2457.36 1820.72 1612.52 1664.05 1729.65
27.6 5968.66 4376.32 3347.29 2744.85 2315.04
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Table 5.6
FCFSRW vs. CPS
Heavy Jets Included
Number of Busy Periods (and Aircraft Delayed)
Arrival Percent of Maximum Number of Shifts
Rate Heavy Jets FCFSRW 1 2 3 4
20/hr 8.4 93(258) 93(255) 98(253) 99(251) 101(248)
12.0 93(263) 95(261) 96(260) 96(259) 97(257)
27.6 90(279) 97(272) 99(270) 98(268) 98(267)
57.4 91(316) 94(303) 97(302) 96(303) 99(299)
25/hr 8.4 84(331) 89(320) 91(317) 90(318) 90(318)
12.0 82(336) 87(327) 88(324) 89(321) 87(323)
27.6 76(357) 80(348) 81(344) 85(341) 85(342)
57.4 59(395) 68(377) 69(375) 73(368) 74(368)
30/hr 8.4 63(394) 66(386) 68(387) 69(384) 68(383)
12.0 58(401) 62(395) 64(395) 66(391) 64(391)
27.6 43(430) 49(417) 52(413) 53(412) 55(410)
57.4 34(451) 36(444) 38(437) 39(435) 44(430)
35/hr 8.4 33(445) 38(437) 45(428) 45(429) 46(428)
12.0 33(448) 36(443) 43(431) 43(432) 43(430)
27.6 16(476) 25(461) 36(448) 36(447) 37(447)
57.4 2(495) 2(495) 6(489) 9(484) 8(485)
40/hr 8.4 2(494) 9(486) 17(477) 21(472) 22(470)
12.0 2(495) 3(493) 10(485) 12(482) 16(477)
27.6 2(495) 2(495) 2(495) 3(494) 4(493)
One final statistic for the heavy jets cases is presented in
Table 5.7, namely the position shifts from FCFSRW for the different
MPS values. Once gain results similar to those of Chapter IV are
obtained which indicate that the substantial improvement realized
by CPS is accomplished without extreme position shifts.
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Figure 5.lA
FCFSRW vs. CPS
Percent Reduction in Average Delay
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Figure 5.1B
FCFSRW vs. CPS
Percent Reduction in Average Delay
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Figure 5.1C
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Figure 5.1D
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Table 5.7A
FCFSRW vs. CPS
8.4% Heavy Jets
Shifts from FCFSRW
20/hr
MPS: 1 2 3 4
+4 3
+3 8 10
+2 19 15 12
+1 45 32 28 25
0 410 388 382 381
-1 45 52 54 52
-2 _ 9 11 121
-3 2 5
-4 0
Average
Absolute .180 .280 .328 .364
Shifts
35/hr
MPS: 1 2 3 4
+4 35
+3 40 21
+2 62 35 29
+1 117 72 71 63
0 226 221 197 189,
-1 117 94 85 761
-2 51 40 36
-3 32 28
-4 23
Average
Absolute .468 .784 1.044 1.296
Shifts , _
25/hr
1 2 3 4
11
14 6
30 24 13
69 41 33 42
362 347 338 340
69 63 66 59
19 18 18
7 9
2
.276 .404 .492 .520
40/hr
1 2 3 4
49
63 19
89 41 49
142 83 78 68
216 150 128 122
142 95 82 68
83 57 59
51 31
35
.568 1.044 1.396 1.676
30/hr
1 2 3 4
21
29 8
41 25 24
95 53 47 50
310 298 282 269
95 81 69 80
27 29 26
19 14
8
.380 .540 .736 .824
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Table 5.7B
FCFSRW vs. CPS
12.0% Heavy Jets
Shifts from FCFSRW
MPS- 20/hrMPS: 1 2 3 4
+4 3
+3 11 11
+2 23 16 13
+1 44 25 22 23
0 412 389 380 381
-1 44 55 57 51
-2 8 12 12
-3 2 5
-4
Average
Absolute .176 .284 .348 .376
Shifts
MPS: 35/hr
+4 39
+3 46 22
+2 65 36 30
+1 115 72 67 58
0 270 215 187 176
-1 115 94 87 82
-2 54 41 43
-3 36 28
-4 22
Average
Absolute .460 .808 1.108 1.360
Shifts
25/hr
1 2 3 4
15
18 7
30 21 16
70 46 40 38
360 339 328 326
70 64 62 63
21 19 18
12 16
.280 .424 .544 .604
40/hr
1 2 3 4
56
71 25
99 41 45
138 85 74 62
224 130 118 109
138 89 80 65
97 59 64
57 38
36
.552 1.132 1.476 1.804
30/hr
1 2 3 4
22
31 14
40 22 17
97 63 49 53
306 285 278 263
97 81 72 80
31 30 24
18 19
8
.388 .572 .744 .868
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Table 5.7C
FCFSRW vs. CPS
27.6% Heay Jets
Shifts from FCFSRW
MPS: 1 220/ 3 4
+4 -4
+3 9 9
+2 21 17 17
+1 53 37 34 31
0 394 372 364 359
-1 53 61 62 60
-2 9 9 13
-3 5 6
-4 1
Average
Absolute .212 .316 .380 .432
IShifts
MPS: 35/hrMP: 1 2 3 4
+4 35
+3 43 31
+2 73 48 43
+1 126 83 71 57
0 248 182 166 150
-1 126 95 91 77
-2 67 38 51
3 43 27
-4 29
Average
Absolute .504 .916 1.184 1.504
Shifts I _ _
25/hr
1 2 3 4
17
22 10
39 23 1 E
81 46 43 39
338 314 306 306
81 78 74 71
23 15 21
17 12
.324 .496 .620 .692
40/hr
1 2 3 4
7
76 4C
111 52 4r
139 83 81 5E
222 110 84 5E
139 87 77 4E
109 54 5E
76 51
6(
.556 1.220 1.652 2.322
30/hr
1 2 3 4
22
36 21
59 33 33
103 64 57 46
294 241 234 222
103 90 82 90
46 25 32
33 27
7
.412 .728 924 1.052
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Table 5.7D
FCFSRW vs. CPS
57.4% Heavy Jets
Shifts from FCFSRW
MPS: 1 2 20/hr 3 4
+4 8
+3 10 12
+2 24 18 12
+1 66 49 45 36
0 368 347 346 340
-1 66 63 57 66
-2 17 18 19
-3 6 41
-4 3
Average I
Absolute .264 .388 .444 .5121
Shifts
MPS: 1 2 35/hr 3  4
+4 45
+3 65 25
+2 102 531 54
+1 128 67 731 71
0 244 140 116 104
-1 1281 1111 71 77
-2 80 63' 48
-3 591 43
-4 33Average
Absolute .512 1.084 1.496 1.736
Shifts I I _
25/hr
1 2 3 4
22 151
38 21 25
87 53 51 49
326 312 300 293
87 65 67 61
32 25 24
14 17
_ I_ _ 6
3481.5161. 636 736
30/hr
1 2 3 4
23
38 27
56 34 33
105 72 66 63
290 237 218 203
105 86 72 69
49 40 34
32 27
21
.420 .736 .99211.208
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5.3 Simulation Results -- Departures Included
This section presents the simulation results for the extension
in which departures are included. Four cases are examined, where the
only difference is in the number of operations that are departures.
In other words, as in the heavy jet examples, all runs will have
the same seed number. The cases will have a theoretical percentage
of departures equal to 25%, 50%, 75%, and 100%. As introduced in
Section 5.1, three standard instrument departure (SID) routes are
assumed, and the minimum separation between departures equals 120
seconds if on the same SID and 60 seconds otherwise. A departure
that follows an arrival will begin its takeoff 60 seconds after the
arrival's touchdown, and an arrival that follows a departure must be
3 nm from the runway threshold when the departure rolls out. This 3
nm assumption is not the same as the current 2 nm FAA standard. There
are, however, reasons why 3 nm was assumed instead. To begin, a 2
nm separation is equivalent to 45 seconds for a 160 knot aircraft.
This separation is very close to the runway o-cupancy time for many
departures, and as a conservative measure, the 3 nm (67.5 seconds for
160 knots) appears more reasonable.
Furthermore, a sequence of arrival, departure, arrival might violate
the arrival-arrival separation minimum when employing a 2 nm departure-
arrival spacing. For example, let aircraft #1 and #3 be arrivals with
landing velocities of 160 knots and 110 knots respectively and aircraft
#2 be a departure. Under the 2 nm separation the assignments will be
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tasn (1) = 0, tasn (2) = 60, tasn(3) = 125.5
since the time for the 110 knot aircraft to travel 2 nm is 65.5 seconds.
However, the minimum interarrival separation between 160 and 110 knot
aircraft may be noted from Table 4.2 equals 149.3 seconds, which
obviously is longer than 125.5. If a 3 nm assumption is made, then
tasn(1) = 0, tasn (2) = 60, tasn(3) = 158.2, which does not violate
the interarrival separation. Note, however, that by delaying aircraft
#3 by 8.9 seconds a departure is safely inserted between the arrivals.
CPS will capitalize on just such situations to effectively increase
the operation rate at the runway.
To begin the presentation of results, Table 5.8 lists the theoretical
and generated aircraft by velocity class and SID route for the four
departure cases. The theoretical numbers have been rounded off to
the nearest integer for convenience of presentation. One further assump-
tion should be clarified at this point. Arrivals enter the system an
proceed to the runway with a transit time sampled from the distribution
of Figure 4. . The departures, upon entrance to the system are assumed
to be exactly 15 minutes from their preferred takeoff time (recall that
15 minutes is the expected value of the assumed transit time distribution).
This is equivalent to requiring each pilot to ratify the controller 15
minutes prior to the desired time of take-off.
Returning to Table 5.8, note that the generated distributions again
are close enough to the theoretical to be considered "representative".
Interesting observations may be made regarding the saturation capacity.
To begin, note that the saturation throughput with departures included
Table 5.8
Number of Arrivals by Velocity Class and
Departures by SID Route
T = Theoretical G = Generated
Percent
of
depar-
tures
T
Arrivals
Landing Velocity (kts)
10 115 120 125 130 135 1401145 150 1155 160
Departure
SID Route
Saturation
throughput
T 25.0 16 23 31 47 47 47 47 47 31 23 16 37 50 37
G 26.0 14 15 35 58 44 42 48 501 31 19 14 35 57 38 44.358
T 50.0 10 16 21 31 31 31 31 31 21 16, 10 75 100 75
G 50.4 8 12 26 45 28 22 28 35 21 14 9 66 113 73 45.489
T .5.0 51 8 10 16 161 16 161 16 10 8 5 112 150 112
G 74.2 5 8 13 25 13 12 10 17 11 7 8 105 158 108 46.637
T 100.0 150 200 150 44.640
G 100.0 147 210 143 44.738
- -
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is higher than that of Chapter IV, where only arrivals were permitted.
This indicates that, from the standpoint of runway throughput, two
parallel independent runways with half departures and half arrivals
should outperform two separate runways, one serving only arrivals and
the other only departures. Note also that the maximum throughput for
departures is potentially 60/hour, if no two departures ever have the
same SID.
In actuality a minor form of CPS is employed today with the
existence of a "penalty box" which is employed to delay a departure
by one slot if the previous departure is on the same SID while the
following departure is not. This amounts to an MPS of 1, while the
departure in the "penalty box" will actually depart at its original
time, two minutes behind the first aircraft. To note the effect on
the theoretical saturation capacity, three equally likely SIDs will
result, in steady-state, with a 1/3 probability of two successive
departures being on the same SID. Thus,
Cap sat = [2/3(60) + 1/3(120)]-V x 3600 aircraft/hr = 45.0/hour.
Now, if a "penalty box" is employed the steady-state possibility of a 120
second saturation equals 1.9, since three successive departures on the
same SID are required for this occurrence. Thus, in this instance,
Capsat = [8/9(60) + 1/9(120)]1 x 3600 aircraft/hour = 54.0/hour.
This result implies that an MPS of 1 increases saturation capacity 20%.
Note that a further increase in the MPS value can not yield nearly as
large a benefit, because of the upper bound of 60 departures/hour.
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As a matter of fact, the results of this section will reveal that the
advantages gained by an MPS equal to 1 are substantially larger for
mixed operations than for the arrivals only situation. As a final
comment, the saturation capacity run was performed for the 100%
departures case with a MPS of 1, and the average saturation throughput
equals 53.805, while the theoretical throughput with MPS = 1 and which
has two routes with 30% of the departures and 40% on the third equals:
[(.3 3+.4 3+.33 )120 + (1-(.3 3+.4 3+.33))601~ x 3600 = 53.747 aircraft/hour
To return to the departure results, Tables 5.9, 5.10, 5.11 and 5.12
present the output statistics for the 100% departure case. Six runs are
included in this basic experiment with a departure rate ranging from 20
to 45 aircraft/hour in 5 aircraft/hour intervals. Table 5.9 contains
the FCFSRW statistics, while Tables 5.10, 5.11 and 5.12 compare the
FCFSRW performance to the CPS methodologies. The statistics in Table
5.9 are quite similar to those of Chapter IV. The CPS comparisons are,
however, slightly different. Whereas the arrivals only situation showed
significant improvement for the larger MPS values (3 or 4) and perhaps
10 to 20% reduction for MPS=l, the departure only case shows a tremendous
improvement for the MPS=l situation, and only slight further improvement
for larger MPS values. This is due, of course, to the importance of
avoiding two-successive departures on the same SID which may usually be
accomplished with just one shift.
As a comparison, it is interesting to refer to the three-class
arrival example of Section 4.3.8, noting this effect.
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Table 5.9
FCFSRW -- Departures Only
Departure Rate (Aircraft/Hr)
Average Delay 31.71 47.21 72.34 125.14 341.15 1475.26
(Sec) ___ __ _____
Maximum Delay 304.89 315.91 335.35 446.01 917.78 3228.95(Sec)___ __
Pea enUt iza on 33.07 45.12 59.69 75.91 92.13 99.22
Number of Busy 108 102 81 49 16 2
Periods
Number of Aircraft 229 284 349 418 472 495
Delayed
Average Busy Per-
iod Length (Sec) 212.24 264.20 387.68 725.79 2410.51 19981.78
20 35 1 40 1 45
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Table 5.10
FCFSRW vs. CPS
Departures Only -- Three Routes
Average Delay (Sec)
Departure Maximum Number of Shifts
Rate FCFSRW 1 2 3 4
20/hr 31.71 26.92 26.56 26.20 25.80
25/hr 47.21 38.17 36.85 35.92 35.87
30/hr 72.34 50.73 49.30 47.52 47.14
35/hr 125.14 71.34 65.83 64.88 64.35
40/hr 341.15 101.00 89.96 86.39 86.33
45/hr 1475.26 177.56 140.87 126.64 126.42
Table 5.11
FCFSRW vs. CPS
Departures Only -- Three Routes
Maximum Delay (Sec)
Departure Maximum Number of Shifts
Rate FCFSRW 1 2 3 4
20/hr 304.89 206.85 206.85 206.85 206.85
25/hr 315.91 306.08 306.08 242.74 242.74
30/hr 335.35 320.32 320.32 265.07 277.92
35/hr 446.01 334.15 334.15 403.13 403.13
40/hr 917.78 444.61 427.01 412.23 412.23
45/hr 3228.95 619.70 506.23 499.76 499.76
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Table 5.12
FCFSRW vs. CPS
Departures Only -- Three Routes
Number of Busy Periods (and Aircraft Delayed)
Since the MPS=1 value appears to be most significant, it is of
interest to investigate the position shifts from FCFSRW for this
departure only case. Table 5.13 presents the position shifting
statistics for this case. As expected, the improvements are accomplished
in all runs with an overwhelming majority of aircraft receiving no more
than one shift forward or rearward.
Departure Maximum Number of Shifts
Rate FCFSRW 1 2 3 4
20/hr 108(229) 117(209) 116(210) 117(209) 116(211)
25/hr 102(284) 119(256) 120(253) 121(250) 122(250)
30/hr 81(349) 107(305) 104(310) 108(304) 107(304)
35/hr 49(418) 89(356) 90(354) 96(348) 95(348)
40/hr 16(472) 65(395) 66(392) 76(383) 74(386)
45/hr 2(495) 30(455) 41(436) 45(429) 45(429)
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Table 5.13
FCFSRW vs. CPS -- Shifts from FCFSRW
Departures Only -- Three Routes
MPS: 20/hr1 2 3 4
+4 
_0
+3 0 0
+2 0 0 0
+1 29 27 26 24
0 442 446 448 452
-1 29 27 26 24
-2 0 0 0,
-3 0 01
-4 __ _ _ _ _ _ 0
Average
Absolute .116 .108 .104 .096
Shifts
MPS: 35/hr
'1 2 3 4
+4 0
+3 0 0
+2 6 8 8
+1 67 60 65 63
0 366 366 354 357
-1 67 64 66 651
-2 4 6 7
-3 1 0
-4 01
Average
Absolute .268 .288 .324 .316
Shifts I
25/hr
1 2 3 4
0
0 0
2 2 2
41 38 38 37
418 418 418 420
41 42 42 41
0 0 0
0 0
0
.164 .168 .168 .164
40/hr
1 2 3 4
0
1 1
13 19 17
79 69 72 74
342 334 313 314
79 73 80 80_
11 12 113 3
0
.316 1.380 .452 .444
30/hr
1 2 3 4
0
0 0
3 3 3
55 45 49 49
390 401 395 396
55 51 51 49
0 2 3
_ 0 0
_ _ _______0
.220 .204 .220 .220
45/hr
1 2 3 4
0
_ _ _ _ 1 1
14 27 33
93 91 90 82
314 295 271 273
93 81 82 81
19 22 21
7 8
S.1
.372 .476 .588 .604
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The final results presented here are for the mixed arrival and
departure cases, where the percent of departures equal 25%, 50% and
75%. Of particular interest here are the questions of whether an
MPS value of 1 is as effective as the departure only case and how the
service characteristics for departures and arrivals compare. Five runs
were performed for each case, with operation rates ranging from 25 to
45 aircraft/hour. Tables 5.14, 5.15 and 5.16 present the FCFSRW
statistics for these three cases. Note that because the saturation
capacity for arrivals only is less than the departure only case, the
larger percentage of departures produces a smaller average delay,
especially in the 40/hour and 45/hour runs.
Table 5.14
FCFSRW -- Summary
25% Departures
Operation Rate (Aircraft/Hr
25 30 35 40 45
Average Delay 45.89 77.41 142.35 475.81 1418.81(Sec) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _
Maximum Delay 279.78 499.49 743.24 1277.07 3113.17(Sec)__ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _
Perce i zation 67.71 78.47 87.81 96.65 99.82
Number of Busy 96 75 50 16 2
Periods
Number of Aircraft 290 356 418 472 497
Delayed
APveriod Le gth 351.94 492.38 785.87 2503.94 20247.52
(Sec)
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Table 5.15
FCFSRW -- Summary
50% Departures
Operation Rate (Aircraft/Hr)
25 30 35 40 45
Average Delay 43.72 68.67 129.68 321.78 963.43(Sec) 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Maximum Delay 326.71 366.21 648.82 972.26 2117.69(Sec) 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Percent of Run- 60.78 71.98 83.64 93.51 99.64wayUtilization 
______________
Number of Busy 100 81 53 24 3
Periods
Number of Aircraft 283 342 398 460 495Delayed________________
Average Busy
Period Length 311.09 417.06 684.35 1589.80 13041.27
(Sec) 
_ I I
Table 5.16
FCFSRW -- Summary
75% Departures
Operation Rate (Aircraft/Hr)
25 30 35 40 45
Average Delay 41.86 68.63 120.89 263.45 907.65(Sec)__ 
_ _ _ __ _ _ _
Maximum Delay 330.26 361.58 515.85 744.48 2169.91(Sec)_____
Percent iz tion 53.73 66.22 78.64 90.63 98.77
Number of Busy 101 78 55 26 3
Periods
Number of Aircraft 281 339 394 451 491Delayed2
Average Busy
Period Length 283.31 406.84 626.16 1413.03 12814.36
(Sec) I I I I
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Finally, the performance of FCFSRW is compared with the CPS
strategies for the three mixed operations cases. Tables 5.17, 5.18,
and 5.19 present the average delay, maximum delay and busy period
statistics respectively. The important observation here is that the
MPS=l strategy provides substantial improvement over FCFSRW, while the
further increase in MPS adds only minor improvement. Thus it appears
that, for mixed operations, a small MPS value (which is simpler to
conceptualize and also to implement) provides the greatest improvement.
This was not the conclusion of the arrivals only case, where the MPS=l
situation yielded minor improvement, while that employing MPS=4 was
significant. There are two primary reasons for this result. First,
the MPS=l strategy will eliminate most of the departure-departure
situations where the SID is the same for both aircraft. And second,
the MPS=l strategy also makes it possible to alternate arrivals and
departures, a situation which has been observed to be highly advantageous.
Recall the example at the beginning of this section where the worst
arrival-arrival situation of a 110 knot aircraft following a 160 knot
aircraft. In that example, a departure was inserted between the arrivals,
with a mere 8.9 second increase in the final assignment time for the
110 knot aircraft. Thus when a departure is inserted, the operation
rate increases greatly with only a minor increase in the runway
blockage time.
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Table 5.17
FCFSRW vs. CPS
Arrivals and Departures
Average Delay (Sec)
Opera- Percent Maximum Number of Shiftstion Depar-
Rate tures FCFSRW 1 2 3 4
25/hr 25 45.89 43.15 42.67 41.42 41.15
50 43.72 39.02 38.19 37.01 36.77
75 41.86 34.71 33.86 33.25 33.28
30/hr 25 77.41 67.63 66.39 63.75 63.74
50 68.67 56.81 54.66 52.98 52.71
75 68.63 47.68 46.50 46.03 45.74
35/hr 25 142.35 117.21 114.05 107.50 105.36
50 129.68 85.04 80.39 76.48 74.84
75 120.89 68.88 65.99 63.66 62.34
40/hr 25 475.81 308.56 286.32 258.91 254.40
50 321.78 139.69 130.88 122.65 120.86
75 263.45 100.94 97.86 96.56 95.36
45/hr 25 1418.81 954.80 892.60 828.80 798.63
50 963.43 369.11 346.68 322.90 318.93
75 907.65 203.31 189.54 177.11 174.21
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Table 5.18
FCFSRW vs. CPS
Arrivals and Departures
Maximum Delay (Sec)
Opra- Percent Maximum Number of Shifts
Rate Departures FCFSRW 1 2 3 4
25/hr 25 279.78 316.32 326.21 315.36 473.23
50 326.71 307.75 265.94 352.43 352.43
75 330.26 238.72 276.25 290.12 242.92
30/hr 25 499.49 479.68 574.74 468.20 537.41
50 366.21 384.29 380.88 445.70 451.78
75 361.58 320.32 377.73 312.65 303.59
35/hr 25 743.24 658.86 716.50 774.03 769.37
50 648.82 491.40 534.76 534.76 533.14
75 515.85 390.49 390.49 371.90 431.90
40/hr 25 1277.07 1035.83 1063.98 962.01 1065.54
50 972.26 660.98 732.59 773.85 867.07
75 744.48 566.00 626.00 626.00 753.50
45/hr 25 3113.17 2224.84 2107.87 2028.37 2078.42
50 2117.69 1124.52 1147.27 1190.27 1190.27
75 2169.91 698.07 758.07 818.07 824.19
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Table 5.19
FCFSRW vs. CPS
Arrivals and Departures
Number of Busy Periods (and Aircraft Delayed)
Opera- Percent Maximum Number of Shiftstion Depar-
Rate tures FCFSRW 1 2 3 4
25/hr 25 96(290) 100(284) 101(281) 106(277) 104(279)
50 100(283) 110(267) 110(264) 112(264) 114(263)
75 101(281) 116(251) 118(248) 118(248) 121(246)
30/hr 25 75(356) 82(340) 84(341) 87(337) 86(338)
50 81(342) 96(319) 99(317) 96(321) 97(318)
75 78(339) 98(300) 98(302) 98(303) 100(302)
35/hr 25 50(418) 59(405) 59(401) 61(399) 62(396)
50 53(398) 76(366) 78(363) 78(363) 77(362)
75 55(394) 85(344) 87(345) 88(342) 91(338)
40/hr 25 16(472) 24(460) 26(457) 26(457) 28(454)
50 24(460) 52(414) 54(411) 53(413) 56(408)
75 26(451) 53(397) 54(395) 61(388) 59(391)
45/hr 25 2(497) 5(491) 5(489) 6(487) 10(482)
50 3(495) 19(465) 21(463) 23(460) 24(459)
75 3(491) 29(438) 33(432) 34(432) 35(431)
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It is of interest to compare the overall system response for
the arrivals as a group and the departures as a group. Specifically,
the question arises as to whether the arrivals and departures are
treated equitably -- especially as a function of the MPS value.
Towards this end, Table 5.20 presents the average delay for the
40/hour and 45/hour runs when differentiated by arrivals and
departures.
Inspection of Table 5.20 yields an interesting result, namely
that as the MPS value increases, the departure performance improves,
while the arrival performances decreases. Of course this decrease still
results in a substantial improvement over FCFSRW, but it does appear
that departures are given a higher priority as the MPS value increases.
This situation may or may not be desirable, depending on the controller
attitude regarding which operation's delay (arrival or departure) is
more desirable to avoid.
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Table 5.20
FCFSRW vs. CPS
Average Delay (Sec) Comparison
Arrivals vs. Departures
-Operation Rate (Aircraft/Hour)
Percent 40 45
Depar- 4
Strategy tures Arr. Dep. Total Arr. Dep. Total
FCFSRW 25 465.6 504.8 475.8 1388.0 1506.5 1418.8
MPS=1 304.0 321.6 308.6 938.4 1001.4 954.8
MPS=2 293.6 265.8 286.3 889.7 900.8 892.6
MPS=3 273.3 217.8 258.9 838.8 800.4 828.8
MPS=4 277.0 190.0 254.4 816.4 748.1 798.6
FCFSRW 50 315.1 328.3 321.8 946.7 979.9 963.4
MPS=1 147.8 131.7 139.7 368.6 369.6 369.1
MPS=2 149.0 113.0 130.9 363.3 330.3 346.7
MPS=3 143.6 102.0 122.6 356.6 289.7 322.9
MPS=4 150.3 91.9 120.9 376.5 262.2 318.9
FCFSRW 75 274.0 259.8 263.4 898.0 911.0 907.6
MPS=l 111.4 97.3 100.9 226.2 195.4 203.3
MPS=2 122.2 89.4 97.9 240.6 171.8 189.5
MPS=3 125.6 86.7 96.6 253.5 150.6 177.1
MPS=4 133.4 82.1 95.4 276.8 138.5 174.2
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As one final comparison, it is of interest to investigate the
differences between the MPS=l and MPS=4 response when broken down by
velocity class and departure route. As was noted from Tables 5.17,
5.18 and 5.19, the system improvement with mixed operations is
substantial for MPS=l, and the additional improvement when MPS=4 is
not that great. Tables 5.21, 5.22 and 5.23 breaks down the MPS=l
and MPS=4 information contained in Table 5.20 by velocity class and
departure route for the 25%, 50% and 75% departure cases respectively.
Inspection of Tables 5.21, 5.22 and 5.23 provides a confirmation
of Table 5.20's observation of a higher priority for departures. In
all but one instance (Table 5.23A, departure route 1), the average
position shift is negative (i.e., forward) for all departures. Further-
more, the MPS=4 average shifts also appear to favor the faster arrivals,
similar to the Chapter IV results when minimum delay was the primary
objective. Of course, the improvement over FCFSRW is substantial for
all arrival and departure classes, but it must be realized that the larger
MPS values do have this priority structure. Thus, it appears that, for
mixed operations, a MPS=l will likely have the most equitable performance,
while still realizing substantial improvement over FCFSRW.
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Table 5.21A
FCFSRW vs. CPS
Arrival-Departure Comparison By Class
25% Departures, 40 Operations/hour
Land. # FCFSRW Percent Average
vel. air- Aver. Reduction Shift
(knots) craft Delay MPS=1 MPS=4 MPS=l fMPS=4
110 14 515.3 37.3 32.5 .143 1.214
115 15 535.1 29.4 28.2 .333 1.400
120 35 535.4 36.9 35.0 -.029 .943
125 58 490.4 32.2 30.1 .017 .845
130 44 515.4 32.1 31.6 -.019 .750
135 42 470.5 40.4 46.4 .095 .333
140 48 396.2 40.4 47.2 -.229 -.042
145 50 435.0 34.6 51.1 .020 -.320
150 31 415.1 33.0 54.8 .194 -.419
155 19 313.1 27.6 51.6 .263 -.368
160 14 559.2 29.7 44.6 .071 -.429
Depart-
ure
Route
1 35 505.8 36.4 62.5 -. 143 -. 971
2 57 540.4 37.1 62.3 -.053 -.912
3 38 450.6 34.6 62.5 -. 026 -. 974
Total: 500 475.8 35.1 46.5 .464 1.536
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Table 5.21B
FCFSRW vs. CPS
Arrival-Departure Comparison by Class
25% Departures, 45 Operations/Hour
Land.
vel].
(knots)
110
115
120
125
130
135
140
145
150
155
160
air-
craft
FCFSRW
Aver.
Delay
1645.9
1603.7
1669.7
1288.8
1419.7
1508.0
1190.6
1426.2
1298.6
1045.2
1349.9
Percent
Reduction
MPS=l I
31.0
31.5
32.8
31.7
32.4
32.7
35.4
31.8
29.7
34.9
32.0
MPS=4
37.4
35.7
40.5
33.1
38.3
39.7
44.7
45.5
50.1
47.5
49.0
Average
Shift
MPS=1 MPS=4
.357
.200
.086
.017
.136
.095
.208
.180
.355
.263
.143
1.643
1.933
.714
1.500
.727
.857
-. 021
-. 320
-1.097
.158
-1.571
Depart.
Route
1 35 1465.3 33.0 48.9 -.229 -1.229
2 57 1627.6 33.0 50.0 -.053 -1.228
3 38 1362.7 34.9 52.3 -.263 --1.289
Total: 500 1418.8 32.7 43.7 .548 2.012
i
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Table 5.22A
FCFSRW vs.~CPS
Arrival-Departure Comparison by Class
50% Departures, 40 Operations/Hour
Land. # FCFSRW Percent Average
vel. air- Aver. Reduction Shift
(knots) craft Delay MPS=l MPS=4 MPS~I=1 MPS=4
110 8 347.6 65.1 53.0 0.000 .875
115 12 409.2 59.9 35.6 0.000 1.667
120 26 354.1 54.1 48.1 0.000 .577
125 45 341.5 53.4 46.1 .133 .800
130 28 325.5 50.6 43.1 .071 .786
135 22 276.6 55.4 52.7 .045 .409
140 28 215.5 51.5 48.0 .071 .321
145 35 287:8 47.0 59.5 .086 -.171
150 21 336.3 48.4 58.3 .143 -.048
155 14 245.5 54.5 80.4 .071 -.714
160 9 453.2 60.3 79.1 -.222 -1.111
Depart.
Route
1 66 335.2 54.5 71.0 -.015 -.455
2 113 330.1 60.0 72.7 -.097 -.434
3 73 319.4 64.8 71.9 -.055 -.164
Total: 500 321.8 56.6 62.4 .436 .948
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Table 5.22B
FCFSRW vs. CPS
Arrival-Departure Comparison by Class
50% Departures, 45 Operations/Hour
Land. # FCFSRW Percent Average
vel. air- Aver. Reduction Shift
(knots) craft Delay MPS=l MPS=4 MPS=l MPS=4
110 8 1099.5 60.4 53.2 .500 2.375
115 12 1071.5 59.6 49.0 0.000 2.333
120 26 1222.4 65.7 56.8 .174 2.500
125 45 893.2 55.7 48.7 .200 1.822
130 28 883.2 57.3 54.4 .143 1.250
135 22 1023.9 65.8 61.8 .045 1.500
140 28 769.3 64.6 65.9 0.000 .393
145 35 874.1 62.8 68.2 -.057 -.171
150 21 1069.8 63.1 72.2 .333 -.333
155 14 728.4 61.7 80.7 .143 -1.357
160 9 1011.4 49.8 65.0 .111 -1.222
Depart.
Route
1 66 910.3 58.3 72.0 -.045 -1.106
2 113 1057.0 64.6 75.4 -. 115 -. 956
3 73 923.3 61.7 70.4 -.192 -.671
Total: 500 963.4 61.7 66.9 .516 1.676
Land.
vel.
(knots)
FCFSRW
Aver.
Delay
Percent
Reduction
MPS=4 MPS=1
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Table 5.23A
FCFSRW vs. CPS
Arrival-Departure Comparison by Class
75% Departures, 40 0perations/Hour
Average
Shiftair-
craft MPS=4MPS=1
110 5 339.5 64.8 66.6 .200 0.000
115 8 321.8 60.8 46.3 -.250 .625
120 13 260.0 49.1 26.0 .154 1.077
125 25 272.0 73.8 64.1 -.120 .320
130 13 307.1 61.4 55.5 .077 .462
135 12 290.8 52.1 46.3 .333 .833
140 10 226.1 44.0 19.8 .500 1.400
145 17 207.9 57.4 50.7 0.000 .294
150 11 338.2 58.2 63.1 .182 .091
155 7 185.9 65.8 60.9 0.000 .286
160 8 323.7 50.7 52.5 .375 .375
Depart.
Route
1 105 263.1 60.1 71.0 .029 -.333
2 158 261.9 63.4 65.7 -.089 -.095
3 108 253.5 63.7 69.7 -.019 -.167
Total: 500 263.4 61.7 63.8 .356 .676
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Table 5.23B
FCFSRW vs. CPS
Arrival-Departure Comparison by Class
75% Departures, 45 Operations/Hour
Land. # FCFSRW Percent Average
vel. air- Aver. Reduction Shift
(knots) craft Delay MPS=1 MPS=4 MPS=1 MPS=4
110 5 883.0 58.2 44.4 .600 2.800
115 8 811.5 69.3 60.1 -.125 1.500
120 13 1282.1 84.3 77.5 .154 1.615
125 25 907.7 73.8 68.8 .200 1.200
130 13 791.3 70.3 61.7 -.077 1.692
135 12 862.5 71.5 63.0 .500 2.083
140 10 597.1 72.6 61.0 .300 1.600
145 17 940.8 83.7 78.2 -.235 .941
150 11 1053.4 74.8 75.4 .364 .727
155 7 599.6 73.7 82.6 .143 -.143
160 8 898.3 65.3 62.7 .750 1.500
Depart.
Route
1 105 899.0 76.6 86.6 .057 -.848
2 158 938.9 79.3 83.5 -.082 -.228
3 108 881.9 79.4 85.1 -.157 -.463
Total: 500 907.6 77.6 80.8 .464 1.104
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Chapter VI
Conclusions and Directions for Further Research
6.1 Introduction
This final chapter reviews the results of the mathematical analysis
of Chapter III and the simulation experiments of Chapters IV and V. In
addition, attention is given to the important issue of implementation
of the results. This implementation issue will be addressed from both
the controller's and pilots' points of view, and also with respect to
the utilization of the terminal area airspace. Finally, the discussion
will offer suggestions for further research, focusing on those topics
which extend the CPS methodology from a theoretical concept to a physical
reality.
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6.2 Conclusions
6.2.1 Analytic Review
This section reviews the development and results of Chapter III's
mathematical analysis, with an emphasis on those results which relate
to the Constrained Position Shift methodology. To begin this review,
a number of the important characteristics of the general dynamic
scheduling problem with a given "optimality" objective are listed below.
1. The minimum interarrival time separation at the runway is a
well defined function of the landing velocities of the preceding and
following aircraft as well as the prespecified minimum horizontal
separation and the length of the common final approach.
2. The interactive nature of this interarrival time separation
implies that the system performance is a function of the specific sequence
in which the aircraft are serviced.
3. In general, all currently unassigned aircraft must be taken into
consideration in the determination of the "optimal" sequence.
4. The randomness associated with any particular arrival process
causes each sequencing decision to be essentially unique.
5. The "optimal" sequence must be resolved with each new aircraft
arrival.
6. Seemingly similar "optimality" objectives result in quite
different "optimal" sequences.
Because of the uniqueness of the solution for any given arrival
stream, the general dynamic scheduling solution characteristics are not
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easily derived. There is, however, an important sub-class of the
dynamic scheduling problem which is more structured and, it turns out,
more amenable to analysis. This sub-class, termed the N aircraft holding
stack problem, places the restriction that all N aircraft are legitimate
candidates for the first assignment position. As a consequence of this
restriction the earliest feasible landing times for the candidate aircraft
(defined as the preferred landing times) are not a factor in the solution
determination. This situation naturally occurs in practice during periods
of heavy congestion and also in instances when the runway reopens for
service after being close due to inclement weather. This N aircraft
holding stack problem is investigated in Chapter III with initial and/or
final constraints. The solution characteristics for this problem are
uncovered for the objective functions of maximizing runway throughput
and also of minimizing total delay.
There are two components of the solution characteristics. The first
component concerns the structure of the static scheduling solution for
any given aircraft set, while the second component relates to the dynamic
updating properties which result when another aircraft enters the system
and a solution update is required. The solution characteristics for
these two objectives are summarized below, beginning with the maximum
throughput objective.
The objective of maximizing throughput is equivalent, in the N
aircraft holding stack problem, to that of landing the last aircraft
as soon as possible (abbreviated ASAP). The static solution to this ASAP
problem was found to be generally non-unique, although all solutions are
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required to have an identical form, dictated by the particular initial
and final constraints.
The static solution to the N aircraft holding stack problem with
the objective of minimizing total delay was shown to be quite different
than the ASAP solution. To be specific, the ASAP solution is determined
solely by the rank order of the candidate landing velocities, while the
minimum delay problem is dependent on the number of aircraft, the mag-
nitude of their landing velocities, and the particular values of the
final approach length and minimum separation distance. As a consequence,
the minimum delay solution will generally be unique, and an exhaustive
search is generally required.
The dynamic characteristics of both the ASAP and minimum delay
solutions were found to be undesirable for two primary reasons. First,
the slower aircraft are observed to be serviced with a lower priority in
both problems, with the potential for indefinite delay. The ASAP problem
also treats the faster aircraft in a similarly detrimental fashion.
Second, the updating process may result in wholesale, "global," shifts
in sequence position which are non-implementable. A third problem, that
of computational tractability, is also an issue with the minimum delay
problem.
The analysis of Chapter III was next directed to ascertaining whether
or not an effective approach to the dynamic scheduling problem exists.
In this regard, a methodology termed Constrained Position Shifting (CPS)
was proposed. The CPS concept is motivated by the desire to eliminate
the undesirable characteristics of the solution that result from general
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optimality objectives. The CPS methodology constrains the solution to
prohibit any aircraft from shifting more than a given maximum number
of positions from its first-come, first-serve position. This constraint
consequently eliminates the possibility of indefinite delay. Also, the
emphasis is placed upon determining good "local" permutations rather
than permitting "global" shifts during the updating process. In
addition, the algorithm employed in the simulation is such that the
number of permutations to be evaluated at each update is bounded above
by (MPS+1)!, where MPS is the maximum position shift parameter. If
MPS=4, this implies at most 5!=120 permutations, which is well within
the range of real-time computability. The CPS methodology also contains
an inherent flexibility which enables the controller to choose decision
criteria which adapt to the particular sequencing objectives. For
instance, during peak periods a criterion which emphasizes maximum
throughput is essential, while a minimum cost criteria might be adopted
during periods of less congestion. The simulation of Chapters IV and V
has been developed to demonstrate whether the CPS methodology can be
employed to improve overall system performance and still provide equitable
treatment to all users. The next section summarizes the simulation
results.
6.2.2 Simulation Result Summajry
This section reviews the simulation results and relates them to the
general characteristics associated with the CPS methodology. To begin,
a review of the simulation's purpose and scope is in order. Recalling
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the discussion of Section 4.2, the primary purpose of the simulation
is to explore the capabilities and trade-offs associated with the
CPS methodology. To accomplish this purpose, the system performance
under CPS is compared to that of the first-come, first-serve discipline
with respect to time of arrival at the runway - (FCFSRW). FCFSRW is
a convenient "base" position since its system characteristics are solely
dependent on the arrival process and the discipline is a reasonable
approximation to today's control procedures. Two points should be
clarified at this juncture. First, the simulation has no pretensions
of being an accurate representation of the ATC system ten or twenty
years into the future. Instead, the input parameters are taken to be
reasonable approximations of the future system with an emphasis on
flexibility to accept any desired changes. Second, the substantial
improvements over FCFSRW which result from the CPS methodology should
not be taken out of context. To elucidate, a 40% reduction in average
delay when an MPS of 4 is employed and compared to FCFSRW does not
indicate, one way or ther other, whether this improvement is an accurate
assessment of future system performance. Without a doubt,
the results do indicate that significant improvement is possible through
"derandomization," but further research is required before the results
can be interpreted in a real-world environment.
The simulation results, therefore, are more significant when viewed
in comparative rather than absolute terms. Because of the great
importance placed upon a comparative approach, the simulation has been
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designed to enable reproducibility. In other words, any particular
system parameters may be adjusted while keeping all other characteristics
unchanged, including those that are randomly generated. This repro-
ducibility permits a systematic sensitivity analysis and also provides
the system designer with the capability to answer important "what-if"
questions.
Three particular situations of increasing complexity are investigated
by the simulation. They are:
1. Single runway, arrivals only, constant separation minimum.
2. Single runway, arrivals only, heavy jets included (with
aircraft dependent separation)
3. Single runway, arrivals and departures.
All these situations compare the FCFSRW system performance with the
CPS methodology with MPS values of 1,2,3 and 4. The standard decision
logic employed seeks to maximize throughput by landing the last arrival
as soon as possible, and, if ties exist (which will generally be the
case), the ties are broken by minimizing total delay. To summarize the
results, CPS is observed to have the following characteristics:
1. increases the runway throughput rate;
2. treats individual aircraft equitably;
3. treats aircraft velocity classes equitably;
4. particularly successful during peak periods and for mixed
operations; and
5. well within the capabilities of today's computers.
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Thus it has been noted that the CPS methodology offers excellent
prospects for system efficiency in the future terminal area environment.
The next section addresses the important issue of implementation of this
theoretical methodology to the real world environment.
6.2.3 Implementation Considerations
This thesis has shown through the mathematical analysis of Chapter
III and the simulation experiments of Chapters IV and V, that the
decision-making methodology termed Constrained Position Shifting offers
a substantial improvement in overall system performance over the first-
come first-serve discipline. This improvement is achieved essentially
through the utilization of the information available to the controller
regarding the characteristics of the aircraft in the system. As discussed
in Chapter II, the CPS methodology assumes that a ground-based computer
is employed in the decision-making process in a time frame when the
terminal area aircraft are equipped with a data link that provides prompt
and accurate communication with the control system. Furthermore, the
aircraft are assumed to have sufficient on-board instrumentation to
enable accurate navigation through the terminal area. These aircraft-
related assumptions are not necessary for the theoretical application of
the CPS methodology, but they are important when considering the issue
of adapting CPS to the real-world environment. This section addresses
these implementation considerations from the viewpoint of the controller
and the participating pilots. Issues related to the utilization of the
terminal area airspace will also be included here.
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To begin, it is felt that any successful implementation must not
infringe on the controller's autonomy, since the controller has the
ultimate responsibility for the safety of all terminal area users.
In this regard, the emphasis is placed on computer-assisted decision-
making, implying that the controller remains an active participant in
the decision-making process. In other words, the computer should be
employed essentially to suggest to the controller, subject to his
approval, sequences which are deemed to be effective.
Although much further research is naturally necessary, it is felt
that there is nothing inherent to the CPS methodology which precludes
its successful implementation. As a matter of fact, the desirable
features of the CPS methodology are such as to indicate that successful
implementation in a computer-enhanced controller environment is very
feasible indeed.
To elucidate, recall that the CPS algorithm essentially enumerates
(MPS+1)! permutations of aircraft sequences, where MPS is the maximum
number of position shift parameter. Each permutation is checked for
feasibility, that is, to determine whether any constraints are violated,
and then the feasible permutations are tested for optimality in accor-
dance with a chosen objective function. The controller has great
latitude in specifying constraints (in addition to the basic MPS constraint).
Two such constraints were employed in the simulation algorithm, namely
sequencing aircraft with identical characteristics in a relative first-
come, first-serve manner, and prohibiting an aircraft shift when its
assignment time is less than a pre-specified lead time. The additional
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constraints permit the controller to actively influence the computer's
output. For example, if the controller desires two particular aircraft
to land in succession, then a constraint is provided as an input to
the computer to this effect, and all permutations without this property
are judged infeasible. Also, this enables the controller to have
veto power over any computer-suggested sequence. If the controller
dislikes, for any reason, a computer-suggested sequence, he merely
states this reason and the computer will then search for the next best
sequence which avoids the undesirable property.
There is also an inherent flexibility in the specification of the
decision criteria employed to differentiate between the feasible permu-
tations, since it is possible to adjust the criteria at each update.
For example, if a peak period is expected, a criterion which emphasizes
maximum throughput is desirable, while other criteria (perhaps cost
related) may be employed in less busy periods.
Finally, recall that an MPS equal to 4 will result in at most 120
permutations to evaluate. This computational load is certainly within
the range of today's computers. Moreover, since only "local" permutations
are involved, it is quite likely that the controller will be able to
comprehend the computer's suggested solution. In other words, the
controller is essentially taking advantage of the computer's speed to
suggest a sequence that, if given sufficient time, the controller might
also arrive at.
Turning the discussion to that of the pilots' interactions with the
controller and the utilization of the airspace, note that the simulation
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results investigating the sensitivity to the lead time is of particular
interest. The results demonstrated that the system performance is
nearly identical when a lead time of ten minutes was employed as opposed
to no lead time at all. This implies that, for the most part, the final
sequencing decisions are obtained while the aircraft are quite a distance
from the runway. This is an advantageous situation for two reasons.
First, there is additional time for the aircraft to finalize their
approaches, with the knowledge that their assignment is fixed. And second,
the delay maneuvers that are to be employed will take place in the less
dense outer regions of the terminal area, which is certainly very desirable
from a standpoint of safety. Furthermore, a large lead time will assist
controller and pilots in the task of path generation to the runway, a
crucial, as of yet unresolved issue. One recent work on this latter issue
known to this author is reference [15].
CPS offers the pilot a large degree of flexibility, since he has the
option of specifying his landing velocity, and perhaps his desired route
to the controller upon entrance to the system. One conceivable additional
option which might prove effective would be to give the pilot an option
to specify his maximum number of rearward position shifts, with a greater
landing fee for less rearward shifts. Thus, those pilots to whom avoidance
of delay is very important might be willing to pay more for a higher
priority.
This discussion on implementation is necessarily vague due to the
preliminary nature of this research. It does appear, however, that the
basic CPS methodology offers a simple, practical and extremely flexible
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decision methodology that effectively utilized the computer to improve
system performance.
6.3 Directions for Further Research
This section briefly discusses directions for further research
related to the CPS methodology and its transition from a theoretical
concept to a physical reality. Four logical directions for further
research come to mind. They are:
1. Extension of the CPS methodology
2. Extension of the related simulation program.
3. Investigation into successful path generation
4. Investigation into controller-pilot and controller-computer
interface.
To begin, the CPS methodology has been limited to operations on a
single runway. Extensions to include multiple runways and multiple
airports are in order. It is of interest, for example, to consider
operations on independent parallel runways, or, for that matter, for any
given runway configuration. If small MPS values are employed, the com-
binations might still be within a reasonable range from the computational
viewpoint.
Extensions to the simulation can progress in two directions. First,
the extensions to the CPS methodology discussed above can be incorporated
into the simulation as a primary investigative technique. And second,
the parameters.distributions and aircraft operating procedures can be
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made to conform more closely with reality (or the envisioned reality)
so that the results are more representative. One particular issue
to investigate closely is the accuracy to which the control system can
estimate the aircraft preferred landing times, and whether periodic
re-evaluation of those times is desirable. Ultimately, a real-time
simulation will be desired which has all the features of the terminal
area (wind errors, spacing errors, etc.).
The CPS methodology determines which aircraft should land at
what time. An extremely important question of how the aircraft should
safely traverse the terminal area to realize these assignments is
perhaps the most difficult question to answer. Consequently, significant
research must be directed to this question. It is felt that existing
area navigation capabilities when combined with a ground-based computer
provide the necessary ingredients for successful implementation, but
extensive research is necessary before the path generation issue is
resolved.
Finally, research should be directed to understanding various
controller-pilot and controller-computer interface issues. Since the
environment requires human interactions, issues such as reaction time,
safety margins, degree of control, frequency of commands and overall
system design must also be investigated.
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Appendix
Sample Simulation Output
This appendix contains a typical computer output for a simulation
run. For the most part, the output is self-explanatory. Wherever
necessary, clarifying statements are included. In particular, the
interpretation of the input parameters are noted.
Input Interpretation
0 - This is a standard run (as opposed to a saturation capacity run).
1 - This run generates a fixed number of aircraft (as opposed to
generating for a fixed time limit).
500 - The number of aircraft generated.
0 - This run generates arrivals only (other possibilities are
departures only and mixed arrivals and departures).
40 - This is the average arrival rate (aircraft/hour).
1 - This specifies that the default velocity distribution is assumed.
0 - Heavy jets are not included.
5 - The final approach length equals 5 nm.
3 - The horizontal separation minimum equals 3 nm.
600 - The lead time is 600 seconds.
1 - The primary objective is minimizing tasn(N).
2 - The secondary objective is minimizing the total delay.
3 - The tertiary objective is minimizing the maximum delay.
4 - The greatest MPS value is 4.
409 - This is the seed to the random generator (case D).
50 - This specifies the intermediate assignment time interval.
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43628.43
48 132.42
DYNAMIC SCHEDbLI:IG OUTPUT
MAXIMU4 NJUMBER
AVEK DELA '
7 IMPROVE
MA DEL AY
% IMPOVE
AbS SHIFTS
DIXATI o:"
bLOC0Z TIME
BUSY ELOC
L0 &LO C- DU R
EUSY-DUR
BUSY- LL O.
k BUSY PER
A/C IN BPS
AVER #/EF
AVE DUI/EP
FCFSSE
437.96
-12. 162
1334.27
-4.752
.804
47270.2
45405.9
44295.9
96. 056
93. 708
97.~555
26
492
13.92
1703.69
F CFS RU
390.47
0.0 00
1273.75
0. 000
0.00
47217.8
45551.0
43644.8
96. 470
92. 433
95.815
25
485
19.40
1745.79
1
323.92
17.046
1106.00
13.,170
.460
47213.4,
44961.0
42892.9
95. 229
90.849
9 5. 400
30
484
16. 13
1429.76
2
301-36
22.323
1153.79
9.417
.830
47193.8
44725.6
42421.4
94.770
89.833
94.848
33
482
14.61
1285.50
OF SHIFTS
3
293.24
24.901
1217.10
4.448
1. 184
47193.3
44640.6
42356.1
94.590
89.749
94.833
32
432
15.06
1323.6*3
4
270. 20
30.802
1246.94
2. 105
1.372
47189.4
44453. 1
41960.8
94. 201
38.920
94.393
31
430
15.48
1353.57
Ir? os
321
ARRIVALS GEN ERATED BY CLASS
LANDING VELOCITY (KNO TS)
110 115 120 125 130 135 140 145 150 155 160
#: 17 25 43 55 68 59 60 59 54 33 27
%: .034 .050 .086 .110 .136 .118 .120 .118 .108 -066 .054
TH EO RETI CAL ARRI VAL G EN ERATI ON:
.042
21.
.063 .083 .125 .125
31. 42. 62. 62.
DYNAMIC SCHEDULING:
LANDING
VEL 0 CI TY
110
115
120
125
130
135
140
145
150
155
160
NU4BER
OF A/C
17
25
43
55
68
59
60
59
54
33
27
.125 .125 .125 .083 .063 .042
62. 62. 62. 42. 31. 21.
FIRST-COME FIRST-SERVE AT THE RUN WAY
AVERAGE
DEL AY
317.419
582.342
431.965
445.254
374.818
329.642
401-'405
429.859
348.860
309*984
324.770
14 AX I M UM
DELAY
1101.658
1240.438
1112.998
1200.303
1176.794
1118.210
1158. 263
12734: 747
1144.265
1024.426
1034.~647
ARRI VAL TO TAL S: AVERAG E DEL AY = 390.47 MAXIMUM DELAY = 1273.747
DYNAMIC SCHEDULING: FIRST-COME FIRST-SERVED AT SYSTE4 ENTRANCE
4AI INM 14
DELAY
1099.367
13340:272
12300095
1194.691
1243. 424
1111.858
1173. 181
1227.719
1159. 182
1096 063
1037.895
AVERAGE ABS
SH I
0.
0.
a;
IMP
-7.
- 10.
-5.
-1.
3.'
-1. 4
-7.:
-- a
FT
118
040
000
145
074
085
000
102
111
152
074
SHI FT
AVERAGE
.706
.630
6698
.618
.838
.627
.867
1.017
1.000
.879
.741
437.96 MAXIMUM DELAY = 1334. 272
LAND
VEL
110
115
120
125
130
135
140
145
150
155
160
17
25
43
55
68
59
60
59
54
33
27
AVERAGE
DELAY
373.966
625._255
4764:647
48 04 29 2
420.686
373.365
4454:933
492. 046
402:428
352.173
3810'723
IMP
- 17.8
-7.44
-10.3
-7.9
- 1202
-13.3
-11. 1
-14.5
-15.4
-13.6
-17.5
ARRI VAL TO TALS:- AVERAG E DEL AY =
322
DYN'itIC SCHEDULING: MAXIMud NU4BER OF POSITION SHIFTS = I
M AX IM U4
DELAY
387.773
973; 473
9470'530
1105,998
973.633
840.672
1037. 357
1056; 037
993.338
790.431
852. 396
-AVERAGE ABS1: P
19.4
21. 5
14.9
70'9
17; 3
24.8
10.4
17. 1
13.2
22.3
17.6
SHI
0
FT
353
16£
163
073
044
237
183
034
167
030
333
SHI FT
AVERAGE
.588
.560
.488
.436
.485
. 407
.483
.441
.426
.455
.407
AlFI VAL TO TAL S: AVERlAG E DELAY = 323.92 MAXIM4 DELAY = 1105.998
YNAMI C SCHEDULING: M4AXIiAUI HJUMBER OF POSITION SHIFTS = 2
14 X I " I
DELAY
905. 290
882. 170
968. 190
1153. 792
1042. 132
779. 427
890.245
1009. 701
903. 379
728.216
956.470
1 t14 P
17.8
28.9
13.0
3.9
11.4
30.3
23. 1
20. 7
21. 1
28* 9
7.6
AVERAGE
SHI FT
.*.832
-0'120
.209
.055
-. 279
.034
-. 467
.051
-- 019
.182
.481
ABS SHIFT
AVERAG E
1. 118
1.160
.907
.673
.338
.881
.867
.932
.722
.909
1. 143
301.36 MAXIMU4 DEL AY = 1153.792
A!iJD
VEL
11 0
115
120
125
130
135
14£
145
1 50
155
160
AVERAGE
DELAY
315.452
491-514
369. 557
360.905
306'415
262.445
315.262
348.096
305.86 3
249. 48 C
297.885
17
25
43
55
68
59
60
59
54
33
27
.1
15.
14.
18.
20.
21.
19.1
12.;
19.!
8.:
LA D
VEL
110
115
120
125
130
135
14 C
145
150
155
160
AVLRAG E
DEL A7
343.777
434.847
347. 155
345. 193
266. 464
266.501
265.582
323.695
273.241
247. 269
291.768
17
25
43
55
68
59
60
59
54
33
27
/0
I 'M p
-9.9
25.3
19.6
4-~ 5
28.9
19.2
33.8
23.5
21.7
20.2
10. 2
A:.~'I VAL TO TAL -r: AVEERAG E DEL AY =
323
DYNAMIC SCHEDULING: MAXIMLM NUMBER OF POSITION SHIFTS = 3
MAXIM U
DELAY
1047.382
1065. 857
956 .250
12170 096
1171; 130
869.271
104040077
12084 347
979.217
820; 339
7710 830
I LIIMP
4.9
14.;1
14. 1
22. 3
10.2
5. 1
14.4
19.9
25. 4
AVERAGE
SHIFT
118
52 C
209
-. 073
.324
-. 288
-. 050
-- 390
-. 167
0. 000
-370
ABS SHIFT
AVERAGE
1.529
1.720
1. 186
1.200
1.147
1.203
1.117
1.068
1.019
1.152
1.259
ARIRIVAL TOTALS: AVERAGE DELAY = 293.24 MAXIMUM DELAY = 1217.096
DYINAMIC SCHEDLLING: MAXIMLM NUiBER OF POSITION SHIFTS = 4
M AX I I J1
DELAY
1054.391
1032.894'
1036; 809
1152; 523
1203.640
88 0. 537
901; 036
1246.936
920.405
720.790
783.096
IMP
4.*3
16.7
6.8'
4.0
-2.7
21.3
22.2
2. 1
19.6
29. 6
24. 3
AVERAG E
SHlI FT
. 529
.465
-.436
235
102
-. 117
-.203
-.424
-. 296
AES SHIFT
AVERAG E
1.824
2.240
1.535
1.164
1.471
1.288
.933
1.525
1.148
1.394
1.333
270. 20 M AX I M UM DEL AY = 1246. 9 36
L AND
VEL
110
115
120
125
130
135
140
145
150
155
160
17
25
43
55
68
59
60
59
54
33
27
AVERAGE
DELAY
286.435
477.022
336;316
324.413
310.242
233.697
291. 146
28 2;834
256;~967
219.475
272; 680
IMP
9.8
18 1
22. 1
27; 1
17*2
29. 1
27. 5
34.,2
26.3
290'2
16.0
LAND
VEL
110
115
120
125
130
135
140
145
150
155
160
17
25
43
55
68
59
60
59
54
33
27
AVERAGE
DELAY
311.557
462;261
335.001
2694869
277.061
248.507
261.898
271.961
240. 679
161.981
199 ;879
I MIMPF
1.8
20.6
22. 4
39. 4
26. 1
24.6
34. 8
36.~7
31.0
47. 7
33. 5
APR I VAL TO TAL S: AVER AG E DEL AY =
94 220>
0
492
485
434
482
482
48 0
10 - Alt dqFT
IN TLE LAs~
Ild%? Tb1 i
45405. 9 2
45551.02
44960.99
44725. 61
44640. 55
44453. 07
"T"', p- A T7 -) m i,
44295.96
43644.80
42892.94
42421. 44
42356. 07
419 60.8 C
1374.
913o
940.
921.
921.
916.
LA~T ~%s.3&-1
I M f....
324
.804
0
91
402
-4
-1
0
1
2
3
4
41
0
0
34
0
0
0
115
270
115
0
0
0
230
. 460
,-~ -
0
0
62
96
197
70
75
0
0
440
.880
7
0
18
26
52
89
160
63
29
30
33
686
1.372/
0
30
53
100
164
57
49
47
0
592
1. 184
&x, ~
26
25
30
33
32
31
02
27
74
17
17
74
R -
Si\ps tI
*
4 FT
A105
325
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